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EPIC produces data-driven research that advances society’s 
understanding of the global energy challenge and translates research 
insights into real-world impacts through strategic outreach and 
training for the next generation of global energy leaders.

Confronting the Global Energy Challenge
Energy powers the modern world, fueling innovation 
and improving  people’s lives. But humanity’s energy 
usage is also generating levels of pollution that are 
substantially shortening people’s lives and causing 
disruptive climate change. Finding a way to supply the 
energy needed for human development without risking 
health or the environment is one of the most important 
challenges the world faces: the global energy challenge. 
EPIC is taking on this challenge by uncovering the 
true costs of the world’s energy choices through data-
driven research. EPIC converts this research into real-
world action through targeted outreach, ensuring that 
policymakers, businesses, and members of the public 
have the information they need to understand the eff ect 
of their choices on the energy system, and to help them 
make better ones.  EPIC also plays a vital role in training 
the next generation of global leaders to think critically and 
comprehensively about energy issues and to recognize 
and develop solutions that work.

Data-Driven Research for Lasting Impact
EPIC acts as an interdisciplinary hub for energy 
and environmental research across the University 
of Chicago.  Combining the insights of economists, 
policy analysts and business experts with the technical 
expertise of engineers and scientists, EPIC’s  faculty 
affi  liates work together to bring robust, cross-cutting 
research to the forefront of the global energy debate.

In addition to faculty research, EPIC has developed 
several affi  liated centers that target critical aspects of 
the global energy challenge.

The Climate Impact Lab is a fi rst-of-its-kind, 
multidisciplinary eff ort working to measure the real-world 
costs of climate change at a local level. It is also developing 
the world’s fi rst empirically-derived estimate of the global 
social cost of carbon, which can be used by governments 
around the world to set climate policy.

The Air Quality Life Index (AQLI) is an air quality metric 
that converts particulate air pollution measurements 
into perhaps the most important factor that exists—their 
impact on life expectancy. The Index allows users to zoom 
in on any district in the world to see the eff ects of that 
district’s air pollution levels on residents’ lifespans.

Because the global energy challenge is especially 
pressing for large, rapidly growing countries, EPIC also 
has teams on the ground in India and China. The teams 
at EPIC-India and EPIC-China work hand-in-hand 
with government and industry partners to devise and 
experimentally test potential solutions to pressing 
energy and environmental challenges. Through these 
innovative partnerships and projects, research insights 
can lead to lasting policy change. 

Learn more at EPIC.uchicago.edu
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Introduction
Inexpensive, reliable energy, largely sourced from fossil fuels, 
has driven U.S. economic growth and prosperity for more than 
a century. These gains have come with costs, however. Local 
environmental pollution causes people to lead sicker, shorter 
lives. Climate change, once thought to be a distant threat, 
has become a present danger to families and businesses from 
coastal Miami to the California mountains and the Alaskan 
Arctic. Policymakers cannot choose to ignore any one of these 
three policy areas, but instead must find ways to balance 
among them. Sustaining economic growth, protecting public 
health, and securing the future climate are together a defining 
challenge of this century: the Global Energy Challenge.

The United States, like all countries around the world, 
will navigate these three common challenges through 
the prism of its own particular history, values, and vision 
for the future. Increasingly, that includes an emphasis on 
addressing the significant, persistent racial and income 
disparities in exposure to environmental pollution with 
their roots in segregationist policies from the Jim Crow 
south to the South Side of Chicago. The path to addressing 
the Global Energy Challenge, and to addressing these 
long-standing inequities, runs through public policy. As 
the Biden administration and a new Congress take the 
reins in Washington, the policy choices they make could 
not be more important.

The American people will be best served by having these 
choices guided by the public interest and informed 
by the latest insights from economic, scientific, and 
public policy research. This book, a compilation of 
policy recommendations from affiliated scholars of 
the Energy Policy Institute at the University of Chicago 
(EPIC) is designed to help policymakers identify and 
implement practical policies to address the greatest 
challenge the country now faces. Each chapter is 
grounded in empirical research that has been galvanized 
by robust academic debate and channeled into practical 
policy applications through discussion with EPIC’s 
policy experts, rather than being developed only in 
Washington, DC policy circles or only in academic 
environments. The result is a constructive energy and 
climate agenda for U.S. policymakers.

The Global Energy Challenge
Preserving the indisputably enormous benefits of 
affordable energy will be a critical priority. Powered by 
access to cheap energy, the American economy is the 
world’s most diverse and productive. Historically, much 
of that energy has been derived from fossil fuels. For 
the last century, the United States has been a leader in 
the oil and gas industry, developing new technologies 
that have reshaped the market and ranked it among the 
world’s largest producers of oil and natural gas.1 Over the 
last twenty years, it has begun applying that innovative 
spirit to renewable energy generation. While renewable 

1 U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA), “Petroleum and Other Liquids,” 
and “Dry Natural Gas.”

generation has grown steadily,2 supplying record levels 
of power in 2019, it still meets just 11 percent of U.S. 
energy needs.3 Policymakers will need to find a way to 
sustain the economic benefits that abundant fossil energy 
has provided while speeding the transition to more 
sustainable power sources.

For the millions of Americans who were brought up 
during an era of untrammeled fossil fuel consumption, the 
benefits of the transition to cleaner energy sources will be 
all too familiar. In the 1950s and 1960s, thick smog often 
blanketed U.S. cities. Power plants and factories emitted 
pollutants into the air with little or no regulation, while 
cars ran on fuel that left a wake of soot and airborne lead 
behind them. Since the 1970 Clean Air Act was passed, air 
pollution in Los Angeles has fallen by nearly 60 percent, 
extending average life expectancy in that city by more than 
a year, according to the Air Quality Life Index,4 a measure 
of the life expectancy impacts of long-term exposure to air 
pollution. In Philadelphia and Washington, DC, the effect 
of pollution reductions was even more significant, adding 
nearly three years to average life expectancy.5 

Yet, too many people continue to suffer from local 
pollution; research has demonstrated that predominantly 
Black and Hispanic communities face much higher 
rates of exposure to pollution, and exhibit higher rates 
of asthma, heart disease, and other pollution-linked 
illnesses.6 It has also shown that national air quality 
monitoring data do not capture the disproportionate 
exposure of communities of color to discrete sources of 
severe air pollution.7 Securing the benefits of clean air for 
all Americans is an overdue and essential element of the 
Global Energy Challenge in this country.

If air pollution has been the story of the last fifty years, 
climate change will be the story of the next fifty. By the 
middle of this century, business as usual scenarios project 
that average temperatures in the United States will rise 
by some 5⁰F over the historical average and the number 

2 U.S. EIA, Monthly Energy Review, December 2020, Figure 10.1.

3 U.S. EIA, “Today in Energy.”

4 Energy Policy Institute at the University of Chicago (EPIC), Air Quality 
Life Index.

5 EPIC, “AQLI United States Fact Sheet.”

6 Brulle and Pellow, “Environmental Justice.”

7 Fowlie, Walker, and Wooley, “Climate Policy.”
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For policymakers, knowing the projected effects of 
climate change is only half the battle. Resources are 
finite and policymakers must choose how best to spend 
them, not only on fighting climate change but also 
on health, education, infrastructure, and all the many 
other demands on the public purse. Policymakers 
therefore need to understand the costs of climate 
damages to understand how best to address them. The 
second chapter in this section, therefore, explores the 
Social Cost of Carbon (SCC), which is an estimate of the 
monetary damages from the release of an additional 
ton of CO2. The SCC is a critical tool for assessing the 
costs of climate change, and therefore the benefits of all 
policies to mitigate or adapt to it. EPIC Director Michael 
Greenstone and Tamma Carleton, an assistant professor 
at the University of California, Santa Barbara (and former 
EPIC postdoctoral scholar), describe how the SCC can be 
used in cost-benefit analyses for proposed climate and 
energy policies and provide several recommendations 
that would ensure the social cost of carbon reflects the 
advances in understanding about climate change over 
the past decade. These include using the latest climate 
modeling, applying a new valuation of climate damages, 
employing lower discount rates, and incorporating 
global, rather than only domestic, damage estimates of 
additional carbon emissions. Ultimately, they propose 
a two-step process: the first step involves an immediate 
return to the Obama administration’s approach along 
with a more appropriate discount rate that together 
produce a SCC of $125 in 2020; and the second step is 
a comprehensive update that would return the SCC 
to resting on a foundation of frontier economics and 
climate science.

The balance of the book is organized under two broad 
themes. Chapters in Economy-wide Approaches start 
from the understanding that it is a fundamental policy 
failure that polluting industries do not pay a price for 
emitting carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Chapters 
in this section offer guidance to policymakers on how 
to ensure that polluters pay for the damage they cause. 
Greenstone and Postdoctoral Scholar Ishan Nath offer a 
number of guiding principles for policymakers working 
to ensure polluters pay for the damage they cause—
whether by imposing a carbon tax or implementing a 
cap-and-trade system.

If the United States takes steps to reduce emissions 
that substantially increase costs domestically, however, 
some fear it could push industrial production overseas, 
hurting the United States economically while making 
no net difference to the amount of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere. Border adjustment taxes (BATs) are 
an oft-proposed means to avoid simply exporting U.S. 
emissions, but they are difficult to administer, possibly 
violate international trade laws, and do not achieve 
significant emissions reductions. Professor of Law David 
Weisbach and his co-author, Samuel Kortum, Professor 
of Economics at Yale University, offer analysis to better 
understand the true scale of the problem that BATs are 
trying to solve and outline a combination of alternative 
taxes that will lead to deeper emissions cuts without the 
logistical and legal problems of traditional BATs.

Chapters in Sector-by-Sector Approaches dive into specific 
climate and energy sectors, offering policy ideas for 
tackling specific energy and environmental challenges.

of days with a high temperature over 95⁰F will increase by 
twenty-five for the average American.8 These are not just 
numbers on a thermometer. Higher temperatures—in 
particular, the increase in the number of days of extreme 
heat—will drive significant increases in mortality, crop 
loss, and energy consumption, and lead to other changes 
that together undermine well-being.9 Research also 
demonstrates that these effects will not be distributed 
equally: people in the northern parts of the United States 
will benefit from warmer winters but those in many parts 
of the South and Midwest will confront significant threats 
to their way of life. Today, for example, the Midwest’s corn 
and soybean belt covers 140 million acres of farmland. 
Recent research shows that, under a business as usual 
scenario, that land will become virtually unsuitable 
for growing those crops as soon as mid-century, and 
completely so by the end of the century.10

Heat will not be the only challenge. By 2050, as many 
as 16.2 million American homes could be at substantial 
risk of flooding due to sea level rise and changing 
precipitation patterns.11 In 2020, in California alone, 
wildfires exacerbated by climate change burned an 
area larger than the state of Connecticut.12 From Native 
American coastal towns in Alaska and Louisiana to 
working class communities in increasingly fire-prone 
California, people are already beginning to abandon 
their homes in the face of rising climate challenges.13 
It is not difficult to project future conversations about 
which parts of the Atlantic coastline the United States can 
afford to protect and which ones will have to be let go. No 
administration, Democratic or Republican, can escape 
these costs, a large portion of which will fall on some of 
America’s most economically vulnerable and politically 
disenfranchised populations.

8 Climate Impact Lab, Climate Impact Map. Parameters selected: Global 
Map, tracking changes from the historical average in average Jun/
Jul/Aug temps and the number of days over 95⁰ F under a business as 
usual scenario (RCP8.5) to mid-century (2040-2059) with a median 
probability.

9 Carleton et al, “Valuing the Global Mortality Consequences.”

10 Greenstone, Nash, and Viaene, “Will the ‘Corn Belt’ Persist?”

11 Climate Impact Lab, “New Data Discloses Flood Risk.”

12 CBS SF Bay Area, “California Wildfires.”

13 IPCC, Climate Change 2014. See also, Welch, “Climate Change has 
Finally Caught Up,” Stein, “How to Save a Town,” and Mooallem, “We 
Have Fire Everywhere.”

The scale and gathering speed of climate change makes 
finding the right policy balance among the needs for 
inexpensive and reliable energy, local environmental 
quality, and preventing disruptive climate change an 
urgent priority for the Biden administration. As if that 
weren’t challenging enough, there are many pressing 
demands on public resources in other domains, from 
educating the young to caring for the elderly, protecting 
U.S. national security, and the immediate urgency of the 
COVID pandemic’s health and economic repercussions. 
It is essential, therefore, that policy deliver the maximum 
bang for every buck, with energy and environmental 
policy being no exception.

Evidence-based Policy Solutions
This book is a compilation of policy proposals from EPIC 
faculty affiliates from the Booth School of Business, the 
Harris School of Public Policy, the UChicago Law School, 
and the College, informed by the best available evidence, 
that can help the United States navigate the Global Energy 
Challenge. Grounded in empirical research, the book 
offers specific, practical ideas on how to tackle a wide 
range of issues in climate and energy policy, from carbon 
pricing to fuel efficiency standards, oil and gas leasing, 
and coal mine reclamation. Though this one volume 
cannot be a comprehensive list of sensible policies in this 
wide-ranging policy space, it is a unique blend of ideas 
that all have their beginnings in the crucible of academia. 
Not content to let these ideas founder in academic 
journals and debates, each chapter’s authors worked with 
EPIC’s team of policy experts to turn them into concrete 
and actionable policy proposals.

The book’s opening section helps readers understand 
the likely effects of climate change in the United States 
and how best to think about their total costs. It begins 
with an overview of the effects that the United States can 
expect to experience from climate change in the coming 
decades and the repercussions that they will have across 
the country. Drawing on research from the Climate Impact 
Lab—a collaboration of experts from EPIC, the University 
of California, Berkeley, Rhodium Group and Rutgers 
University—Assistant Professor Amir Jina explores how 
climate change will affect core indicators of economic and 
public health both now and over time, noting in particular 
that those effects will not be felt equally across the country.

Flooding events are likely to become more frequent in a changing climate, with potentially serious consequences for 
property values in communities nationwide.
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the car and light truck vehicle categories and eliminating 
attribute-based standards to making the credit market 
more transparent, that can make fuel economy standards 
a more effective means of reducing emissions.

Reducing carbon emissions is a critical priority, 
but policymakers are unlikely to lose sight of the 
traditional guiding priority of U.S. energy policy: 
ensuring sufficient, affordable supplies of energy for 
economic growth. Where that energy comes from, how 
it is produced, and what happens to the people and 
places that produce it are all important variables for the 
Biden administration to consider.

For decades, the overwhelming majority of U.S. energy 
production came from coal, a seemingly cheap, effectively 
inexhaustible fuel source. As Mark Templeton, Clinical 
Professor of Law, writes, however, the costs of coal are far 
higher than its price would suggest. Taking into account 
the economic cost of the environmental damage coal 
causes, using the social cost of carbon, reveals that it 
is in fact among the most expensive fuel sources there 
is. Templeton argues that the United States should 
move rapidly to ensure that coal pricing reflects its 
environmental damages and enforce the requirement 
that coal companies pay for the local environmental 
damage they have caused, while working to ensure that 
former coal communities have an economic stake in a 
clean energy future.

The dramatic expansion in fracking in recent decades 
has made available vast reserves of oil and natural gas, 
making the United States one of the world’s largest 
producers of both fuels. A significant percentage of that 
production, note Assistant Professor Thomas Covert and 
Professor Ryan Kellogg, takes place on federal lands, and 
federal law gives Washington a direct responsibility for 
ensuring that the interests of both current and future 
citizens are protected. Yet, they find, the government 
offers leases on federal lands at substantially more lenient 
terms than those available on private or state lands, 
reducing the return to today’s taxpayers from public 
resources. Requirements for post-production reclamation 
are also weaker on federal lands, exposing the public to 
future environmental and economic risks. They make 
recommendations to address both challenges.

Taken together, these chapters offer a data-driven agenda, 
born out of cutting-edge academic research, that can 

help the Biden administration navigate the Global Energy 
Challenge for all Americans. The window for confronting, 
rather than reacting to, climate change is closing. The 
recommendations in this book can help lay the foundations 
for a safe, prosperous, and more equitable future.
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Several chapters take up the myriad issues 
associated with producing and distributing 
electricity. Steve Cicala, an Associate Professor at 
Tufts University and a Non-Resident Scholar at EPIC, 
notes the significant challenges that renewable 
energy poses for the current U.S. electrical grid. 
He argues that, by working primarily to develop 
and deploy utility-scale energy storage, the United 
States has been focusing on distributing electricity 
across time rather than across space. Building a 
truly national grid that could seamlessly transport 
and sell power generated anywhere in America 
would allow New York to buy solar power generated 
in Arizona, or Florida to use wind power from 
Oklahoma, smoothing prices nationwide and 
enabling the United States to take full advantage of 
its best sources of renewable power.

In the absence of a national policy, many states have 
used their own authority to encourage increased 
renewable energy production in their jurisdictions. 
Greenstone and Nath find that while these policies 
result in more renewable energy production and lower 
CO2 emissions, the high cost of installing, transporting, 
and backing up that power has meant that the carbon 
emissions reductions achieved have come at a relatively 
high cost. Instead, they argue, federal policymakers 
should establish a national Clean Electricity Standard. 
The standard would issue credits for renewable 
energy generated from any carbon-free technology 
and emissions reductions in other sectors, such as 
automobiles. Those credits could then be traded on 
a national market, creating a financial incentive to 
produce the credits, stimulating innovation in clean 

technology, and spurring the development of the best 
carbon-free energy sources nationwide.

The United States presently gets about 20 percent of its 
electricity—and 55 percent of its carbon-free electricity—
from an aging fleet of nuclear reactors. As old plants are 
retired, many have been replaced by natural gas-fired 
facilities, trading carbon-free energy for power generated 
from fossil fuels. Professor Robert Rosner and his co-
author, Rebecca Lordan-Perrit, a Postdoctoral Scholar 
at the University of Basel, argue that nuclear power can 
and should be part of a carbon-free U.S. grid. Noting that 
modern nuclear facilities can ramp production up or 
down to backstop renewable energy sources, they offer 
recommendations on how the U.S. nuclear industry 
can overcome important obstacles and remain a critical 
energy source for decades to come.

Generating more clean energy is one way to reduce 
emissions. Another approach is simply to use less energy 
altogether. Assistant Professor Fiona Burlig notes, 
however, that policies designed to stimulate energy 
efficiency have often not achieved the energy reductions 
they promised. Burlig argues policymakers should 
rigorously assess which energy efficiency approaches 
really work and direct public support just to those 
approaches that have proved their value.

Like electricity generation, transportation is a critical 
source of carbon emissions and air pollution. Associate 
Professor Koichiro Ito argues that the best-known 
avenue for limiting vehicle emissions—fuel economy 
standards—incorporates a number of perverse incentives 
that limit the standards' effectiveness. He outlines a 
series of concrete recommendations, from combining 

From the social cost of carbon to trade policy, energy production and transmission, transportation, and more, there is a 
robust energy and climate agenda available for the Biden administration and Congress.
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Effects & Costs of 
Climate Change
Climate change will have wide-ranging effects 
on the U.S. economy, with some communities 
seeing worse effects than others. Understanding 
the true costs of climate change can help 
policymakers choose how best to address it. 



The Changing Climate
The basic relationship between CO2 and the global 
climate has been understood for more than a century, 
when scientists identified the gas as one of several in 
the atmosphere that retained heat and kept the planet 
habitable for humans.1 To understand the consequences 
of this greenhouse effect as levels of CO2 change, it is 
important to know not only what the trends of CO2 have 
been in the past but also what they might be in the future. 
There is considerable uncertainty about what countries 
will do over the next 100 years, ranging from producing 
more emissions to gain the benefits of economic growth, to 
reducing emissions to limit the impacts of climate change. 
These alternate futures are captured in a set of scenarios, 
called Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 
that correspond to different levels of radiative forcing, or 
warming, which could occur in the years to come. 

Figure 1 shows both historic CO2 emissions and the three 
future scenarios that are the subject of much of the 

1 Arrhenius, “On the Influence of Carbonic Acid in the Air upon the 
Temperature of the Ground”; Foote, Circumstances Affecting the Heat 
of the Sun’s Rays”. 

research around the future climate. These range from 
a scenario of continued high emissions, spurred by a 
reliance on fossil fuels in a fast-growing global economy 
(RCP8.5), to a scenario of net zero emissions, where 
policymakers at all levels enact policies to remove carbon 
from the energy system, or at least prevent that carbon 
entering the atmosphere (RCP2.6). 

Extended records about the climate paint a worrying 
picture of changes to date. Global average surface 
temperatures have risen by around 2°F since pre-
industrial times and more than 1°F in the last few decades. 
(For scale, the global average temperature increase after 
the last ice age was about 11°F,2 an increase that took place 
gradually over thousands of years rather than in just 
decades.) In fact, according to the instrumental record of 
temperatures stretching back to the 1880s maintained by 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA),3 nineteen of the twenty warmest years on record 
have occurred since the year 2000. The decade that has 
just ended is the warmest decade since records began. The 

2 Tierney, et al, “Glacial Cooling and Climate Sensitivity Revisited”. 

3 NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information, “Climate at a 
Glance Global Time Series”. 

EFFECTS & COSTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate Change & the U.S. Economic Future
Amir Jina, Assistant Professor, Harris School of Public Policy

The science of climate change poses four unique challenges for policy-
makers. First, the causes and the consequences of climate change are 
global. The main climate change culprit, CO2, disperses throughout the 
atmosphere so emissions from anywhere can lead to consequences 
everywhere. Second, it is a long-term problem. Many of the gases that 
cause climate change will remain in the atmosphere and affect the 
climate for hundreds or thousands of years. Actions taken to reduce those 
emissions will provide benefits, but on a much longer timeframe than a 
typical election cycle. Third, as the science of climate change advances, it is 
apparent that there is potential for irreversible impacts. A point may arrive 
after which reducing emissions will not be sufficient to prevent or reverse 
many of the worst effects of climate change. Finally, while much is known 
about the causes and likely trajectory of climate change in the coming 
century, researchers are still racing to learn where certain impacts will be 
felt, how severely, and over what timeframe. Together, these four scientific 
issues suggest that the climate challenge will demand not one policy 
solution, but many.  

FIGURE 1 - CHAPTER IN A CHART

Historical and Projected Emissions of 
Human-Caused CO2
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FIGURE 2

Historical and Projected Temperatures  
for the United States

 

Source: Houser, et al. (2015). 
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Temperature rise is just one of the many environmental 
changes the United States can expect due to climate 
change. Changes are also expected in average 
precipitation levels, the frequency of extreme 
precipitation events, sea levels, and hurricane intensity, 
to name a few.4 Nor are these changes far off into the 
future. Over the past twenty years compared to 1960-
1980, the average American has experienced 20 percent 
more extremely hot days (>95°F) per year, and a nearly 
70 percent increase in extreme precipitation events.5 
Hurricanes have also become more intense: in 2007-2017 
compared to 1979-1989, while hurricanes of all intensity 
categories have become more frequent, the most extreme, 
Category 5, doubled in frequency. 

The climate, in other words, is already changing.

Economic Impact
Understanding the damages due to climate change at 
both national and local scales is important for assessing 
the benefits that will accrue from any policy that limits 
climate change, as well as for informing policies to 

4 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2014) and 
the Fourth National Climate Assessment (Hayhoe et al., 2017) contain 
excellent summaries of these changes regionally and globally.

5 Houser et al., 2015

adapt. A recent increase in the volume of research into 
climate impacts has led to a new understanding of 
the relationship between climate and local economic 
outcomes, built on solid foundations in data. This has 
allowed researchers to empirically derive estimates of 
the climate’s influence on multiple sectors of the U.S. 
economy, project them into the future under various 
carbon emissions scenarios in high spatial detail, and 
then sum across outcomes to give a comprehensive 
estimate of damages that vary spatially. A discussion of 
some of these outcomes follows, but it is important to 
note that they do not cover all of the potential damages of 
climate change. Rather, they are a subset of outcomes that 
are likely to be major drivers of costs.6 

Before discussing the economic implications of climate 
change for the U.S. economy in the future, it is important 
to understand some general features of how the economy 
and the climate are related. First, climate damages are 
often non-linear, meaning they can increase dramatically 
after a threshold level of warming is reached. Second, 
people are most affected by increases in extremes—that 
is, adding more very hot days has a greater impact than an 
increase in the average annual temperature. 

6 This discussion is drawn largely from the results in Hsiang, Kopp, Jina, 
Rising, et al. (2017).

historical record in Figure 2 shows the warming trend for 
the United States. It is worth noting that the United States 
is warming faster than the global average, as are many 
higher-latitude countries (i.e., countries further from 
the equator). Since the late 1970s, the United States has 
warmed between 0.29°F and 0.46°F per decade.  

The question for policymakers is what these dramatic 
changes mean for the American people and the United 
States economy. Much of the science refers to global scales 
and far-off time horizons. Even expressing these findings 
for the whole of the United States provides an aggregate 
picture of climate change that may be difficult to apply 
in practice. With that said, however, scientists can make 
some concrete projections about local, relatively near-
term changes to the U.S. climate and the consequences 
they may have for the economy. 

Discussing climate change in terms of average 
temperature makes it hard to understand how much of a 
change Americans will actually feel. Figure 3 shows, for 
the whole of the United States, the change in the number 
of days at specific temperatures between 2015 and 2099. 
Higher bars mean more days at that temperature. It is 
clear, because the red bars have shifted to the right with 
respect to the blue bars, that the average temperature will 
be higher. It is also readily apparent that the extremely 

hot days, those with a daily average temperature above 
95°F, will increase dramatically. Under a high emissions 
scenario, there may be seven times more of these days 
compared to the average from 1986-2005.

Not all areas of the United States will feel this increase in 
the same way or at the same rate, with currently colder 
states warming faster than currently hotter states. Some 
of these local changes will be dramatic. Figure 4 shows 
the average summer temperatures for each of the fifty 
states plus Washington, DC between 1981 and 2010, and 
how they could change by the end of the century under 
a high emissions scenario. The compression of the cloud 
shows that the differences between hot and cool states 
are shrinking even as all the states warm over time. Some 
of the coolest states, like Maine or Vermont, will warm to 
be similar to today’s Illinois, Indiana, or Virginia, while 
those three states will warm to be hotter than the states 
that currently have the hottest summer temperatures: 
Florida, Texas, and Louisiana. Today’s hottest states will 
far exceed their current summer temperatures; Texas and 
Louisiana, for example, will have summer temperatures 
at the end of the century similar to today’s Sudan or Saudi 
Arabia. Nearly half of the states in the United States will 
have summer temperatures hotter than today’s summers 
in India or Egypt.

FIGURE 3

Population-Weighted Distribution of Daily Average Temperatures for the United 
States in 2015 and 2099 (RCP8.5)  
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Source: Author calculations using Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset (from Princeton University) for 2015, and Earth 
Exchange Global Daily Downscaled Projections (from NASA) for 2099. 

FIGURE 4

State-Level Average Summer Temperatures, 1981-2010 and 2080-2099 (RCP8.5)  
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increase non-linearly with temperature. About two-thirds 
of these damages will be due to changes in mortality. When 
weighing policies to reduce emissions, the implications 
of Figure 5 are important. For example, under an average 
expected change of temperature associated with the high 
emissions scenario (between 7°F and 8°F), the U.S. economy 
would stand to lose between about 2 percent and 5 percent 
of GDP annually by the end of the century due to impacts in 
the six sectors that were analyzed. 

Climate Change & Inequality
The aggregate picture masks substantial local differences 
in these impacts. Figure 6 shows damages at the county 
level as a proportion of that county’s income level in 
2080-2099 under a high emissions scenario. As expected, 
the colder, more northerly parts of the United States 
have much lower damages than the rest of the country. 
In southern, coastal states, meanwhile, there is an 
overall high negative impact, as they experience higher 
temperatures and exposure to enhanced coastal damages 
from storms and sea level rise.  

Understanding the total damages expected in various 
locations, and the contributions made by energy, 
mortality, and other sectoral components, help to 

illustrate the adaptation challenge that the United States 
will face if it does not avoid the worst effects of climate 
change through mitigation. Adaptation policy at local 
levels will move expected damages off the trajectories 
that these results imply. What this map really shows is 
a future that can be avoided through either mitigation 
or adaptation. Neither policy choice is free, but doing 
nothing is also expensive. Economic assessments such 
as this provide information on the relative benefits of 
various climate policies in particular places. 

The pattern of damages in Figure 6 also reveals another 
potential impact of climate change: an increase in 
inequality across the country. Figure 7 ranks counties 
by income level, and then plots damages in groups 
that gather together income deciles from poorest to 
wealthiest. The pattern of damages is strongly correlated 
with income levels, and the poorest counties suffer the 
largest damages. Indeed, the poorest third of counties 
are projected to experience damages of between 2 and 
20 percent of county income under a high emissions 
scenario. This aspect of climate impacts in the United 
States has the potential to substantially widen the income 
gap between rich and poor parts of the country, saddling 
those areas that may already have fewer resources to 
adapt with larger damages. 

Non-linearities may mean, for example, that increases 
of 1°F in places with a low average temperature may have 
a different impact than an increase of 1°F somewhere 
warmer. Mortality rates, for example, are higher during 
both very cold and very hot temperatures, so a 1°F increase 
in a warmer location might increase mortality, while a 1°F 
increase in a colder location might decrease mortality. 
Non-linearities may take other forms. Temperatures above 
a certain value may damage growth in some crops, for 
instance, but below the threshold no negative effect is seen. 

These non-linearities lead to a few implications. Most 
importantly, a place’s current average climate matters. For 
example, for certain types of climate damages, parts of 
the United States benefit from higher temperatures (for 
instance, northern areas benefit from experiencing fewer 
cold days) while other parts experience damages (for 
instance, southern parts only experience an increase in 
damaging hot temperatures without the offsetting benefit 
of a reduction in cold temperatures). 

Just as climate damages can be calculated for mortality, 
so too can they be for labor productivity, energy demand, 
crime, agriculture, and coastal property. The local 
economic damages of climate change in the United States 
presented below consider both county-level and aggregate 

national-level damages to the U.S. economy due to 
warming and precipitation changes under high, medium, 
and low emissions scenarios. Aggregating damages across 
the country requires valuing each outcome using the best 
available data and summing up the dollar costs.7 

Figure 5 shows that the value of market and nonmarket 
damage across analyzed sectors—agriculture, crime, 
coastal storms, energy, human mortality, and labor—
increases as global mean temperature rises. These 
damages are the sum of individual effects in individual 
sectors across the economy, accounting for all of the 
non-linearities discussed above. The damage curve gets 
steeper as temperatures increase, showing that damages 
get progressively worse as temperatures rise. Taken 
together, these effects could cost roughly 0.7 percent of 
gross domestic product per 1°F increase on average. 

Overall, climate change will harm the U.S. economy, even 
with modest amounts of warming, and damages will 

7 Authors use the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Value of a 
Statistical Life to value mortality, daily wages from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics for labor impacts, value of coastal property for coastal 
damages, crop prices for agricultural damages, best practice cost-of-
crime estimates for crime impacts, and energy prices from the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration for energy costs.

FIGURE 5

The Relationship between Annual Damages to the U.S. Economy (as a Percentage of 
Global GDP) and Increases in Global Mean Surface Temperatures  
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FIGURE 6

Total Direct Damages for Counties in 2080-2099 (RCP8.5) 
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Climate change will affect the American people in 
different ways. The national aggregate results imply 
that the economy will start to exhibit losses no matter 
what the level of warming. No part of the country will be 
insulated. A hurricane in Florida or Texas still requires 
federal assistance, and a Midwestern heatwave with 
negative effects on agriculture will affect food prices in 
other parts of the country. 

These results also imply, however, that limiting CO2 
emissions now would significantly reduce the overall 
losses by the end of the century. The projected 1-4 
percent annual GDP decline under a high emissions 
scenario would drop to 0.1-1.5 percent in a medium 
emissions scenario. The differences in damages across 
sectors, locations, and income levels help to highlight 
that the effects of climate change will not be the same 
for everyone. Different sectors of the economy will be 
harmed in different places, but mitigation and adaptation 
policies will help avoid these often substantial and costly 
damages. Perhaps most important to remember is that 
climate change has the potential to dramatically increase 
inequality. The benefits of climate change mitigation 
have the potential to not only improve the U.S. economy 
on average, but also to protect and support the most 
vulnerable Americans. 
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FIGURE 7

Income Distribution of Impacts across U.S. Counties    
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Unmitigated climate change will make the United States poorer and 
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current fatality rate from auto accidents.
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Heart of the Problem
All over the world, climate policies have the potential to 
provide large benefits by reducing the harms that result 
from carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. However, these 
policies can be costly, with some more expensive than 
others. The value of reducing such emissions is not $0, 
and it is not infinite. Some imaginable fuel economy 
standards, for example, would be very stringent, while 
others would be very lenient. What level of stringency is 
optimal, if a central goal of those standards is to reduce 
carbon dioxide emissions? To confront the challenge of 
climate change effectively, the public is best served by 
policies that have benefits in excess of costs, and that 
maximize net benefits. 

A key tool in identifying such policies is the social 
cost of carbon (SCC), which represents the monetized 
damages associated with a one metric ton increase 
in CO2 emissions. In principle, the SCC illustrates the 
dollar value of all the future damages associated with 
the change in climate due to the release of an additional 
ton of CO2, including (but not limited to), mortality 
and other health effects from excess heat and natural 
disasters, depressed agricultural production, reductions 
in labor productivity, disruption of energy systems, 
increased risk of violent conflict, property damage 
from hurricanes and floods, and mass migration out 

of affected regions. The SCC therefore reflects how 
much society should be willing to pay to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions by a ton.

With this information, policymakers can easily conduct 
cost-benefit analyses of regulations that reduce CO2 
emissions. The costs to the economy of lowering 
emissions (e.g., imposing fuel economy standards on car 
manufacturers) are naturally calculated in dollars. And 
with the SCC, the benefits of CO2 emissions reductions are 
converted into dollars. The result is an apples-to-apples 
comparison of an individual regulation’s benefits and 
costs, both measured in dollars.

From the standpoint of law and practice, this conversion 
is extraordinarily helpful. In the United States, some 
legislation formally requires agencies to conduct cost-
benefit analysis, and prevailing Executive Orders, 
supported by both Republican and Democratic 
presidents, require such an analysis for all major 
regulations, including those designed to reduce carbon 
emissions. Though the use of cost-benefit analysis is 
not without controversy, there is a strong argument in 
favor of conducting such an analysis, and giving serious 
consideration to it, if the goal is to ensure that regulations 
best promote the American people’s interests.1

1 Livermore and Revesz, Reviving Rationality.
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This paper outlines a two-step process to return the United States 
government’s Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) to the frontier of economics 
and climate science. The first step is to implement the original 
2009-2010 Inter-agency Working Group (IWG) framework, which 
includes global damages, using a discount rate of 2 percent. This can 
be done immediately and will result in an SCC for 2020 of $125. The 
second step is to reconvene a new IWG tasked with comprehensively 
updating the SCC over the course of several months. This would 
involve the integration of multiple recent advances in economics and 
science; we detail these advances here and provide recommendations 
on their integration into a new SCC estimation framework. 
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for Updating The U.S. Government’s Social Cost of Carbon
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February 26, 2021, the Biden administration announced 
an "interim" SCC of $52 for 2020, returning to the same 
framework developed by the IWG in 2010-2016.5

Since its release in 2010, the SCC has played a central role 
in climate policy both domestically and internationally. 
For example, as of 2017 the federal government had used 
the SCC to assess the value of over eighty regulations with 
a combined $1 trillion in estimated gross benefits.6 At least 
eleven state governments have begun using an SCC to 
guide policy, most notably in Illinois and New York, where 
governments use the SCC to value “zero-emissions credits” 
paid to producers of clean energy.7 Meanwhile, several 
other countries, including Canada, France, Germany, 
Mexico, Norway, and the United Kingdom, have referred 
to the experience of the United States to implement 

5 IWG, "Technical Support Document," (2021).

6 Nordhaus, “Revisiting the Social Cost of Carbon.”

7 Institute for Policy Integrity, “The Cost of Carbon Pollution.”

their own SCC estimates, with some adopting estimates 
wholesale from the IWG.8

In many respects, the SCC is the “straw that stirs the 
drink” for most domestic climate policies, determining 
in some cases whether or not regulatory action can 
proceed.9 But the national SCC can also influence the 
direction of international climate negotiations: experience 
demonstrates that meaningful U.S. action can leverage large 
reductions in emissions from other countries that reduce 
the climate damages that Americans must contend with.10

Rapid scientific and economic advances in the last 
decade mean that there is now an urgent need to update 
the SCC. The Obama-era SCC relied on the science and 
data available at the time, often making simplifying 
assumptions that are now understood to be invalid 

8 U.S. GAO, “Social Cost of Carbon”

9 Sunstein, “Watch for Biden Decision on Unsung Climate Metric.”

10 Houser, “Calculating the Climate Reciprocity Ratio.”

Following the Supreme Court’s decision in U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) vs. 
Massachusetts (2007), the U.S. government has been 
required to issue at least some regulations to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, but at the time of the 
decision it lacked a consistent SCC with which to inform 
its judgments. In 2009, therefore, President Barack 
Obama's administration issued a temporary SCC and 
formed an Inter-agency Working Group (IWG) that 
was tasked with developing a robust SCC, based on 
the best available science and economics. The work 
was completed in 2010 and then successively updated, 
which ultimately produced a value of $52 per ton of 
CO2 in 2020.2 The same methods were used to develop 
a social cost of methane, another potent greenhouse 
gas, in 2016.3 Following a request from the Obama 
administration, the National Academies of Sciences, 

2 Interagency Working Group, “Technical Support Document” (2013).

3 Interagency Working Group, “Technical Support Document” (2016).

Engineering, and Medicine (NAS) released a report on 
how to bring the SCC closer to the frontier of climate 
science and economics in January 2017.

Not long after that report’s release, President Donald 
Trump's administration disbanded the IWG and reduced 
the SCC to between $1 and $8 (see left panel of Figure 1), 
making changes in assumptions that did not follow the 
NAS recommendations and that were difficult to justify 
based on science and economics.4 In the past four years, 
the controversial and substantially lower SCC estimates 
used by the Trump administration have helped to pave 
the way for the rollback of environmental regulations. 
For example, as illustrated in Figure 2, the Trump 
administration’s 2017 reconsideration and substantial 
weakening of Obama-era fuel economy standards was 
merited, on cost-benefit grounds, with its lower SCC, but 
would not have been so justified with the IWG SCC. On 

4 Greenstone, Congressional Testimony.

FIGURE 2

Trump Administration SCC Used to Justify Rollbacks of Fuel-Economy Standards
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Notes: Figure displays an example regulatory cost-benefit analysis (CBA) using two different SCCs. The values shown are the 
costs and benefits of a 2017 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) rollback of fuel economy standards for 2021-2026 model-year vehicles. The top row displays the benefits and costs 
of the rollback using the 2017 Trump administration 3 percent discount rate SCC (EPA and NHTSA, 2018), taken directly from 
Table I-I and Table VII-286 of EPA and NHTSA (2020). The bottom row uses the same benefit estimate, but estimates the costs 
that would be calculated using the 2016 IWG 3 percent discount rate SCC (i.e., the Obama administration SCC), leaving all other 
assumptions the same across rows (IWG, 2016). For the purposes of this analysis, we assume a constant ratio between the 
Trump and IWG SCCs. This leads to a conservative estimate of the costs that would have been calculated using the IWG SCC, 
since this ratio actually grows over time. Cost estimates incorporate damages from carbon emissions and other factors, such as 
the monetary cost of fuel. Costs from sources other than carbon emissions account for $184 billion of costs in both rows. Both 
costs and benefits are converted from to 2020 USD using the annual GDP Implicit Price Deflator values in the U.S. BEA National 
Income and Product Accounts Table 1.1.9.

FIGURE 1

Current U.S. Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) is Behind Frontier Science 
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Note: This figure compares current and past U.S. federal SCCs to those produced by recent scientific and economic research. 
The full all-sector SCCs shown on the left are U.S. federal SCCs by the Trump administration (dark red/light red) and as the 
interim estimate under the Biden administration (blue). Sector-specific “partial” SCCs on the right come from the Interagency 
Working Group (IWG) 2013 implementation of the FUND model (grey) and recent scientific literature (yellow). 

Sources: Rode et al. (2020b), Carleton et al. (2020), Moore et al. (2017), and Anthoff and Tol (2014), as decomposed by 
Diaz (2014). All estimates indicate the willingness-to-pay to avoid an increase in emissions in the year 2020, rely on an 
approximate “business-as-usual” emissions scenario (e.g., RCP8.5), and use the discount rate preferred by each set of authors 
or each administration. The Trump administration did not choose a central estimate, so estimates using a 3 percent discount 
rate (light red) and a 7 percent discount rate (dark red) are both shown. Estimates not originally stated in 2020 USD are 
converted to 2020 USD using the annual GDP Implicit Price Deflator values in the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis' (BEA) 
National Income and Product Accounts Table 1.1.9.
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and economic models to evaluate the impacts of carbon 
emissions. The Obama-era IWG estimated the SCC using 
three existing IAMs—DICE, FUND, and PAGE—which 
were developed in the 1990s and have been widely used in 
the economic and scientific literature.16

There are seven “ingredients” necessary to construct the 
SCC. The first four are often referred to as “modules” (see 
Figure 3):

1. A socioeconomic and emissions trajectory, which 
predicts how the global economy and CO2 emissions 
will grow in the future;

2. A climate module, which measures the effect of 
emissions on the climate;

3. A damages module, which translates changes in 
climate to economic damages; and

4. A discounting module, which calculates the present 
value of future damages.

16 Nordhaus, “Economic Aspects of Global Warming”; Anthoff and Tol, 
“The Income Elasticity of the Impact of Climate Change”; Hope, “The 
PAGE09 Integrated Assessment Model.”

In addition, there are three cross-cutting modeling 
decisions that affect the entire process:

5. Whether to include global or instead only domestic 
climate damages;

6. How to value uncertainty; and

7. How to treat equity.

Updating the SCC so that it is built on a foundation of 
frontier science and economics would require a newly 
constituted IWG to make decisions regarding each of these 
seven ingredients. However, the IWG need not start from 
scratch; some required updates are already clear. Due to 
significant advances in climate modeling and in climate 
impact analysis, as well as profound changes in global 
capital markets, it is essential to update the climate and 
damage modules and to change the rate of discounting. 
It is additionally essential to update the Trump 
administration’s U.S. SCC to reflect global, as opposed 
to domestic only, damages, based on an overwhelming 
consensus amongst scientific and economic experts. 
Failing to account for these advances would leave any new 
SCC open to well-founded scientific criticism. It could 

or unnecessary. Recognizing the likely advance of 
understanding, the IWG explicitly called for “update[s] 
over time to reflect increasing knowledge of the science 
and economics of climate impacts.”11 Despite some 
incremental changes, however, a wholesale update was 
never conducted. The consequence is that neither the 
Trump nor Obama SCC incorporates the explosion of data 
and research since 2010 that has dramatically expanded 
knowledge of the climate, economy, and the relationship 
between the two. A defining feature of the best new 
research is that it relies on large-scale data sets, rather 
than assumptions that are often unverifiable.

A number of these new, empirically grounded studies 
indicate that the underpinnings of the current SCC are 
no longer valid in terms of, for example, their projected 
impacts on mortality rates, energy demand, and 
agricultural productivity.12 The right panel of Figure 1 
shows three of the sector-specific component or “partial” 
SCC estimates developed in recent years (yellow), as they 
compare to the same components of the federal SCC 
developed in 2013 (grey). New estimates for two of three 
recently studied SCC sectors (mortality and agriculture) 
indicate substantially larger damages from CO2, 
suggesting that the SCC, as settled in 2013, is too low.

Besides advancing understanding about the overall 
impacts of climate change, these data-driven updates to 
the SCC have uncovered large differences in the impacts 
of climate change both within and across countries that 
were invisible with previous approaches. The key finding 
is that climate change is projected to disproportionately 
harm today’s poorest populations, exacerbating concerns 
about environmental justice.13 These distributional 
findings are only visible with the detailed data that 
characterize the new wave of research. As just one 
example, even within a wealthy country like the United 
States, climate change is projected to cause economic 
damages in the poorest 5 percent of counties that are 
approximately nine times larger on average by the end 
of the century than in those in the richest 5 percent.14 Put 

11 Interagency Working Group, “Technical Support Document” (2010).

12 Carleton et al., “Valuing the Global Mortality”; Rode et al., “Estimating 
a Social Cost of Carbon”; Diaz & Moore, “Quantifying the Economic 
Risks”; Moore et al., “New Science of Climate Change Impacts”.

13 See, for instance, Hsiang et al., Estimating Economic Damage from 
Climate Change in the United States.”
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plainly, this new research makes it possible to assess who 
is most affected by climate policies—insight that is out of 
reach under the current SCC framework.

Revising the U.S. SCC based on a new and more durable 
foundation would return the SCC to the frontier of 
understanding about the risks from climate change and 
lead to better policy that protects Americans against 
unnecessary climate risks. Moreover, such an update 
would undoubtedly influence policy abroad, which 
directly affects the well-being of Americans, since the 
climate is equally affected by emissions from Chicago, as 
those from Beijing, Mumbai, Paris, and Riyadh.

This chapter outlines a two-step approach to updating the 
U.S. SCC that returns it to the frontier of knowledge. The 
Biden administration can initiate the first step immediately; 
it simply involves implementing the IWG’s approach 
again with a discount rate of no higher than 2 percent, 
which reflects profound changes in international capital 
markets that make the current values difficult to justify. At a 
discount rate of 2 percent the SCC in 2020 is $125.15 

The second step is for the Biden administration to launch 
a reconstituted IWG and task it with a comprehensive 
updating of the SCC. There are seven key “ingredients” that 
should go into such a process. The next section identifies 
each of them, explains what was done in the past, 
describes how understanding has advanced since 2009-
2010, and make specific recommendations. The chapter’s 
final section details multiple pathways towards combining 
these ingredients to produce an updated SCC. Importantly, 
none of these pathways can be implemented immediately; 
a reconstituted IWG’s work could take several months.

The Seven Key Ingredients  
for a Revised SCC
Calculating the SCC requires a model that accounts 
for the future growth of the economy, the relationship 
between emissions and climate change, the effect 
of climate change on the economy, and a number of 
other factors. Such models are referred to as Integrated 
Assessment Models (IAMs), since they combine scientific 

15 New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, 
“Establishing a Value of Carbon”; New York State Energy Research and 
Development and Resources for the Future, “Estimating the Value of 
Carbon: Two Approaches.”

FIGURE 3

Seven Ingredients for Calculating the Social Cost of Carbon
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climate model that the IWG calibrated to match 
scientific evidence.

Progress: Recent evidence makes clear that the 
IAMs used to calculate the IWG SCC, even with a 
harmonized ECS, are outdated, as they do not reflect 
a substantial body of new research quantifying 
multiple links in the causal chain from emissions 
to temperature change.17 In particular, DICE, 
FUND, and PAGE substantially underestimate the 
speed of temperature increase, relative to climate 
models that satisfy the NAS criteria for meeting 
scientific standards (Figure 4).18 For example, higher 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations cause the oceans to 
warm and acidify, which makes them less effective at 
removing CO2 from the atmosphere. The consequence 
is a positive feedback loop that accelerates warming.19 
However, this dynamic is missing from both the DICE 
and PAGE climate modules.

The fact that existing IAMs do not reflect the well-
developed climate science literature substantially 
influences the magnitude of the SCC.20 Importantly, 
the delayed projection of warming in the IAMs’ 
climate models means that resulting estimates of the 
SCC are likely to be too low. The delay pushes warming 
further into the future, which is discounted more 
heavily, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4.

It is vital that an updated SCC relies on a climate 
model that accurately reflects the climate system’s 
functioning. Because any SCC calculation requires 
fully capturing the uncertainty surrounding the 
impact of CO2 on temperature and other climate 
variables, however, it would be computationally 
infeasible to replace IAM climate models with state-
of-the-art Earth system models that capture the 
physics, chemistry, and biology of the atmosphere, 
oceans and land at high spatial resolution. Therefore, 
a simple Earth system model that can conduct 
uncertainty analysis while also matching predictions 
from these more complex models is necessary.

17 Dietz et al., “Are Economists Getting Climate Dynamics Right”; 
Mattauch et al., “Steering the Climate System”; NAS, “Valuing 
Climate Damages.”

18 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages,” Recommendation 4-1

19 Dietz et al., “Are Economists Getting Climate Dynamics Right.”
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RECOMMENDATION
The first part of our21 climate model recommendation 
is that IWG use the simple Earth system model 
FAIR to project changes in temperature.22

The FAIR model satisfies all criteria set by the NAS for use 
in an SCC calculation.23 Importantly, this model generates 
projections of future warming that are consistent with 
comprehensive, state-of-the-art models and it can be used 
to accurately characterize current best understanding of 
the uncertainty regarding the impact that an additional 
ton of CO2 has on global mean surface temperature 
(GMST). Finally, FAIR is easily implemented and 
transparently documented,24 and is already being used in 
updates of the SCC.25

RECOMMENDATION
The second part of our climate model recommendation 
is that the IWG use semi-empirical models to 
project changes in sea level based on changes in 
global mean surface temperature from FAIR.

A key limitation of FAIR and other simple climate 
models is that they do not represent the change in global 
mean sea level rise (GMSL) due to a marginal change 
in emissions. However, statistical methods can be used 
in combination with long historical records of both 
temperature and sea level to build a semi-empirical 
model of the relationship between GMSL and GMST.26 
Such models are readily available27 and can enable the 
inclusion of marginal damages due both to warming and 
to projected changes in sea level. An important potential 
caveat is that available semi-empirical models of GMSL, 
in addition to more complex bottom-up models, may 

21 Throughout, “we” or “our” refers solely to the views of Carleton and 
Greenstone and not necessarily those of EPIC, the University of 
Chicago, or the University of California, Santa Barbara.

22 Millar et al., “A Modified Impulse-Response Representation.”

23 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages.”

24 FAIR’s source code can be accessed here: https://github.com/OMS- 
NetZero/FAIR/.

25 Dietz et al. “Are Economists Getting Climate Dynamics Right”; Carleton 
et al., “Valuing the Global Mortality Consequences”; Rode et al., “Labor 
Supply in a Warmer World”; Rode et al., “Estimating a Social Cost of 
Carbon for Global Energy Consumption.”

26 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages.”

27 See, for example, Kopp et al., “Temperature-Driven Global Sea-Level 
Variability.”

also leave a new SCC vulnerable to legal invalidation; 
courts review agency decisions to ensure that they are not 
“arbitrary or capricious,” and if a new SCC were not based 
on scientific advances it could be challenged on exactly 
that ground. There are also valuable opportunities to 
update the other three ingredients, but to varying degrees 
the scientific and/or policy case for doing so is less urgent.

This chapter can be thought of as a “recipe,” outlining ways 
to bring the U.S. government’s SCC back up to the scientific 
frontier. This section briefly explains each of the seven key 
ingredients, describes how they were handled by the IWG 
in 2010, and makes recommendations to update each.

Essential Updates to the SCC

Ingredient 1: Climate Module
Background: The development of an SCC requires a 
climate model that converts carbon emissions into 
changes in the global climate. Specifically, these models 

must characterize the relationship between emissions 
and atmospheric CO2 concentrations and the relationship 
between atmospheric CO2 and changes in the climate, 
including both warming and sea level rise. All three 
IAMs used by the IWG included highly simplified climate 
models. A core input into each of these models was the 
Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS), which determines 
the total global warming realized from a doubling of 
atmospheric carbon concentrations. The ECS has a 
substantial impact on the SCC but its true value is not 
known with scientific certainty.

2010 IWG Approach: The IWG relied on the climate 
models within each IAM. However, to ensure that the 
ECS values used reflected the best available science at 
the time, the IWG harmonized the ECS across all models 
by using a probability distribution that reflected the 
likelihood of different possible climate outcomes at the 
end of the century according to the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) Fourth Assessment 
Report. This was the only component of each IAM’s 

FIGURE 4

Current Integrated Assessment Models Do Not Reflect Well-Developed Climate Science
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run weather events on a host of socioeconomic outcomes, 
from agricultural output to mortality rates to energy use.33 
When combined with empirical estimates of differences 
in populations’ responses to weather events (discussed 
in criterion three below), this literature provides a strong 
foundation for understanding the socioeconomic effects 
of weather, and its approach should be reflected in a new 
IWG’s damage function.

The damage functions from FUND, DICE, and PAGE used 
by the IWG do not meet this criterion. They are only loosely 
calibrated to empirical evidence and/or rely on outdated 
estimates that fail to isolate the role of changes in the 
climate from economic variables such as income and 
institutions. For example, the majority of the studies used 
in FUND’s sector-specific damage functions were published 
prior to 2000, and all likely suffer from the influence of 
unobserved factors that are correlated with temperature. 
Similarly, early versions of DICE utilized a damage function 
that was only loosely tied to empirical literature34 while the 

33 Carleton and Hsiang, “Social and Economic Impacts of Climate;” Dell et 
al., “What Do We Learn from the Weather?”

34 "Diaz and Moore, Quantifying the Economic Risks;" Nordhaus, 
"Economic Aspects of Global Warming."

recent DICE update continues to rely on empirical papers 
that fail to identify plausibly causal effects.35

2. Capture local-level non-linearities for the entire 
global population: Damage functions should 
be estimated with data that represent the 
entire global population (not just high-income, 
temperate regions). Further, damage functions 
should account for “non-linear” effects of climate 
variables at a local level.

Dramatic reductions in computing costs and increased 
data availability have enabled researchers to identify 
the effects of climate change on social and economic 
conditions at local scale around the globe. This body of 
work has uncovered that many socioeconomic outcomes 
display a strongly non-linear relationship with climate 
variables—that is, the effects of climate change are 
not identical everywhere, but are instead sensitive to 
prior socioeconomic and climatic conditions.36 For 
example, both extreme cold and extreme heat increase 
mortality rates, while moderate temperatures have little 

35 "Nordhaus and Moffat, "A Survey of Global Impacts of Climate Change."

36 Carleton and Hsiang, “Social and Economic Impacts of Climate.”

underestimate future sea level rise due to their inability to 
capture plausible future dynamics that are not observed 
in the historical record (e.g., ice cliff collapse).

RECOMMENDATION
The third part of our climate model recommendation 
is that the damage function itself should relate 
total socioeconomic damages to changes in 
global mean surface temperature (and global 
mean sea level rise where appropriate).

Finally, a strength of simple climate models like 
FAIR is that they can project GMST, accounting for 
climatological uncertainty, both with and without a 
marginal increase in emissions, which is necessary to 
compute the social cost of one additional ton of CO2. 
However, they are not able to provide local climate 
projections at, for example, the county level. This 
introduces a challenge, as socioeconomic trajectories 
are available nationally and, as discussed below, 
recovering a valid damage function requires that 
climate impacts be estimated locally. It is possible, 
however, to use high spatial detail in socioeconomic 
and climatic conditions to estimate damages that are 
then calibrated to GMST (and GMSL, for sectors where 
sea level rise is an important driver of climate change 
impacts) in a second stage.28

Ingredient 2: Damages Module
Background: A “damage function” translates changes in 
the physical climate (e.g., temperature and sea level rise) 
into monetized impacts on the economy. In some IAMs, 
a single damage function is calibrated to represent all 
categories of climate impact (e.g., PAGE), while in others, 
separate damage functions are modeled for individual 
impact categories (e.g., FUND). In DICE, a single damage 
function is used, but it is calibrated based on individual 
sector-specific damage estimates.29

At least two problems have plagued the IAM damage 
functions. First, they are primarily derived from ad-hoc 
assumptions and simplified relationships, not large-scale 

28 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages”; Carleton et al., “Valuing the Global 
Mortality Consequences;” Rode et al., “Labor Supply in a Warmer 
World;” Rode et al., “Estimating a Social Cost of Carbon for Global 
Energy Consumption.”

29 Nordhaus, “The ‘DICE’ Model.”

empirical evidence. Further, the IAM damage functions 
have tended to treat the world as nearly homogeneous, 
dividing the globe into at most sixteen regions. This 
aggregation misses a great deal, especially because there 
are important non-linearities in the relationship between 
temperature and human well-being that are obscured by 
substantial aggregation. For example, a given increase in 
temperature will have very different impacts in Arizona 
than it will in northern Minnesota. For both of these 
reasons, these damage functions have been heavily 
criticized in recent years.30

2010 IWG Approach: When the IWG developed the 
first SCC in 2010, existing IAM damage functions were 
essentially the only feasible option. As a result, there 
were few if any alternatives and the IWG kept the damage 
functions originally included in DICE, FUND, and PAGE.

Progress: In the last dozen years, there have been great 
advances in computing power, access to data from around 
the world, and econometric methods designed to quantify 
climate change impacts. A result has been an explosion 
of empirical research that has significantly expanded 
science’s understanding of the economic impacts of 
climate change.31 Relative to 2009, there is almost an 
embarrassment of riches, with, for example, at least 110 
empirical studies on climate change’s economic impacts 
published between 2010 and 2016 alone.32

So how should one choose among all of these studies 
when developing an updated damage function? To make 
full use of scientific advances, any modern damage 
function must now meet three criteria:

1. Empirically derived and plausibly causal: Damage 
functions should be derived from empirical 
estimates that reflect plausibly causal impacts of 
weather events on socioeconomic outcomes.

Because the climate has remained stable throughout 
modern human history, it is difficult to isolate 
experimental variations in the long-run climate. However, 
a large and growing empirical literature leverages modern 
econometric methods to uncover causal impacts of short-

30 Pindyck, “Climate Change Policy: What Do the Models Tell Us?”

31 Carleton and Hsiang, “Social and Economic Impacts of Climate;” 
Dell et al., “What Do We Learn from the Weather?”; Deschenes and 
Greenstone, “The Economic Impacts of Climate Change.”

32 Carleton and Hsiang, “Social and Economic Impacts of Climate.”

FIGURE 5

Climate Change Will Have Disparate Impacts on Different Geographic Regions
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Source: Carleton et. al., (2020).
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The damage function should include both the estimated 
benefits and costs of future adaptive investments. While 
earlier empirical studies failed to account for the benefits 
of adaptation,46 a growing literature covering multiple 
sectors is developing damage estimates that reflect the 
benefits of adaptation.47

However, these compensatory investments are not 
free—any updated damage function should also account 
for costs of adaptation.48 Some progress has been made 
to infer these costs from available data,49 but this is an 
active area of research. Damage functions should capture 
adaptation costs wherever possible.

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Biden administration 
replace all existing IAM damage functions 
with those that meet these three criteria.

Estimated damage functions that meet the above criteria 
lead to dramatically different understandings about the 
economic impacts of climate change, compared to the 
older damage functions. For example, one recent study 
found a mortality-only SCC estimate that is more than 
ten times larger than the total health impacts within the 
FUND IAM.50 Further, its estimate of the loss from higher 
mortality rates in 2100 accounts for 49-135 percent of total 
damages across all sectors from the three leading IAMs. 
Another recent study derived an agricultural damage 
function that meets some aspects of the criteria above 
and found a substantial, positive, agriculture-only SCC, 
while FUND’s agricultural SCC is negative (see Figure 1).51 
In other words, by using more comprehensive techniques, 
this study overturned past findings that suggested that 

46 See, for example, Deschênes and Greenstone, “The Economic Impacts 
of Climate Change.”

47 See, for example, Auffhammer, “Climate Adaptive Response 
Estimation;” Deryugina and Hsiang, “The Marginal Product of 
Climate;” Heutel et al., “Adaptation and the Mortality Effects of 
Temperature.”

48 Estimates of adaptation costs are essential when computing the 
total damages of climate change. In contrast, under a strict set of 
assumptions, the marginal benefits and marginal costs of additional 
adaptation cancel each other out in the calculation of the damages 
from a marginal ton of CO2 emissions, making adaptation cost 
estimates unnecessary for the SCC when these assumptions are taken.

49 Carleton et al., “Valuing the Global Mortality Consequences.”

50 Id

51 Moore et al., “New Science of Climate Change Impacts.”

climate change would benefit agriculture, instead finding 
that it would cause substantial damage.

It is noteworthy that meeting these criteria does not 
always increase estimated damages. For example, one 
study quantifying the impacts of climate change on global 
energy expenditures found a small, energy-only SCC 
estimate of -$2. This finding was attributable largely to 
net savings from reductions in heating and differences 
in the responsiveness of electricity demand to high 
temperatures in high- versus low-income regions of the 
world.52 This estimate stands in stark contrast to the FUND 
model, where the energy-only SCC is $8 ($6 of which 
is attributable to Chinese cooling demand only) and 
constitutes 90 percent of the total, all-sector SCC.53

These examples demonstrate that research that meets the 
three criteria described here will fundamentally alter prior 
estimates of the economic impacts of climate change.

Ingredient 3: Discount Module
Background: Along with a set of socioeconomic and 
emissions scenarios, discussed below, the climate and 
damages modules together translate a single additional 
ton of CO2 emissions into a trajectory of additional 
warming, and a stream of future damages. The final step 
in the SCC calculation is to express this stream of damages 
as a single present value, so that future costs and benefits 
can be directly compared to costs and benefits of actions 
taken today. Discounting is the process by which each 
year’s future values are reduced to enable comparison 
with current costs or benefits to society. The “discount 
rate” determines the magnitude of this reduction. 
Because CO2 emissions persist in the atmosphere and lead 
to long-lasting climatological shifts, small differences in 
the choice of discount rate can compound over time and 
lead to meaningful differences in the SCC.

There are two reasons for “discounting the future,” or 
more precisely for discounting future monetary amounts, 
whether benefits or costs. The first is that an additional 
dollar is worth more to a poor person than a wealthy one, 
which is referred to in technical terms as the declining 
marginal value of consumption. The relevance for the SCC 

52 Rode et al., “Estimating a Social Cost of Carbon for Global Energy 
Consumption.”

53 Diaz, “Evaluating the Key Drivers.”

impact.37 In addition, this research has documented large 
differences in climate impact relationships between rich 
and poor,38 hot and cold,39 and agricultural and non-
agricultural40 regions. The significant differences in the 
results across different places imply that the additional 
damage caused by a given increment of warming may 
lead to substantially different outcomes around the globe, 
depending on the characteristics of the local economy, 
demographics, and region. 

The existing IAMs’ damage functions fail to adequately 
characterize non-linearities, to disaggregate local 
impacts around the world, or to include information 
from lower-income, hotter regions of the globe. For 
example, the PAGE model damage function is calibrated 
based on an empirical analysis that only includes data 
from the United States.41 Similarly, the FUND mortality-
specific damage function is calibrated by an analysis42 
that draws on multiple studies, but only one of these 
studies43 leverages actual mortality data, and only from 
Los Angeles, New York, Tokyo, Israel, the Netherlands, 
Taiwan, and the United Kingdom. None of these locations 
have the combination of a hot climate and low incomes 
that characterize the regions where several billion people 

37 Gasparinni et al., “Mortality Risk Attributable to High and Low 
Ambient Temperature;” Deschênes and Greenstone, “Climate Change 
Mortality, and Adaptation.”

38 Davis and Gertler, “Contribution of Air Conditioning Adoption.”

39 Heutel et. al., “Adaptation and the Mortality Effects of Temperature.”

40 Cai et al., “Climate Variability and International Migration.”

41 Cline, “The Economics of Global Warming.”

42 Tol, “Estimates of the Damage Costs of Climate Change.”

43 Martens, “Climate Change, Thermal Stress, and Mortality Changes.”

currently live. Moreover, these models divide the globe 
into at most sixteen distinct regions, missing important 
spatial detail.

A failure to capture globally representative, locally 
varying, non-linear relationships is a grave threat to the 
validity of damage functions. This is illustrated in Figure 
5, where distinct mortality-temperature responses are 
shown for Oslo, Norway and Accra, Ghana, as well as 
for the global average. In Oslo, climate change is likely 
to save lives, as the mortality rate is highly sensitive to 
cold and temperatures become more moderate under 
climate change. In contrast, low incomes in Accra lead 
to extremely high mortality-sensitivity to heat, and 
large increases in heat-related mortality under climate 
change. It is also apparent that the global average 
mortality-temperature response function is a very poor 
representation of the impact of climate change in both 
Oslo and Accra. Ignoring such differences by applying 
the global response function to Oslo and Accra, instead of 
the local responses, would dramatically misrepresent the 
impacts of climate change around the world.

While further advances in data collection and computing 
power are needed to derive damage functions for 
all sectors in all countries at high spatial resolution, 
substantial improvements over the existing IAMs are 
feasible. Further, recent research has developed methods 
for estimating worldwide climate impacts by inferring 
damages in data-poor regions based on data-rich regions 
that have similar characteristics.44

3.  Inclusive of adaptation: Damage functions 
should reflect that people, firms, and 
governments make defensive investments that 
provide protection against climate-related risks, 
and that these investments are costly.

As climate change unfolds, individuals, governments, and 
firms will make innumerable decisions and investments 
to respond to the gradually changing environment. 
Damage functions within DICE, FUND, and PAGE involve 
very different assumptions about such compensatory 
investments and their costs, the majority of which are not 
based on real-life observations of adaptation.45

44 Carleton et al., “Valuing the Global Mortality Consequences.”

45 Diaz and Moore, “Quantifying the Economic Risks of Climate Change.”

Climate change will have different effects in different parts of the world, 
depending in part on today's socioeconomic and climatic conditions. 
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is that damages from climate change that occur in the 
future will matter less to society than those that occur 
today, because societies will be wealthier. The second, 
which is debated more vigorously, is the pure rate of time 
preference: people value the future less than the present, 
regardless of their income level. While individuals may 
undervalue the future because of the possibility that they 
will no longer be alive, it is unclear how to apply such 
logic to society as a whole facing centuries of climate 
change. Perhaps the most compelling explanation for a 
nonzero pure rate of time preference is the possibility of a 
disaster (e.g., asteroids or nuclear war) that wipes out the 
population at some point in the future, thus removing the 
value of any events that happen afterwards.

The government regularly has to make judgments about 
the discount rate when trading off the costs and benefits 
of a regulation or project that will endure for multiple 
years. In general, U.S. government agencies have relied on 
the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) guidance 
to federal agencies on the development of regulatory 
analysis in Circular A-4, and used 3 percent and 7 percent 
discount rates in cost-benefit analysis.54 These two values 
are justified based on observed market rates of return, 
which can be used to infer the discount rate for the 
SCC since any expenditures incurred today to mitigate 
CO2 emissions must be financed just like any other 
investment. The 3 percent discount rate is a proxy for the 
real, after-tax riskless interest rate associated with U.S. 
government bonds and the 7 percent rate is intended to 
reflect real equity returns like those in the stock market. 
However, climate change involves intergenerational 
tradeoffs, raising difficult scientific, philosophical and 
legal questions regarding equity across long periods of 
time. There is no scientific consensus about the correct 
approach to discounting for the SCC.55

2010 IWG Approach and Progress: There are two 
possible approaches to discounting in SCC calculations. 
First, a fixed discount rate can be used, as was 
implemented in the IWG SCC calculations. The 2010 
IWG used discount rates of 2.5 percent, 3 percent, and 
5 percent, while the Trump administration applied 3 
percent and 7 percent, in accordance with OMB Circular 
A-4. The 2010 IWG set the 3 percent discount rate as 

54 OMB, “Circular A-4.”

55 Gollier and Hammitt, “The Long-Run Discount Rate Controversy”

the central case to be consistent with guidance from 
the OMB (2003) regarding the interest rate on U.S. 
government bonds. This decision was also motivated by 
the assumption that climate damages were projected to be 
uncorrelated with overall market returns (eliminating the 
7 percent rate, derived from equity markets) and thus used 
insights from asset pricing theory that the riskless interest 
rate was appropriate.56

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend continuing to rely on existing asset 
markets to guide the choice of discount rates. Based on 
recent asset market trends, we recommend a discount 
rate of no higher than 2 percent. 

There have been profound changes in global capital 
markets since the publication of Circular A-4 in 2003 
that make it extraordinarily challenging to justify 
3 percent as an accurate estimate of the return on 
riskless investments. For example, the average ten-year 
Treasury Inflation-Indexed Security (TIPS) rate over 
the available record of the index (2003-present) is just 
1.01 percent (see Figure 6).57 Similarly, recent research 
has shown that the equilibrium real interest rate has 
declined substantially since the 1990s, suggesting a 
lower discount rate is justified.58 Additionally, evidence 
from long-term real estate investments suggests that 
for climate mitigation, which has payoffs over very long 
periods of time, discount rates should be even lower 
than those used to discount costs and benefits of shorter-
lived investments.59 Overall, our judgement is that it is 
difficult to defend a 3 percent discount rate for climate 
investments and there is now a compelling case for a 
riskless discount rate of no higher than 2 percent.60

There is also the possibility, however, that the riskless 
rate itself is not appropriate as the central discount rate 

56 Greenstone et al., “Developing A Social Cost of Carbon”

57 Board of Governors of the U.S. Federal Reserve System, “10-Year 
Treasury Inflation-Indexed Security.”

58 Bauer and Rudebusch, “Interest Rates Under Falling Stars.”

59 Giglio et al., “Climate Change and Long-run Discount Rates.”

60 A fixed rate below 2 percent does not contradict OMB Circular A-4 
when a long-lived benefit stream is under consideration: “If your rule 
will have important intergenerational benefits or costs you might 
consider a further sensitivity analysis using a lower but positive 
discount rate in addition to calculating net benefits using discount 
rates of 3 and 7 percent.” See OMB, “Circular A-4.”

DAMAGE MODULE

Top-down GDP-based estimates of climate damages
Another approach to updating damage functions guided by the 
three listed criteria is “top-down” in nature, relying on statistical 
relationships between GDP and climate variables (generally, 
temperature) to quantify the impacts of climate change on aggregate 
growth in (or levels of) income.1 The idea is to use GDP as a wide-
reaching measure of economic well-being such that individual 
socioeconomic sectors do not need to be separately analyzed nor do 
their interactions need to be explicitly modeled. These top-down 
empirical results have recently been used to compute updated SCCs. 
For example, one recent study generated SCCs of about $400, nearly 
an order of magnitude larger than the Obama SCC.2

This is an important and rapidly evolving line of research. However, 
several critiques cause us to conclude that top-down empirical 
analysis is not currently ready for use in determining the SCC. 
First, GDP is an incomplete measure of economic well-being and 
of willingness-to-pay for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. For 
example, it misses non-market outcomes such as mortality and 
morbidity that are large in magnitude,3 and current top-down 
analyses omit the damages associated with flooding and sea level rise. 
However, a bottom-up approach that sums sector-specific damages 
will also be incomplete, as discussed in this chapter’s last section.

Second, there is a long history of skepticism about the ability of 
cross-country GDP regressions to provide reliable information on 
the determinants of growth.4 Many of these concerns boil down to 
questions of misspecification. Regression models can be designed 
to identify causal relationships between various phenomena—in 
this case, between GDP growth and its potential causes. With 
limited available data, however, it is difficult to specify a regression 
model that can accurately recover the dynamic and potentially 
slow-moving influence of individual determinants of growth. 
Moreover, in GDP regressions, each country-year observation is 
treated as independent from the others, when in fact the growth 

1 See, for example, Burke et al., “Global Non-Linear Effect of 
Temperature;” Dell, et al., “Temperature Shocks and Economic Growth.”

2 Ricke et al., “Country-Level Social Cost of Carbon,” using statistical 
estimates from Burke et al., “Global Non-Linear Effect of Temperature,” 
and Dell et al., “Temperature Shocks and Economic Growth.”

3 Hsiang et al., “Estimating Economic Damage from Climate Change in 
the United States.”

4 Note that this skepticism in the macroeconomics literature has applied 
both to purely cross-sectional analyses (comparing countries’ growth 
experiences to one another) and to growth regressions exploiting panel 
data (comparing GDP over time within a country). See Durlauf (2009) 
for a detailed discussion.

process is strongly interlinked across countries.5 Modeling these 
interdependencies across space and time is exceptionally difficult 
with available data.

Third, it is unclear whether a change in temperature affects the level 
or growth rate of GDP. A test for growth effects of temperature shocks 
requires estimating a distributed lag model with many lags, but 
these models (which measure the effects of temperature on growth 
over time) are difficult to estimate with available data, leaving a 
good deal of uncertainty in the results. For example, one model was 
empirically unable to distinguish between growth and level effects,6 
while another rejected evidence of growth effects7 and a third found 
evidence in support of growth effects (at the subnational level).8 
The answer to this question has first order consequences on climate 
change projections, so this lack of clarity is not trivial.

Fourth, a paper in this literature notes that the estimated effects of 
temperature shocks on GDP growth rates appear implausibly large: “If 
an extra 1°C reduces growth by 1.1 percentage points, then it would take 
only eight years of sustained temperature differences to explain the 
overall cross-sectional relationship between temperature and income 
observed in the world today.”9 The magnitude of these effects along 
with concerns about whether there are plausible mechanisms through 
which temperature can affect economic growth (as opposed to the level 
of economic activity) together have led to some additional skepticism.

A top-down approach to damage function estimation has strong 
potential to inform the SCC, particularly because it is challenging to 
empirically ground the overlap, spillovers, and interactions among 
individual sectors of damages used in a bottom-up approach.10 
Therefore, resolving the uncertainties in this expanding literature is 
an urgent line of inquiry. In the meantime, we believe that a bottom-
up approach like that outlined in this chapter is a more promising 
avenue for determining an SCC grounded in real-world data.

5 Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare, “Externalities and Growth.”

6 Burke et al. (2015) estimate a five-year distributed lag model that cannot 
reject zero growth effects (cumulative effect of -0.010 per °C with a 
95% confidence interval of [-.027, 0.008]). The authors conclude: “...we 
cannot reject the hypothesis that this effect is a true growth effect[s] 
nor can we reject the hypothesis that it is a temporary level effect.”

7 Kalkuhl and Wenz, “The Impact of Climate Conditions on Economic 
Production.”

8 Burke and Tanutama, “Climatic Constraints on Aggregate Economic 
Output.”

9 Dell, Jones and Olken, “Temperature and Income.”

10 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages”; Kopp and Mignone, “The U.S. 
Government’s Social Cost Of Carbon Estimates.”
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likely to be the highest in possible future scenarios where 
economic growth is the lowest. Both facts imply that 
climate  mitigation policies act as a form of insurance for 
the future and imply a lower discount rate than is given by 
the Ramsey equation. Besides these limitations, some find 
it unappealing that the Ramsey approach requires several 
judgments by “experts” about the value of key parameters, 
rather than relying on observed market interest rates.

Ingredient 4: Global or Domestic Damages
Background and 2010 IWG Approach: Traditionally, 
regulatory cost-benefit analyses (CBAs) have only 
considered the domestic benefits and costs of policies, on 
the theory that what matters for U.S. policy are the effects 
of regulations on U.S. citizens. However, unlike nearly 
every other environmental pollutant, CO2 emissions 
are overwhelmingly a global problem. The damages 
caused by a ton of carbon emissions in the United States 
are felt globally. Perhaps even more importantly, the 
United States is harmed by emissions from abroad, so 
that when emissions are reduced in China, the European 
Union, India, and elsewhere, Americans benefit. In light 
of the global nature of the problem, and as a means to 
aid international negotiations in obtaining emissions 
reduction commitments abroad, the IWG chose to use 
global damages to calculate the SCC. In 2017, the Trump 
administration switched to only counting domestic 
damages in the calculation of the SCC.

Progress: The overwhelming consensus amongst 
scientific and economic experts is that the best policy is to 
include global damages.65 Although focusing exclusively 
on the domestic costs of climate change may appear to 
put U.S. interests first, it does not; indeed, a growing body 
of evidence demonstrates the opposite. Nearly 90 percent 
of global emissions take place outside the United States, 
and since the climate does not differentiate between a 
ton of carbon emitted in New York and a ton emitted in 
Beijing, the United States will never be able to protect 
its citizens from climate change without negotiating 
emissions reductions from other countries. If every 
nation uses a domestic figure, all nations will lose; a 
global figure is necessary to overcome what might be seen 
as a classic prisoner’s dilemma.66

65 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages.” 

66 For relevant discussion, see Kotchen, “Which Social Cost of Carbon?”

Importantly, history shows us that when the United 
States accounts for the full global cost of climate change 
it incentivizes other countries to reduce their own 
emissions, which ultimately benefits the United States 
more than any purely domestic climate policy could. As 
noted above, some nations simply borrowed the U.S. SCC. 
And in some cases, the use of a global SCC by the United 
States plausibly contributed to international action. For 
example, in 2014 the U.S. EPA proposed the Clean Power 
Plan, and within four months the United States extracted 
a promise from China to make significant reductions 
in its own emissions.67 Altogether, it is estimated that 
the United States was able to leverage 6.1-6.8 tons of 
CO2 reductions from other countries for every ton that 
it pledged to cut in the Paris Climate Agreement.68 The 
global SCC—that is, an SCC informed by global damages, 
not just domestic—is an ingredient in efforts to procure 
necessary international action.

Though for many regulations it is standard to use only 
domestic measures of costs and benefits, on the grounds 
that what matters are the effects of regulations on U.S. 
citizens, that should not be the case with the social cost of 
carbon. Indeed, the use of the domestic measure for the 
SCC could actually harm U.S. citizens. What the United 
States does sets an example for the world. If Washington 
only measures the domestic impacts of its emissions, it 
will not only discount the effects of its actions on other 
countries, but also contribute to a situation in which 
multiple nations are allowing levels of emissions that 
harm their citizens. The cumulative effect of the U.S. 
decision could be higher emissions in many countries 
around the world, which would harm U.S. citizens. Even if 
policymakers decide that the effects of regulations on U.S. 
citizens are what matter (in terms of both law and policy), 
it would make sense to use the global measure, as it would 
protect U.S. citizens against a range of adverse effects 
from unmitigated climate change.

RECOMMENDATION
Our recommendation is to use global 
damages in calculating the SCC. 

The United States has a central role in global diplomacy and 
its leadership is necessary to protect its citizens from climate 

67 Greenstone, “United States House Committee.”

68 Houser, “Calculating the Climate Reciprocity Ratio.”

due to the unique risk properties of climate change 
and uncertainty about future interest rates. Because 
discount rates reflect the returns to investments that 
mitigate climate change, Americans are best served by 
using an interest rate associated with investments that 
match the structure of payoffs from climate mitigation. 
Capital asset pricing models recommend low discount 
rates in scenarios where investments (in this case CO2 
mitigation) pay off in “bad” states of the world—that is, 
if climate damages are likely to coincide with a slowing 
overall economic growth rate that could, for example, be 
due to “tipping points” or large-scale human responses 
to climate change, including mass migration.61 If on the 
other hand climate damages act as tax on the economy 
(i.e., total damages are larger when the economy grows 
faster), then higher discount rates like the average return 
in equity markets would be merited.

A second potential approach to deriving a discount 
rate is to explicitly account for future economic growth 
using the so-called Ramsey equation,62 which is often 

61 Greenstone et al., “Developing A Social Cost of Carbon.”

62 Ramsey, “A Mathematical Theory of Saving.”

referred to as the prescriptive approach. This approach 
has been recommended by the NAS as a “feasible and 
conceptually sound framework.”63 Rather than rely on 
observed interest rates, it derives a discount rate from 
assumptions about three parameters: the pure rate 
of time preference, the growth rate of consumption, 
and a parameter capturing the decreasing marginal 
utility of consumption. Values for the first and third 
parameters have been estimated in a large literature, 
while the consumption growth rate will depend on 
the set of socioeconomic scenarios developed in the 
socioeconomic and emissions module described above.64

The Ramsey approach has two key limitations. First, 
future economic growth is uncertain, while the Ramsey 
equation is deterministic. Second, climate damages are 

63 NAS, "Valuing Climate Damages."

64 The Ramsey equation expresses the discount rate as r = δ +  η ✕ g , 
where δ measures the pure rate of time preference, g measures the 
growth rate of consumption, and η captures the decreasing marginal 
utility of consumption. The consensus is that δ likely ranges between 
zero and two. Values for η have been estimated in a large literature, 
and range from one to four, but are generally centered around two (e.g., 
Arrow, 2007; Dasgupta, 2007, 2008; Hall, 2009; Weitzman, 2007, 2009).

FIGURE 6

Monthly 10-year Inflation-Adjusted Treasury Security Interest Rates
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The probabilities assigned to each projection should 
be chosen to best represent the most likely future 
global pathway.

Ingredient 6: Valuing Uncertainty 
about Climate Risk
Background and 2010 IWG: There are several sources 
of uncertainty in the calculation of the SCC. These 
include uncertainty about future economic growth, 
the sensitivity of the global climate to additional 
emissions, and the economic damages for a given level 
of climate change. Economic theory and empirical 
evidence (see, for instance, the general existence of 
the insurance industry) reveal that people dislike 
risk and are willing to pay to reduce their exposure to 
it. The IWG chose not to account for uncertainty in 
valuing climate damages but noted that this decision 
“demands further attention.”75

Progress: Economic theory and empirical research 
decisively support the idea that people are risk-averse 
and value reducing uncertainty. In the last decade, 
advances in computing have enabled probabilistic 
climate change projections that capture multiple 
measures of uncertainty about the magnitude of 
climate damages. Thus, for the first time, it is possible 
to characterize these uncertainties and to incorporate 
them into the calculation of the SCC. For example, one 
recent study provided estimates of the total change in 
energy expenditures under climate change, accounting 
for both statistical and climatological uncertainty.76 

75 Greenstone et. al, “Developing a Social Cost of Carbon.”

76 Rode et al., “Estimating a Social Cost of Carbon for Global Energy Consumption.”

Two other recent studies provide the analogous 
information for mortality77 and labor supply.78 A large 
theoretical literature demonstrates that accounting for 
this uncertainty when individuals are modeled as risk 
averse can substantially increase the SCC.79 Although 
these methods have not yet been applied to new 
empirically derived probabilistic damage estimates, it 
would be straightforward to do so.80

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the calculation of the SCC 
account for the considerable uncertainty from 
multiple sources about damages using standard 
economic tools for valuing this uncertainty.81

Ingredient 7: Equity
Background: An additional dollar is worth more to a 
poor person than a wealthy one. Applying this principle 
to the SCC would require “equity weighting” within 

77 Carleton et al., “Valuing the Global Mortality Consequences of Climate Change.”

78 Rode et al., “Labor Supply in a Warmer World.”

79 See, for example, Lemoine, “The Climate Risk Premium;” Jensen and 
Traeger, “Pricing Climate Risk;” Jensen and Traeger, “Optimal Climate 
Change Mitigation Under Long-term Growth Uncertainty;” Traeger, 
“Analytic integrated assessment and uncertainty.”

80 The application of standard methods of uncertainty valuation to 
empirically derived probabilistic damage estimates is a central feature 
of Pathway “C”, one of the recommended pathways for development of a 
new SCC described below.

81 Specifically, this should be done by accounting for risk aversion using 
standard parameterizations of the shape of the utility function (e.g., η = 
2) from the existing literature to determine the “certainty-equivalent” 
value of damages under climate change (Traeger, “Why Uncertainty 
Matters”). A “certainty-equivalent” value is computed by determining 
the consumption loss that society would accept as a certain outcome in 
place of the distribution of future uncertain outcomes.

damages. To use a domestic SCC would be to abandon this 
role of global leadership. It would also create an incentive 
for other nations to do the same, creating a risk of losing out 
on the benefits from potential foreign emissions reductions.

Additional Scientific Advances

Ingredient 5: Socioeconomic 
and Emissions Module
Background: To calculate the SCC, it is necessary to 
compare a baseline trajectory of economic growth 
and CO2 emissions to a trajectory in which one more 
ton of CO2 is released. All else equal, a higher baseline 
CO2 emissions trajectory will result in a greater SCC, 
because projected climate change damages are non-
linear; that is, an additional ton of CO2 emissions is 
projected to cause more damages at higher atmospheric 
concentrations of CO2. Baseline economic growth 
affects the SCC in a variety of competing ways. Richer 
economies consume more energy and generate higher 
emissions, such that marginal tons do more damage 
and populations have higher willingness-to-pay to 
avoid climate change, which increases the SCC. That 
said, richer countries are better prepared to invest in 
adaptations—such as increased air conditioning—that 
reduce the social costs of climate change. Changing 
population demographics can also alter the magnitude 
of future climate change damages by, for example, 
increasing the total population and raising the share of 
the population at higher risk of heat-induced mortality.

2010 IWG Approach: Since future emissions and 
economic growth are unknown, the IWG combined 
a range of five possible trajectories developed by the 
Stanford Energy Modeling Forum (EMF-22) with crude 
probabilistic assumptions. Four of these scenarios 
represent business-as-usual (BAU) trajectories, while 
the last assumes that aggressive climate policies 
dramatically reduce future emissions. The IWG 
calculated the SCC under all five scenarios and averaged 
the result, giving equal weight to each scenario.

Progress: In the past ten years, there has been only 
modest scientific progress in developing baseline 
scenarios due to the stubborn difficulties in making 
long-run population and economic growth projections. 
The IPCC and many researchers have moved towards 

using the Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs, built 
collaboratively by a group of climate researchers over 
the last several years) as benchmark scenarios. The 
SSPs may be a worthwhile update over the EMF-22 
pathways, as the latter under-sample possible future 
scenarios.69 Moreover, the SSPs can be linked to the 
Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) emissions 
scenarios, a standardized set of emissions trajectories 
used widely across the climate modeling community.70

However, while the range of different modeling groups 
generating SSP and RCP scenarios captures some degree 
of model and parameter uncertainty, these scenarios do 
not systematically characterize uncertainty in emissions 
or socioeconomic projections. In recent years, economists 
have developed71 more sophisticated modeling techniques 
that rely on historical data to generate probabilistic72 
economic projections and demographers have done 
the same for population.73 An alternative is to rely on 
expert elicitation techniques, that is, a process by which 
researchers synthesize the informed opinion of experts. 
The weakness of this technique is that it relies on a 
potentially unrepresentative sample of experts’ subjective 
judgments, while its strength is that those individuals may 
add information that is not captured by existing statistical 
approaches. As outlined by the NAS, empirically based 
projections can be combined with expert elicitation to 
formulate new socioeconomic and emissions projections 
that represent the many sources of uncertainty involved in 
generating long-run forecasts.74

RECOMMENDATION
To generate socioeconomic and emissions 
projections, our recommendation is to rely either 
on a combination of the SSPs and the RCPs or 
on new probabilistic projections that combine 
statistical methods with expert elicitation. 

69 O’Neill, “Multi-Century Scenario Development;” Kopp and Mignone, 
“The U.S. Government’s Social Cost of Carbon Estimates.”

70 Riahi et al., “The Shared Socioeconomic Pathways.”

71 See, for example, Müller et al., “An Econometric Model of International 
Long-run Growth Dynamics”

72 Probabilistic projections describe the likelihood of experiencing a 
particular future condition. A weather forecast warning of a 30 percent 
chance of rain tomorrow, for example, is a probabilistic projection.

73 United Nations, “World Population Prospects 2019: Highlights.”

74 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages.”

Accurately assessing the risks from climate change will help the government set effective policy. 
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RECOMMENDATION

We recommend that the Biden administration 
immediately update the SCC by returning to the 2013 
IWG’s approach, applying a 2 percent discount rate to 
reflect the profound changes in global capital markets 
in recent years. Simultaneously, we recommend that 
the Biden administration should reconvene the IWG to 
conduct a more holistic update, following Pathway B.

While the IWG should consider the pros and cons of all 
three pathways for a comprehensive SCC update, we 
believe Pathway B is the most feasible, transparent, and 
accommodating of evolving scientific research (Table 1). 

If Circular A-4 were to be updated in the future, we believe 
that Pathway C should be given careful consideration for 
adoption by a new IWG.

Regardless of which path the Biden administration 
chooses, it is imperative that a new SCC incorporate an 
updated climate model, a new set of damage functions, 
a lower discount rate, and global damages. These four 
essential changes will ensure that the U.S. SCC is once 
again near the frontier of understanding in a rapidly 
evolving area and in so doing will best serve the American 
people. Updates to the other three SCC ingredients 
would be valuable, but our view is that they are generally 

the United States such that a given amount of climate 
damages projected to occur in poorer counties or states of 
the United States contribute more to the SCC than equal 
damages that occur in wealthier regions. Indeed, this 
idea is the basis for the environmental justice movement 
in the United States. Taken one step further, this logic 
would mean that damages occurring in poor countries are 
weighted more highly than damages in wealthy countries.

2010 IWG Approach: The IWG chose to omit equity 
weighting in its analysis, citing theoretical and 
practical concerns. Theoretically, the IWG determined 
the economic literature on equity weighting was 
insufficiently mature. Practically, the IWG determined 
that standard operating procedure for the U.S. 
government required separate distributional analyses 
of policies, rather than incorporating distributional 
concerns into cost-benefit analyses.82

Progress: The same logic that justifies discounting and 
the valuation of uncertainty over future states of the world 
implies that equity weights should be applied in any SCC 
calculation; declining marginal value of consumption 
is the fundamental economic concept behind all three 
concerns. Therefore, the most intellectually coherent 
approach to treating equity would be to calibrate equity 
weights from the large literature studying the marginal 
value of consumption, and to apply these weights at the 
spatial resolution of damages.83

82 Greenstone et al., “Developing a Social Cost of Carbon.”

83 Standard parameterizations of utility function curvature (e.g., η = 2)  
can be used to calibrate equity weights.

However, OMB Circular A-4,84 which guides cost-
benefit analysis across the U.S. government, has not 
been altered since its release and does not clearly allow 
for equity weighting within cost-benefit calculations. 
Therefore, conducting equity weighting would represent 
a significant departure from standard U.S. cost-benefit 
analysis. Further, it would have significant precedential 
implications far beyond climate regulations and 
environmental policy.

RECOMMENDATION
Though we believe there is a strong theoretical 
and empirical case for equity weighting, we 
recommend that it not be incorporated into the 
SCC until there is an overhaul of Circular A-4. 
Such a review would allow for a full consideration 
of the implications across multiple domains.

Three Pathways Toward an 
Updated SCC
Of the four ingredients that are essential to update in a 
new SCC, only two can be immediately implemented by 
the Biden administration upon inauguration: changes 
to the discount rate and the inclusion of global damages. 
A holistic update to the SCC that integrates substantial 
scientific progress in the other two essential ingredients—
the climate model and damage function—will involve 
reconvening the Inter-agency Working Group (IWG) to 
assess the costs and benefits of three distinct possible 
implementation pathways:

• Pathway A: Update the original IAMs  
(as much as possible)

• Pathway B: Build a new IAM  
(under the current Circular A-4)

• Pathway C: Build a new IAM  
(under an updated Circular A-4)

Each of these pathways will require an integration of 
research components that would entail several months 
of work.

84 OMB, “Circular A-4.”

TABLE 1

Three Pathways Toward an SCC that Updates All Seven Ingredients

Pathway A Pathway B Pathway C

E
SS

E
N

TI
A

L 
U

P
D

A
TE

S

Climate Module   

Damages Module


Conceptual and practical 
challenges to integrating 

best available science


Transparent and internally 
consistent, but incomplete 

sectoral coverage


Transparent and internally 
consistent, but incomplete 

sectoral coverage

Discount Module  


Implementation may  
require updating  

Circular A-4

Global vs. Domestic Damages   

O
TH

E
R

 U
P

D
A

TE
S

Socioeconomic and  
Emissions module


Spatial downscaling  

required for integration 
with damage functions

 

Uncertainty


Practical challenges to 
valuing all sources of  

uncertainty




Implementation may  
require updating of  

Circular A-4

Equity


Low spatial resolution 
limits equity weighing 

possibilities




Implementation may  
require updating of  

Circular A-4

 
Note: Figure uses checkmarks to indicate whether bringing each SCC ingredient to the current scientific frontier is feasible 
within each of three possible pathways for a new SCC framework. Black checkmarks indicate a feasible update, while grey 
checkmarks indicate substantial implementation challenges. See text for a detailed discussion of each pathway. 

There is a strong theoretical and empirical case for incorporating 
equity considerations into the social cost of carbon. 
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uncertainty, DICE is not designed to account for the many 
uncertain parameters in the SCC calculation, and FUND 
and PAGE can only enable valuation of uncertainty to the 
extent that sector-specific damage functions and their 
corresponding uncertainties can be integrated into the 
modeling framework; as discussed above, this is not a 
straightforward task. If equity weighting were pursued by 
the Biden administration, the low spatial resolution of all 
IAMs limits their ability to capture and value differences 
in the welfare effects of climate change.89

Although Pathway A is feasible and was recommended 
by the NAS for use in the near-term, the integration of 
new, empirically founded sectoral damage functions 
into the existing IAMs has conceptual inconsistencies 
and is likely to be practically challenging. There is no 
near-term, off-the-shelf implementation available for 
Pathway A. Thus, Pathway A is a viable option, but it 
cannot fully accommodate one of the key advances in 
understanding about climate change that have taken 
place in the last decade.

Pathway B: Build a new IAM (under 
the current Circular A-4)
The second pathway is to build a new SCC framework that 
fully integrates scientific advances in each of the seven 
SCC ingredients. This is the approach recommended for 
longer-term implementation by the NAS.90

As above in the case of Pathway A, such a new IAM 
framework is not available for immediate use. However, 
the Climate Impact Lab (CIL),91 of which both authors are 
core members, is aiming to release such a framework in 
the first half of 2021. The CIL combines the SSP economic 
and population projections, high-resolution climate 

89 Note that one possible solution would be to incorporate equity 
weighting into the aggregate damage function of each IAM by 
valuing welfare differences across high-resolution empirical damage 
estimates. This is done in Pathway C. However, this is only feasible 
within Pathway A to the extent that sector-specific damage functions 
can be integrated into each IAM; the challenges of doing so are 
discussed above.

90 NAS, “Valuing Climate Damages.”

91  The Climate Impact Lab is a collaboration of climate scientists, 
economists, computational experts, researchers, analysts, and 
students working to build empirically derived, local-level estimates 
of climate change damages and an empirically based SCC. More 
information on the Climate Impact Lab can be found at: http://www.
impactlab.org/.

projections for multiple RCP emissions scenarios, and rich 
historical socioeconomic and climate datasets to estimate 
sector-specific, flexible, globally representative damage 
functions that capture differences across  approximately 
25,000 global regions and account for adaptation and 
its costs. It then applies the simple Earth system model 
FAIR and a wide range of valuation and discounting 
approaches to transform these damage functions into a 
full distribution of SCC estimates, accounting for multiple 
sources of uncertainty.

This approach has some strengths and weaknesses. 
A great appeal of this approach is that each of the 
seven ingredient recommendations can be addressed, 
including the four essential updates. On the other hand, 
this pathway’s main weakness is that damage functions 
meeting the above criteria are not currently available for 
all sectors likely to be affected by climate change. Damage 
functions for some of these sectors are currently under 
development, both by the CIL and by other researchers, 
so this pathway will become more complete as science 
and economics advance. However, at least in the medium 
term, the resulting SCC will be based on an incomplete 
measure of climate damages. Although this is an 
important shortcoming, many of the most important areas 
of incomplete knowledge—such as catastrophic risks and 
interactions across regions and sectors—remain overly 
simplistic or completely absent in the IAMs themselves.92

While an initial SCC built under this pathway will be 
incomplete, an important strength of this approach is that 
it can accommodate future advances in understanding. 
In particular, in a new IAM built from empirical damage 
estimates, it is straightforward to integrate results 
from new studies updating sector-specific damages or 
providing estimates for previously unquantified sectors. 
Similar updates to other modules, such as the climate 
model, are also easily accommodated. Of course, any 
such revisions should be limited to changes that meet the 
damage function, climate model, or other corresponding 
criteria laid out above.

An important additional benefit of a new SCC framework 
built from recent empirical damage estimates is that the 
different effects of climate change across socioeconomic 
groups can be explicitly described. Recent, local-level 

92 Kopp and Mignone, “The U.S. Government’s Social Cost of Carbon 
Estimates.”

judgment calls that turn on several factors including 
scientific and/or economic evidence and political 
considerations like precedential effects on regulatory 
policy in other domains. Among these three other 
ingredients, however, we think there is an especially 
strong case for valuing the substantial uncertainty around 
climate damages. 

The following sections describe the potential pathways for 
a holistic update to the SCC.

Pathway A: Update Existing 
IAMs as Much as Possible
The first pathway closely mimics the structure used by 
the IWG in its original SCC calculation. This requires 
wherever possible updating each of the seven SCC 
ingredients within the three IAMs. One would then 
run each of the updated versions of these three models 
and produce new distributions of SCCs. An appeal 
of this pathway is that it is relatively straightforward 
to replace the existing climate models in each IAM 
with the FAIR model, including the construction of a 
semi-empirical model of global mean sea level rise. 
Moreover, this approach may be attractive because the 
Biden administration could rely on the original IAM 
model parameters when updated scientific evidence 
is not available or cannot objectively inform a key 
modeling decision.85

The Achilles heel of Pathway A is that while the ultimate 
goal of the exercise is to estimate the damages from 
an additional ton of CO2, there is not a compelling way 
to base this estimate on the latest evidence on climate 
change damages under this pathway. The challenges are 
both conceptual and practical.

On the conceptual side, it is not straightforward to 
replace the existing damage functions with improved 
damage functions for any of the three IAMs. In the case 
of FUND, it is possible to subdivide the overall damage 
function into sector-specific functions that can roughly 
be mapped to the existing improved sectoral damage 

85 For example, some key sectors have insufficient empirical evidence 
for damage function calibration (e.g., ecosystem services, vector-
borne disease). Similarly, evidence on the climatological likelihood 
and socioeconomic impact of tipping points such as ice sheet melt, 
breakdown of ocean currents, or release of methane from the 
permafrost are lacking.

functions.86  But the result would be an imperfect 
melding of new, scientifically robust analysis with 
older modeling assumptions that are only loosely tied 
to empirical evidence. The challenge of replacing the 
damage functions in DICE and PAGE is even greater, 
because their overall damage functions cannot readily 
be subdivided into categories that map to the empirically 
founded sectoral damage functions. The best case is 
that there would be some risk of double counting and 
then a mixing of the newer, empirically founded and 
the older, assumption-driven approaches with unclear 
weightings between the two. Overall, there is not a clear 
correspondence between empirically founded, sector-
specific damage functions and IAM damage functions, 
which makes combining them conceptually complicated.

On the practical side, the nature of recent damage 
function estimates makes it challenging to replace 
components of the existing IAMs’ damage functions 
with the new, empirically founded sectoral damage 
functions for at least two reasons.87 First, none of the 
existing IAMs have sufficient spatial resolution in 
socioeconomic projections to align population and 
income trajectories with new damage functions that 
reflect differences in climate change impacts at the local 
level (e.g., county). Second, adaptation is treated very 
differently in each model,88 such that adjustments to 
incorporate real-world evidence on sector- and region-
specific adaptation will require substantial changes to 
each model’s original structure.

In addition to these challenges, it will be difficult to 
fully follow the recommendations above with respect 
to both the valuation of uncertainty (Ingredient 6) and 
the treatment of equity (Ingredient 7). With respect to 

86 For example, energy demand in FUND can be mapped directly to the 
energy demand damage function derived in Rode et al. (2020b), while 
the mortality damage function empirically derived in Carleton et al. 
(2020) covers only some of the causes of death forming mortality-
related damages in FUND.

87 Initial efforts to update the damage module within a single IAM (e.g., 
DICE, FUND) have each constituted a significant academic publication, 
given the challenges involved in conforming new, generally richer, 
information to the existing IAM frameworks. For example, Moore et al. 
(2017) replace the agricultural damage function in FUND using a meta-
analysis of the empirical agricultural-impacts literature, and Bressler 
(2020) does the same by adding a mortality damage function on top of 
existing DICE damages.

88 Diaz and Moore, “Quantifying the Economic Risks of Climate Change;” 
Moore et al., “New Science of Climate Change Impacts on Agriculture.”
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Such a calculation is possible only with updated damage 
estimates from the recent scientific literature, which can 
show effects down to the local level and fully capture 
economic, statistical, and climatological uncertainty. A 
paper implementing this pathway will be released by the 
CIL team in 2021.99

The appeal of this approach is that it is the most 
intellectually coherent method for valuing the 
damages from climate change. However, it is not 
entirely clear that pursuing Pathway C would be 
consistent with Circular A-4; therefore, doing so 
would likely have implications for policies beyond 
climate and environmental regulation.

We therefore recommend Pathway B, which is the 
approach that will deliver a transparent, internally 
consistent, and scientifically robust set of SCC 
estimates that can accommodate evolving research 
and be implemented within the current legal 
framework. However, we believe that Pathway C 
should be carefully considered for adoption in the 
medium term.

99 Nath et al., “Estimating an Empirically Founded Social Cost of Carbon.”

Closing Argument
This chapter details a recipe to return the SCC to the 
frontier of climate science and economics. There 
are seven key ingredients in this recipe. The chapter 
outlines recommendations for each of them, along with 
recommendations for how to pull them together to 
update the SCC. 

We propose a two-step process that will return a 
seriousness of purpose to U.S. climate policy that the 
climate challenge demands. The first step involves an 
immediate update to the SCC that returns to the original 
IWG approach. Specifically, we propose that damage 
estimates again include global damages and that the 3 
percent central discount rate be replaced with a 2 percent 
discount rate (left panel of Figure 7). These changes 
produce an SCC of $125 in 2020. The second step is to 
reconvene the IWG to conduct a comprehensive update 
by building a new SCC framework (right panel of Figure 7). 

Following this recipe means that the SCC would reflect 
the substantial changes in understanding about climate 
change that have emerged over the last decade. Further, 
we believe that it would best serve the interests of the 
American people.

estimates of sectoral damages have shown that climate 
change disproportionately affects today’s poorest 
populations.93 An SCC framework based on such studies 
will enable the Biden administration to evaluate and 
consider the distributional effects of climate policies for 
localities within and beyond the United States.

Our conclusion is that scientific and economic 
understanding has advanced enough that a revised SCC 
should be fully based on empirical evidence that meets 
modern standards. This will best serve the interests of 
the American people. While this approach may initially 
omit certain categories of damages, existing updated SCC 
results suggest that even partial accounting of sector-
specific damages is likely to raise the existing U.S. SCC (see 
Figure 1), particularly if discount rates are updated and 
uncertainty is properly valued. Further, we think that the 
SCC’s political and legal durability would be enhanced by 
this approach, which is built to accommodate a scientific 
literature that will undoubtedly continue to evolve.

Pathway C: Build a new IAM (under 
an updated Circular A-4)
A third pathway constructs the same new SCC framework 
as described for Pathway B, only departing from Pathway 
B when valuing the sector-specific, empirically derived 
climate impacts that form the damage function. In 
particular, this approach builds a damage function that 
embeds discounting (Ingredient 3), the valuation of 
uncertainty (Ingredient 6), and the treatment of equity 
(Ingredient 7) into a single cohesive step. In so doing, 
this pathway directly contradicts some of the individual 
recommendations for these three ingredients listed above; 
if this pathway is taken by a future IWG, we recommend 
updating these ingredients as described below. All other 
aspects of this pathway follow Pathway B described above.

This pathway is based on the recognition that a simple 
economic principle—declining marginal value of 
consumption—underlies the motivation for discounting 
as well as the valuation of both equity and uncertainty.94 
This principle is based on the straightforward observation 
that $100 is worth more to a person living in poverty 

93 See, for example, Hsiang et al., “Estimating Economic Damage From 
Climate Change.”

94 Anthoff et al., “Discounting for Climate Change.”

than a wealthy person. In the climate setting, declining 
marginal value implies that one should attach a higher 
value to future and present impacts of climate change 
when they occur to populations experiencing lower 
incomes. It also means that when future incomes are 
uncertain, one has to account for the risk of severe 
damages occurring when average global income is very 
low, and thus when the value of an additional dollar is 
relatively high.95

Therefore, an argument can be made for computing 
an SCC in which the damage function represents 
the difference in the “certainty-equivalent” value of 
consumption across all years, populations, and possible 
future states of the world with and without climate 
change.96 In this approach, the valuation of climate 
damages is conducted from the perspective of a person 
who does not know their circumstances in advance, 
so they account for all potential income levels (e.g., 
whether they earn $25,000 or $250,000 annually) and 
degrees of climate risk they might face (e.g., whether 
they live in Miami or Minneapolis). This calculation 
can be limited to those living in a particular country or 
applied to those living in any country.

Under this approach, discounting, uncertainty 
valuation, and accounting for equity implications are all 
incorporated into the construction of a single, certainty-
equivalent damage function.97 To compute this damage 
function, estimates of possible local-level climate 
change damages and their associated probabilities are 
combined with evidence on how the marginal value of 
consumption declines as people become wealthier.98 

95 Jensen and Traeger, “Optimal Climate Change Mitigation.”

96 A “certainty-equivalent” value is computed by determining the 
consumption loss that society would accept as a certain outcome (e.g., 
a certain future income growth) in place of the distribution of future 
uncertain outcomes (e.g., a set of likelihoods for different future 
incomes). In other words, it is an indicator of what people are willing 
to sacrifice in service of more equitable outcomes. This approach is 
similar in spirit to John Rawls’ “veil of ignorance” thought experiment, 
in which an individual makes decisions about social policy without 
knowing who in that society they will be (Rawls, 1971).

97 A similar certainty-equivalent welfare metric was analogously derived 
in Jones and Klenow (2016) to compare well-being across countries in 
historical data.

98 Only a single utility function parameter, η, is needed, as long as a 
standard constant relative risk aversion utility function is employed. A 
large literature generally estimates that η is approximately equal to 2 
(e.g., Arrow, 2007; Dasgupta, 2007, 2008; Weitzman, 2007, 2009).

FIGURE 7

Summary of the Recommendations Made for a Two-Step Process  
for Updating The U.S. Government’s Social Cost of Carbon

Set discount rate no 
higher than 2%

Use updated
climate model

Replace 
socioeconomic and 
emissions projections

Incorporate 
global damages 

Apply modern 
damage functions

Account for and 
value uncertainty

Include equity 
weighting

Essential UpdatesImmediate Updates Other Updates

Step 1: Immediate Changes Step 2: Comprehensive Update
Possible Approaches: Update original models or build new models (recommended)

Note: Step 1 can be implemented immediately, while Step 2 requires a new IWG to conduct a holistic update to the SCC framework.
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Economics of Climate Change
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Subcommittee on Environment

On December 19, 2019, Michael Greenstone testified before the U.S. House 
Committee on Oversight and Reform’s Subcommittee on Environment on the 
social cost of carbon, future damages stemming from federal inaction against 
climate change, and the federal government’s ideal policy response.
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Analysis: A Methodology and Interpretation 
Review of Environmental Economics and Policy

Summary of the methodology and interagency process used to develop 
these SCC values, as well as commentary on how it can be used to inform 
regulatory decisions.

Valuing the Global Mortality Consequences of Climate 
Change Accounting for Adaptation Costs and Benefits
National Bureau of Economic Research

Continuing a high emissions trajectory increases average global temperatures by 
around 4.8°C (8.6°F), raising global mortality risk in the United States by ten deaths 
per 100,000—about on par with the current fatality rate from auto accidents.
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Economy-wide 
Approaches
This section offers guidance to policymakers on how 
to ensure that polluters pay the price of the damages 
caused by emitting carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.



Carbon pricing policies are widely recommended by 
economists and other experts as the most cost-effective 
approach to reducing emissions. These policies allow 
for the greatest environmental benefit at a given price 
by giving firms and consumers the option to choose the 
cheapest ways to reduce emissions, as well as to engage 
in emitting activities that benefit them more than the 
cost to society. While many countries around the world 
and several jurisdictions within the United States have 
priced carbon through either a carbon tax or an emissions 
trading system, existing federal U.S. climate policy instead 
consists of a piecemeal arrangement of regulations and 
mandates for specific actions and technologies. This 
approach has not been effective overall, with many 
existing policies achieving little environmental benefit 
at a relatively high cost. Putting a price on carbon is an 
alternative approach that ensures that society undertakes 
only the most cost-effective forms of carbon abatement 
and thereby minimizes the cost associated with urgently 
needed ambitious climate mitigation.

Heart of the Problem
Energy is essential to the modern world, heating homes, 
lighting offices, powering factories, and fueling cars. No 
country in the world has gotten rich without consuming 
large quantities of energy per capita. Today, that energy 
comes predominantly from coal, oil, and natural gas; 
these sources provide approximately 85 percent of global 
primary energy consumption and 81 percent in the 
United States.1 Fossil fuels dominate the energy landscape 
because they are reliable and cheap, a condition that 
is unlikely to change for the foreseeable future. This 
creates a challenge for policymakers facing competing 
priorities: how to mitigate the harms caused by burning 
fossil fuels, including climate change and air pollution, 
while continuing to reap the benefits of the energy the 
fuels have long provided. For the Biden administration, 
the challenge is even more specific: how to use American 
policy to address a global challenge without putting an 
undue burden on the U.S. economy.

1 BP plc, BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2019.

ECONOMY-WIDE APPROACHES 

Put a Price on It: The How  
and Why of Pricing Carbon
Michael Greenstone, Milton Friedman Distinguished Service Professor in Economics;  
Director, EPIC; Director, Becker Friedman Institute   
Ishan Nath, Postdoctoral Scholar, EPIC

Cheap, reliable fossil fuels play a primary role in powering the U.S. 
economy and appear on track to continue dominating the global 
energy system for decades to come. Though fossil fuel energy appears 
inexpensive to consumers, it creates severe harms to society that are 
not reflected in its price, from air pollution that damages health and 
shortens lifespans to carbon emissions that cause climate change 
that will become increasingly dangerous as the earth warms. As the 
world grows richer and energy demand increases, avoiding serious 
climate change damages will require emissions reductions on a 
massive scale. This underscores the critical importance of policy that 
makes ambitious mitigation goals attainable at a manageable cost.
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Though continued technological improvements are 
never guaranteed, the best estimates suggest that, at least 
on the time scales that matter for restraining climate 
change, there are functionally unlimited global supplies 
of fossil fuels. Various experts place the range of possible 
resources at 3-4 times current proven reserves for oil, 7-60 
times for natural gas, and 14-23 times for coal.8 If future 
technology allows people to tap into these reservoirs, 
global markets could have access to hundreds or even 
thousands of years of carbon-based energy.

Energy use is plateauing in the United States and the rest 
of the wealthy world but global usage is growing rapidly, 
fueling historic improvements in human development. 
Between 2005 and 2019, global consumption of oil, 
coal, and natural gas rose by 16 percent, 20 percent, and 
41 percent respectively, with increases concentrated 
in developing countries.9 The world’s poor and middle 
class have growing access to a wide variety of comforts 
and necessities—refrigerators, televisions, and cars—
and the share of the world’s population living below 
the World Bank’s definition of extreme poverty ($1.90 
per day) has fallen from 37 percent in 1990 to under 10 
percent in 2015.10

Despite these gains, recent estimates suggest that 3.5 
billion people still lack access to reliable electricity and 
nearly 800 million have no access at all.11 As of 2018, the 
average person in India consumed less than a tenth of the 
electricity of the average American; the average person in 
China just over a third.12 The extraordinary global progress 
of the last twenty years deserves celebration. Yet, there is 
little doubt that billions of people around the world will 
demand continued energy consumption growth in the 
next several decades. Under current policy and market 
trends, fossil fuels appear poised to be the primary source 
for meeting this growing demand.

8 McGlade and Ekins, “The geographical distribution of fossil 
fuels.” McGlade and Ekins summary from the Federal Institute for 
Geosciences and Natural Resources, the International Energy Agency, 
and the Global Energy Assessment as described in Covert, Greenstone, 
and Knittel, “Will we ever stop using fossil fuels?”

9 BP plc, BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2016; BP plc, BP Statistical 
Review of World Energy 2020.

10 Roser and Ortiz-Ospina, “Global Extreme Poverty.”

11 Ayaburi et al., “Measuring “Reasonably Reliable” access to electricity 
services”; United Nations, The Sustainable Development Goals Report.

12 International Energy Agency, “IEA Atlas of Energy.”

The Health and Climate 
Consequences of Fossil Fuels
Burning fossil fuels causes both local and global 
environmental damage with serious consequences for 
human welfare. Particulate matter air pollution, primarily 
driven by local fossil fuel combustion, has been linked 
to a wide range of social harms, including low infant 
birthweight, high infant mortality, chronic heart and lung 
conditions, reduced worker productivity, and diminished 
academic performance by school-age children.13 One 
study showed that early childhood exposure to air 
pollution reduces wages and labor force participation 
even at age thirty.14 While the United States has made 
considerable progress on reducing air pollution through 
the enforcement of the Clean Air Act and subsequent 
legislation, in 2018 11 percent of the U.S. population still 
faced exposure to annual pollution levels above the World 
Health Organization’s guideline of 10 micrograms per 
cubic meter. Globally, the consequences have been even 
more severe: particulate matter pollution reduced average 
life expectancy around the world in 2018 by about 1.9 
years per person.15

13 Chay and Greenstone, “The impact of air pollution on infant 
mortality”; Currie and Neidell. “Air pollution and infant health”; 
Currie and Walker. “Traffic congestion and infant health”; Currie et 
al., “Environmental health risks and housing values”; Chang et al., 
“Particulate pollution and the productivity of pear packers”; Graff Zivin 
and Neidell. “The impact of pollution on worker productivity”; Chang 
et al., “The effect of pollution on worker productivity”; Ham et al., 
“Pollution, Test Scores and the Distribution of Academic Achievement”; 
Ebenstein, Lavy, and Roth. “The long-run economic consequences of 
high-stakes examinations.”

14 Isen, Rossin-Slater, and Walker, “Every breath you take.”

15 Greenstone and Fan. Annual Update.

Fossil Fuels Are Not On Track to Go Away
In the electricity sector, coal and natural gas provide 
both baseload capacity, which produces a constant, 
steady stream of power, and dispatchable generation, 
which ramps up and down to meet fluctuating consumer 
demand. Both these sources do so at low prices. 
Electricity costs about 3 cents per kilowatt hour (kWh) 
when produced by existing coal plants and just under 
5 cents per kWh from new natural gas plants, making 
them the cheapest among currently available “baseload” 
options.2 While the costs of renewable sources have 
declined rapidly in recent years, their total cost to the 
grid remains higher than fossil fuels because they 
depend on backup generation or storage capacity (for 
more, see "Fueling Technology Deployment with a Clean 
Electricity Standard", page 88). It is no surprise then that 
together coal and natural gas account for 62 percent of 
U.S. electricity generation.3

The current outlook in the transportation sector is similar. 
While electric vehicle (EV) sales have grown in recent 
years, they still account for under 2 percent of all new 
car sales.4 Internal combustion engines (ICE) remain the 

2 EPIC Analysis based on U.S. Energy Information Administration, 
Annual Energy Outlook 2020.

3 U.S. Energy Information Administration, “Electricity Explained.”

4 Edison Electric Institute, Electric Vehicle Sales.

dominant technology with a substantial cost advantage. 
At current battery prices, the price of oil would have 
to rise to $180 per barrel to make an EV with 250 miles 
of driving range cost-competitive with traditional ICE-
engine vehicles. Unless battery prices fall significantly or 
oil prices rise dramatically, gasoline and oil are in position 
to continue fueling the U.S. transportation sector for the 
foreseeable future.5

Meanwhile, the supply of fossil fuels is virtually 
limitless. Figure 1 shows that global proven reserves of 
oil, coal, and natural gas—defined as known deposits 
that are technically and economically recoverable at 
current market prices—account for many decades of 
production. More importantly, despite rising U.S. and 
global consumption, technological advances have actually 
increased reserves over the last twenty years. In the 
United States, for example, oil and gas reserves expanded 
by 100 percent and 171 percent respectively between 2000 
and 2018 due to new hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) 
techniques.6 Exploratory wells now strike oil more than 
50 percent of the time—a sharp rise from rates below 30 
percent for most of the 20th century.7

5 Calculations from Covert, Greenstone, and Knittel, “Will we ever stop 
using fossil fuels?” using battery prices from Bloomberg New Energy 
Finance’s 2019 Battery Price Survey.

6 U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Crude Oil.

7 Covert, Greenstone, and Knittel, “Will we ever stop using fossil fuels?”
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Despite improvements in fuel efficiency over recent decades, 
transportation remains a major source of emissions in the United States.
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societies to make tradeoffs. Addressing these shared 
objectives is especially challenging because emissions 
from Peoria have the same impact on the U.S. climate and 
economy as those that originate in Chengdu, Moscow, 
Mumbai, and anywhere else on the planet. Thus, the 
United States will benefit most from climate policy that 
generates emissions reductions at home and abroad.

Figure 2 shows that mitigating the most serious 
consequences of climate change will involve an abrupt 
and significant change in the path of global emissions, 
requiring countries around the world to act swiftly on 
an enormous scale. To achieve such a dramatic change, 
policymakers will need to be laser-focused on achieving 
the most cost-effective policy possible, maximizing 
emissions reductions per dollar to ensure the greatest 
benefit to the climate at the lowest possible cost to firms, 
consumers, and taxpayers. There is widespread agreement 
among economists and other analysts that putting a price 
on carbon, either through a carbon tax or cap-and-trade 
market, will deliver the greatest carbon reductions at 
the lowest cost by allowing markets to identify the least 
expensive mechanisms to reduce emissions.

How We Got Here
Making firms and consumers pay for the harms associated 
with their actions is an old idea in economics, dating back 
to Arthur Pigou in 1920.22 Pigou found that people will 
engage in activities that generate excess harm to society 
if prices reflect only the costs to individuals and not those 
that individual choices impose on others. Pigouvian taxes 
incorporate the social costs of an act—in this case, the act 
of emitting carbon dioxide—into the price.

When the government requires economic actors to pay 
a tax or purchase a permit for each unit of emissions 
they produce, it raises the price of emitting so that it 
incorporates its social costs. Raising the price, of course, 
makes emitting more expensive, creating a disincentive 
for forms of consumption and production that are 
relatively pollution-intensive. People may still choose 
actions that generate emissions, but they will choose to 
do so only if the benefit they gain outweighs the cost both 
to themselves and to society.

22 Pigou, The economics of welfare.

Increasing the price of emissions also ensures that 
businesses and consumers will take only the most 
cost-effective steps to reduce them. If abating a ton 
of emissions is too costly, then they can choose to pay 
the tax or purchase a permit instead. In contrast to 
regulations that prescribe specific actions regardless 
of their cost, this allows consumers and firms the 
flexibility to choose inexpensive forms of abatement 
and forego costly ones. Thus, imposing a price on carbon 
emissions—through either a tax or an emissions trading 
scheme—tilts the market against high-emissions 
technologies and activities to align people’s choices with 
the broader social good. This is why it has widespread 
support among economists as the most cost-effective 
method to combat climate change.

Carbon pricing policies have been expanding rapidly 
around the world in recent years. The World Bank reports 
that, as of 2019, fifty-seven countries and localities have 
implemented or scheduled policies that cover about 
20 percent of global emissions, a sharp increase from 
less than 5 percent coverage as recently as 2011. Figure 
3 shows that the present set of policies consists of a mix 
of carbon taxes and emissions trading systems spread 
across a range of developed and developing countries.

The average price of emitting a ton of carbon remains 
low, however. Even amongst jurisdictions with a policy 
in place, 51 percent of covered emissions are priced at 
under $10 per ton, far below the Obama administration’s 
$51 estimate of the climate damage caused by each ton of 
carbon emissions. Because most emissions in the world 
are not yet priced, the average cost of emitting a ton of 
carbon in the world is only $2.48 per ton, more than an 
order of magnitude smaller than the best estimates of 
the likely damage. Thus, while global carbon pricing 
policy has shown a promising ascent in recent years, it 
has a long road remaining to reach the necessary level of 
prevalence and stringency.23

The United States has a long history of using market-
based solutions to manage environmental problems. 
In 1982, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
implemented a program that reduced lead content in 

23 World Bank Group, State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2020. $2.48 
number is based on an EPIC calculation.

Local fossil fuel combustion also causes global climate 
change. Because carbon-based energy production emits 
heat-trapping carbon dioxide into the atmosphere, 
burning through all known fossil fuel resources 
would raise global average temperatures by an almost 
unthinkable 5.5-8.3 C° (10-15 F°).16 Figure 2 shows that 
global temperatures are on track to rise by 4.5 C° (8.1 F°) by 
2100 under current policy. Global emissions from energy 
production alone totaled 33 billion metric tons in 2019 
and have risen nearly 10 percent over the past decade.17 
According to a review conducted by President Barack 
Obama’s administration, each ton of emissions costs 
society about $51 in monetized climate change damages 
(this concept, known as the social cost of carbon, is covered 
further in " Updating the United States Government’s 
Social Cost of Carbon, page 20).18 Recent research suggests 
that the damage from just one consequence of climate 
change—mortality from exposure to extreme heat—could 
cost nearly as much as this estimate, implying that the 
total cost of all climate change damages could be even 
higher than previously believed.19

16 See note 7 above.

17 International Energy Agency, “Global CO2 emissions in 2019.”

18 Greenstone, Kopits, and Wolverton, “Developing a social cost of carbon 
for U.S. regulatory analysis.”

19 Carleton et al., Valuing the global mortality consequences of climate 
change.

While people in relatively poor and hot countries will 
be most vulnerable to the risks of climate change, the 
United States will not be immune. Climate change will 
affect a range of activities in the American economy, 
from sharply reducing the productivity of staple grain 
production in the Midwest to putting trillions of dollars 
of coastal property at risk from increased flooding and 
sea level rise.20 Moreover, the impacts of climate change 
in other countries will have spillover effects on American 
security and prosperity as exposure to extreme weather 
could intensify geopolitical conflicts and refugee crises.21 
Slowing and reversing the rise of global carbon emissions 
will be essential to ensure human flourishing at home 
and abroad in the 21st century.

Maximizing Bang for the Buck
The problem facing the Biden administration is 
ultimately one of balancing the goals of inexpensive and 
reliable energy with the health and climate damages 
from fossil fuels. This critical endeavor, frequently 
referred to as the global energy challenge, requires all 

20 Schlenker and Roberts. “Nonlinear Temperature Effects Indicate 
Severe Damages to U.S. Crop Yields”; Dahl et al., Underwater: Rising seas, 
chronic floods, and the implications for U.S. coastal real estate. The scale of 
coastal property risk is also based on a preliminary, work-in-progress 
analysis by the Climate Impact Lab. Future estimates will provide more 
detail on the nature and full extent of the risk.

21 Burke, Hsiang, and Miguel, “Climate and Conflict.”
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California followed by implementing its own emissions 
cap-and-trade system.27 Together, the two programs 
now cover about 6 percent of U.S. emissions (California’s 
cap covers about 75 percent of its statewide emissions 
and RGGI covers about 15 percent of total emissions in 
participating states).28 While these policies have been in 
place, emissions have fallen from 2005 levels by about 30 
percent in California and 45 percent in the RGGI states 
with permit prices remaining relatively low—about $6 
for RGGI and $15 in California in 2019.29 Though it is not 
possible to separate the effect of these cap-and-trade 
programs on emissions from a multitude of other factors, 
such as competing policies and changes in fuel prices, 
it is evident from the low permit prices that the costs of 
compliance have not been high. The RGGI cap is scheduled 
to mandate a further 30 percent reduction in emissions 
by 2030 and California’s policy requires emissions to be 
80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. However, these 
increasingly aggressive targets will continue to apply to 
only a small proportion of U.S. emissions.

The effort to establish a national U.S. carbon pricing policy 
has persisted for decades and shown sporadic bursts of 
momentum toward legislation. Senators John McCain 
and Joseph Lieberman first introduced legislation in 2003 
to establish a national carbon cap-and-trade system. 
Though the bill did not pass, it garnered forty-three votes 

27 The original participants in RGGI were Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Rhode Island, and Vermont. New Jersey exited the program in 2012 and 
rejoined in 2018.

28 Larsen, “The Footprint of U.S. Carbon Pricing Plans.”

29 California Air Resources Board, “Climate Change”; Center for Climate 
and Energy Solutions, “Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.”

in the U.S. Senate, including six Republicans.30 Support 
for carbon pricing crested in 2008 when both presidential 
candidates supported a national emissions trading system 
to confront climate change. The push for legislation that 
year featured an ad campaign with bipartisan duos such 
as Newt Gingrich and Nancy Pelosi jointly calling for 
comprehensive climate policy.31 In 2009, the U.S. House of 
Representatives passed the American Clean Energy and 
Security Act (commonly known as the Waxman-Markey 
bill) to implement a cap-and-trade system with the goal 
of reducing U.S. emissions 83 percent by 2050 relative to 
2005 levels. The bill stalled in the Senate amidst the global 
financial crisis and recession, however, and interest waned.

The 116th Congress showed signs of renewed interest in 
carbon pricing. Ten bills proposing either a gradually 
increasing carbon tax or a declining cap on emissions have 
been introduced, several of which were co-sponsored by 
Republicans.32 The path to a comprehensive, cost-effective 
approach to U.S. climate policy remains challenging, but 
open. Recent polling data suggests that a strong majority 
of Americans may be open to supporting a carbon tax, 
depending on the details of how the accompanying 
revenues are used.33

30 United States Senate, “Roll Call Vote 108th Congress.”

31 Gingrich and Pelosi, “WeCanSolvelt.org Ad.”

32 Friends Committee on National Legislation, Bill Analysis; CONGRESS.
GOV, “H.R.763.” Francis Rooney (R, FL-19) co-sponsored both bills. Brian 
Fitzpatrick (R, PA-01) co-sponsored the first. The Market Choice Act 
would start with a $35 per ton carbon tax rising by 5 percent each year 
plus inflation. The Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act would 
start with a $15 carbon tax, set to rise by $10 each year with adjustments 
determined by progress in meeting pre-specified emissions targets.

33 Energy Policy Institute at the University of Chicago, “New Poll.”

gasoline by 90 percent using a tradable permit scheme.24 
Subsequently, the landmark Clean Air Act Amendments 
of 1990 created two critical market-based policies that 
dramatically reduced the presence of harmful pollutants. 
First, the sulfur dioxide allowance trading program 
placed a national cap on acid rain-causing SO2 emissions 
that mandated a 50 percent reduction by the year 2000. 
Second, the NOx Budget Program in eleven northeastern 
states and the District of Columbia implemented a cap-
and-trade system that ultimately brought NOx emissions 
down by 74 percent between 1990 and 2006.25

These market-based systems to reduce pollution in the 
United States have been overwhelmingly successful. 
Analysis by the EPA found that the costs of reducing 
lead in gasoline were 20 percent lower because the 
policy allowed for trading. Similarly, the SO2 Allowance 
Program and NOx Budget Program reduced costs by 15-
90 percent and 40-47 percent, respectively, compared 

24 Schmalensee and Stavins, “Lessons learned from three decades of 
experience with cap and trade.”

25 Ibid.

to traditional regulation, while still achieving their 
targeted pollution reductions.26

These programs reduce costs relative to technology-specific 
mandates in two ways. First, they allow firms the flexibility 
to choose and innovate solutions to achieve the cheapest 
reductions in their own emissions. Second, when the costs 
of reducing emissions differ substantially across firms, 
tradable permits or pollution taxes ensure that emissions 
will be reduced by those firms for whom it is least costly 
to do so, thereby maximizing the environmental benefit 
associated with a given economic cost.

Market-based programs to reduce carbon emissions have 
also been implemented in some parts of the United States, 
but lag behind those for other pollutants in both coverage 
and stringency. In 2009, ten northeastern states launched 
the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) and in 2012 

26 First result is from Chan et al., The SO2 allowance trading system as 
described in Goulder, “Markets for pollution allowances.” Second result 
is from Farrell, “The NOx budget” as described in Schmalensee and 
Stavins, “Lessons learned from three decades of experience with cap 
and trade.”

Many U.S. states, including New York (pictured), have implemented some form of carbon pricing. Polls indicate that 
Americans may also be open to a national-level carbon tax.

FIGURE 3

Carbon Pricing Initiatives Worldwide (ETS and Carbon Tax)
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Americans hundreds of billions of dollars every year. This 
underscores the critical importance of prioritizing cost-
effective policies for climate mitigation. By putting a price 
on carbon, the Biden administration can choose a climate 
policy that minimizes the cost per ton of emissions 
reduced and achieves the largest possible environmental 
benefit at a given price.

PRINCIPLE
Technology- and sector-specific mandates reduce 
the cost-effectiveness of a carbon price.

Carbon pricing minimizes costs by maximizing flexibility. 
When market participants can choose how to reduce 
emissions, they are free to choose the least costly 
response. Policies that mandate specific technologies and 
methods for reducing emissions restrict this flexibility, 
making it more expensive for people and companies to 
achieve the same emissions reductions.

In principle, Congress and regulators could identify 
and direct low-cost approaches to emissions abatement 
themselves, but the programs assessed in Figure 4 show 
that this approach has not been successful in practice. 
Furthermore, mandates applied simultaneously with 
an emissions cap achieve no additional environmental 
benefit beyond the target set by the cap. They simply 
direct how the cap should be achieved; they do not lower 
it. Since the total amount of emissions has been preset, 
any reductions achieved through the regulatory approach 
will free up permits for other firms and consumers to use 
and leave total emissions unchanged. Thus, the Biden 
administration could achieve the greatest net benefit by 
working with Congress to establish a carbon price as a 
replacement for, rather than a complement to, existing 
and proposed regulatory approaches to carbon abatement.

PRINCIPLE
Policymakers can choose between price (tax) 
and quantity (cap) instruments to balance 
environmental and economic goals.

The fifty-seven existing carbon pricing policies around 
the world consist of twenty-nine carbon taxes and twenty-
eight emissions trading systems. Carbon taxes allow 
policymakers to choose the price polluters pay for each 
unit of emissions, whereas trading systems allow them to 

In the absence of a nationwide price on carbon, U.S. 
climate policy has fallen back on a series of costly 
sector- and technology-specific mandates that have 
been relatively ineffective at reducing emissions. Figure 
4 shows estimates of the cost per ton abated for a range 
of proposed or implemented carbon reduction policies. 
While some policies, such as the Clean Power Plan, show a 
high level of emissions reductions per dollar spent, others, 
such as the Weatherization Assistance Program, cost 
several hundred dollars per ton reduced. The price society 
pays for a given unit of climate mitigation varies widely 
across programs, and frequently far exceeds conventional 
estimates of the climate change damage caused by each 
ton of emissions.

Figure 4 demonstrates that regulations that prescribe a 
specific mechanism for reducing emissions have been 
an unreliable path to carbon abatement. The Biden 
administration could instead adopt a cost-effective 
method of climate change mitigation by putting a price 
on carbon. This approach will ensure that firms and 
consumers choose only the lowest cost actions that reduce 
emissions, thereby maximizing the emissions reductions 
that can be achieved for a given economic price.

What To Do
Putting a price on carbon is a broadly recommended 
policy proposal that presents a variety of options for 
implementation. Rather than prescribe a particular 
approach, the balance of this chapter will outline 
principles that the Biden administration could use to 
guide its policy development process.

PRINCIPLE
Policies that achieve the largest carbon abatement 
per dollar spent will play an important role in 
making large-scale climate mitigation attainable.

The scale of the climate change problem requires the 
Biden administration to achieve enormous reductions 
in carbon emissions to prevent serious climate change 
damage during this century. Reaching an emissions 
target comparable to that of the Waxman-Markey 
legislation would require the United States to reduce over 
4 billion tons of emissions per year by 2050. Given such 
ambitious goals for emissions reductions, if the range of 
abatement costs for future climate mitigation policies 
is as wide as that of the past policies shown in Figure 4, 
choosing more cost-effective policy options could save 

FIGURE 4

Current U.S. Policy is Piecemeal and Often Expensive

Abatement Cost ($ per ton of CO2, 2018 USD)
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Source: Authors' analysis with data from Gillingham and Stock (2018).

FURTHER READING

Carbon Pricing

Americans Support 
a Carbon Tax
EPIC/AP-NORC Poll

According to a 2019 poll 
EPIC conducted with The 
Associated Press-NORC 
Center for Public Affairs 
Research, 44 percent of 

Americans surveyed support a carbon tax, while 
29 percent oppose one. When told some ways the 
funds might be used, support is higher. Two-
thirds support a carbon tax if the funds are used 
for environmental restoration. If respondents 
are told that the revenues will be rebated to 
households, support is only modestly higher, at 
49 percent.
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impose on other people. It removes an implicit subsidy, 
or unpaid cost to society, for polluting activities and 
incentivizes a shift toward lower-emission forms of 
production and consumption. Thus, while a carbon tax 
or the auction of emissions permits creates a stream of 
government revenue, the environmental benefits of the 
carbon price do not depend on how that revenue is spent.

Existing carbon pricing policies typically allocate 
government revenues in three ways: climate-related clean 
energy spending, general treasury funds, and directly 
paired tax cuts or rebates. Of the $28.3 billion in global 
carbon pricing revenues, 27 percent goes to “green” 
spending, 26 percent to general revenues, and 36 percent 
toward rebates and tax cuts.35

In general, it is sensible for policymakers to view the 
decision of how to allocate the revenues from carbon 
pricing no differently than any other public finance 
decision over spending or taxation. However, there is a 
market failure that keeps basic research into clean energy 
below its optimum. Further, carbon pricing policies tend 
to be regressive. Consequently, there is a strong case for 
devoting some of the revenue to clean energy research that 
the private sector would not undertake and to refunding 
some of the revenues to address the disproportionate 
impacts that would otherwise be borne by low-income 
households. Recent polling evidence shows that rebating 
revenue and particularly funding renewable energy 
research raise public support for carbon pricing.36

PRINCIPLE
International cooperation is critical to 
addressing the climate change threat and it is 
vital that a carbon pricing policy encourage 
climate action in other countries.

Climate change damages in each country in the world 
will be caused by emissions that come from all countries 
in the world. The United States accounts for about 5 
percent of the world’s population and 15 percent of global 
carbon emissions.37 Protecting Americans from the most 
harmful consequences of climate change requires major 
international cooperation.

35 Carl and Fedor, “Tracking global carbon revenues.”

36 See note 33 above.

37 BP plc, BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2020.

There is a powerful opportunity for the Biden 
administration to align goals and harmonize policy 
mechanisms across countries. For example, the 
stringency of U.S. carbon pricing can be tied to the 
stringency of carbon policies undertaken by other 
major carbon polluters through multilateral or bilateral 
agreements. This will encourage other countries to 
reciprocate with their own climate mitigation policies and 
increase the ambition of their emissions reductions. In 
addition, border tariff adjustments can be used to ensure 
foreign and domestic firms are competing on equal terms. 
Further arrangements to coordinate policy can also be 
developed through continued international negotiation 
and cooperation.

Closing Argument
Climate change is a historic challenge to American society 
and the global community. Cheap, reliable fossil fuels 
have been the foundation of the energy system and are 
poised to remain so for decades to come. A serious effort 
to prevent the most damaging consequences of climate 
change will require enormous declines in emissions, 
underscoring the urgent need for policies that reduce 
pollution as cost-effectively as possible.

The existing piecemeal regulatory approach to carbon 
abatement has been neither effective nor efficient, 
generally reducing emissions at a relatively high cost 
per ton. Enacting a national, market-based framework 
to put a price on carbon can achieve ambitious climate 
change goals while minimizing the cost to the American 
economy. The most effective climate policy will be one that 
establishes a national carbon price and that incentivizes 
other countries to reduce their emissions as well.

choose a cap on total emissions. Carbon taxes leave the 
total quantity of emissions to market forces while leaving 
the price of emissions fixed. Cap-and-trade systems allow 
markets to determine the price per unit of emissions while 
fixing the level of emissions.

In principle, if policymakers could perfectly predict how 
costly it would be for firms to reduce emissions, the two 
options could be calibrated to achieve the exact same 
outcome. In practice, policymakers can choose the policy 
instrument to prioritize between goals. Carbon taxes 
have the advantage of providing greater certainty to 
businesses about the costs of compliance and the return 
on investments made to reduce emissions. On the other 
hand, cap-and-trade systems deliver greater certainty 
about the environmental benefit the policy will achieve by 
guaranteeing that emissions stay below a certain level.

That said, the choice need not be binary. Many carbon 
pricing policies consist of a hybrid between cap-and-
trade and a carbon tax. For instance, emissions trading 
systems frequently include price ceilings and price floors 
to provide firms with certainty that the cost per ton of 
emissions will fall within a certain range. These backstops 
are achieved by making extra permits available to prevent 
the price from rising past the ceiling or removing permits 
from circulation to prevent the price from falling beneath 
the floor, thus relaxing the precision of the emissions 
goal. Similarly, carbon taxes can be designed with 
flexibility to assure certain emissions goals. For example, 
policymakers can tie the level of the tax to emissions so 
it adjusts automatically to keep the long-run trajectory of 
emissions within a pre-specified range.

The Biden administration can choose among a broad 
range of options to implement carbon pricing programs 
that balance competing policy priorities.

PRINCIPLE
The Social Cost of Carbon is an appealing 
benchmark for the level of a carbon tax.
A Pigouvian tax, as noted above, is designed to ensure that 
the price of emitting carbon incorporates the social costs 
of those emissions. If a company or person chooses to emit 
once the social costs are reflected in the price, the benefits 
they accrue from it are, as evidenced by their choice, 
higher than the social cost. Market-based programs to 
reduce emissions, like carbon pricing, allow firms and 
consumers to determine for themselves the benefits they 
receive from an action that creates emissions.

Thus, it is critical that the level of the carbon price reflects 
the best available estimates of the harm to society caused 
by each unit of emissions, also known as the Social Cost of 
Carbon. A review by the Obama administration previously 
assessed the scientific evidence to provide an estimate of 
this measure, and the Biden administration may choose 
to update it to reflect recent advances in research (for 
more, see "Updating the United States Government’s 
Social Cost of Carbon," page 20).34

When the price of emissions matches the social cost, firms 
and consumers will undertake those actions for which the 
benefits outweigh the costs to society and forego those 
actions for which the costs to society are greater than the 
benefits for themselves. Thus, this approach maximizes 
the net benefits of climate mitigation.

PRINCIPLE
The environmental benefits from carbon pricing are 
unaffected by how the revenues are used. However, 
there is a strong case for devoting some of the revenue 
to clean energy research that the private sector would 
not undertake and to refunding some of the revenues 
to address the disproportionate impacts that would 
otherwise be borne by low-income households.

Carbon pricing improves social welfare by making firms 
and consumers pay the full cost that their emissions 

34 See note 18 above.

Carbon pricing policies that mandate certain technologies limit 
flexibility and make it more expensive to achieve the same  
emissions reductions.
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In the absence of a uniform, global price on carbon, the 
most commonly proposed policy to address leakage 
is imposing what are known as “border adjustments.” 
Border adjustments are combinations of import tariffs 
and export rebates. The import tariff is a tax on emissions 
in the foreign country from production of the imported 
good. It ensures that imports face the same tax as goods 
produced domestically. The export rebate gives back 
any carbon taxes paid domestically, so that goods sold 
abroad face the same tax as other goods sold in the 
foreign country. Every major carbon-pricing proposal 
in the United States in recent years has included border 
adjustments in one version or another.

Research shows that carbon taxes paired with border 
adjustments can reduce leakage and modestly reduce 
carbon emissions. But, border adjustments pose serious 
legal and administrative problems, not least that they are 
difficult to calculate, easy to avoid, and possibly constitute 
an illegal trade barrier.

There is a different approach, however, that faces none of 
these drawbacks and at the same time is more effective at 
reducing emissions. The approach is to impose the carbon 
tax on domestic extraction of fossil fuels, rather than on 
domestic emissions, combined with border adjustments 
on imports and exports of energy, but not other goods. 
Rather than imposing the border adjustments at the 
same rate as the extraction tax, however, the border 

adjustments are imposed at a lower rate. The net result 
is a combination of a tax on domestic extraction and 
a tax on emissions from domestic production. This 
combination of taxes controls leakage effectively and 
legally and reduces emissions much more effectively than 
conventional approaches. Rather than devoting time 
to a hard-to-enforce, possibly illegal border adjustment 
system, the Biden administration should work with 
Congress to consider this new, targeted approach.

Heart of the Problem

Carbon pricing and leakage
Existing carbon pricing systems worldwide, and most 
proposals for carbon prices in the United States, impose 
a price on emissions wherever the smokestack or tailpipe 
is located. For example, if a steel plant is located in the 
United States, the steel producer would have pay a tax on 
(or buy permits for) its emissions.1 The tax does not apply 
to emissions abroad: a Canadian steel producer would not 
be subject to a U.S. carbon tax even if the steel it produces 
is ultimately used in the United States. Similarly, a U.S. 
steel producer who exports its steel to Canada would pay 
the U.S. tax even though the steel is used abroad.

1 This chapter will, for the most part, discuss carbon taxes. The analysis 
would be the same if the United States were to impose a cap and trade 
system. That is, none of the differences between taxes and cap and 
trade systems affect the analysis here.

ECONOMY-WIDE APPROACHES 

A Solution to  
the Leakage Problem
David Weisbach, Walter J. Blum Professor of Law, University of Chicago Law School  
Samuel Kortum, James Burrows Moffatt Professor of Economics,  
Yale University Department of Economics

If the United States or a subset of countries restrict emissions 
of carbon dioxide but other countries do not, energy-intensive 
industries may simply relocate offshore to countries with 
fewer restrictions on emissions. Relocated industries would 
continue to pollute, and the United States would lose those 
industries. This effect, known as leakage, is one of the central 
reasons that the United States has, so far, failed to act on 
climate change at a level anywhere near what is needed.
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cement, paper, and aluminum, by contrast, are mostly 
from Annex B countries, making leakage in those 
industries less likely. The table suggests that leakage may 
not be as serious a problem as it first seems, even for EITE 
industries. Most competitors of EITE industries are in 
countries that are likely to impose emissions restrictions.

Because concern about leakage has been so central to U.S. 
climate policy debates, there have been a large number of 
estimates of the likely size of leakage. Most are done using 
large scale, computable general equilibrium models, and 
start by assuming a carbon tax has been implemented 
in most developed countries (such as the Kyoto Protocol 
Annex B countries) that reduces global emissions by 
about 10 percent. The models estimate leakage under 
this scenario to be between 8 percent and 20 percent. 
That means that for every hundred tons of emissions 
reductions from a carbon price in the United States, there 
is an increase of between eight and twenty tons in other 
parts of the world. This is modest in terms of the overall 
tax, but likely large in the case of particular industries.

Border adjustments
The most commonly proposed solution to leakage 
is to impose border adjustments. To understand 
border adjustments, it is useful to think of there being 
three different places to impose a carbon price. Most 
carbon prices are imposed on emissions, that is on the 
smokestack. This tax can be thought of as a production tax 
because the tax is imposed on emissions from production. 
A second option is to impose an extraction tax on the 
mining of fossil fuels. Almost all fossil fuels that are 
extracted are eventually burned. Therefore, the carbon 

molecules can be taxed as they come out of the ground 
rather than when they are released into the atmosphere. 
Finally, it could be imposed as a consumption tax on the use 
of energy or goods produced with energy. Gasoline taxes 
work this way: consumers pay gasoline taxes at the pump.

In a closed economy, these three taxes would have the same 
effect. With minor exceptions, all fossil fuels that are extracted 
are used to produce energy for the production of goods or 
services, so extraction and production would be the same.  
Any resulting goods and services are consumed domestically, 
so production and consumption would be the same.

With trade, however, these taxes are no longer the same. 
Energy that is extracted in the United States might be 
exported, rather than used here. And producers in the 
United States might use energy that is imported. An 
extraction tax in these circumstances is no longer the same 
as a production tax. Similarly, goods that are produced here 
may be exported and consumers may buy imported goods. 
Production taxes are no longer the same as consumption 
taxes. The choice among the three taxes now means that 
policymakers are choosing different tax bases.

Border adjustments can be thought of as shifting among 
these tax bases. For example, consider an extraction tax with 
a border adjustment on energy. Any energy that is extracted 
here and used in production here would bear a tax, while 
any energy that is exported and used in production abroad 
would not because the extraction tax would be rebated 
on export. And any energy that is imported and used here 
in production would be taxed on import. Therefore, an 
extraction tax plus border adjustments is just a tax on the use 
of energy in domestic production.

This structure raises the risk that a domestic steel 
producer could relocate abroad to a jurisdiction that has 
a lower, or even a zero, price on emissions and ship the 
steel into the United States, thereby avoiding the tax. 
Similarly, it raises the risk that domestic producers lose 
market share in foreign markets to competitors who do 
not face the same carbon price. Leakage—this shifting of 
emissions offshore—may make domestic carbon pricing 
futile because emissions reductions at home would be 
replaced by emissions increases abroad. Moreover, the 
steel producer is forced to operate in a less-preferred 
location and whatever benefits there were to the United 
States of having the steel produced domestically are lost.

Leakage is likely concentrated in just a few industries: 
those that are energy intensive and trade exposed. 
Figure 1 provides a sense of which industries are prone to 
leakage. It plots industries in the Annex B countries2 by 
their exposure to trade and their energy intensity (with 
the size of the bubbles indicating the size of the industry). 
As can be seen, most industries in the United States are 
either not highly dependent on energy, or, if they are, 
are not significantly exposed to trade: there is nothing 
in the upper-right corner of Figure 1. For most, a carbon 
price will not significantly increase their costs. For others, 

2 Annex B refers to a section of the Kyoto Protocol, an international 
climate agreement signed in 1997. The countries listed in Annex B, 
typically wealthy, industrialized countries, committed to specific, 
binding emissions reductions.

the likely effects on trade are small. For example, land 
transport is energy intensive but cannot move abroad. 
Electronics are highly trade-exposed but not energy 
intensive. Only a small number of industries are both 
energy-intensive and exposed to trade and, therefore, at 
risk for leakage.

Within this so-called EITE—energy-intensive, trade-
exposed—sector, leakage will depend on where major 
competitors are located. If major competitors are 
in countries that also impose significant emissions 
restrictions, leakage may not be a problem. If the major 
competitors of an EITE industry are in countries with 
few emissions restrictions, however, leakage may be 
more serious.

Table 1 shows U.S. imports, by origin, of the five most 
energy-intensive, trade-exposed industries. For each 
industry, it lists the five largest countries of origin as 
well as the fraction of total imports that comes from 
Annex B countries, the developed countries that are 
most likely to impose emissions restrictions.

Just 35.5 percent of U.S. chemical imports are produced in 
Annex B countries, indicating that chemical production 
would be relatively vulnerable to leakage.3 Imports of 

3 Trinidad, however, accounts for 31.4 percent of chemical imports, due 
to its access to inexpensive natural gas. The United States could work 
to limit leakage to Trinidad through trade negotiations rather than 
through the structure of a carbon-pricing system.
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TABLE 1

U.S. Imports of EITE Goods by Origin, 2015

Steel Aluminum Chemicals Paper Cement
Source % Source % Source % Source % Source %

EU 22.3 Canada 46.7 Trinidad 31.4 Canada 39.7 Canada 39.0 

Canada 15.3 China 12.4 Canada 21.0 China 19.6 EU 26.7 

Korea 11.5 OPEC  9.2 Korea 10.1 EU 18.0 China 11.6 

China 10.5 EU  9.2 EU  8.3 Mexico  6.8 Korea  7.9 

Brazil  7.1 Russia  5.8 OPEC  5.3 Korea  2.9 Mexico  5.0 

Annex B 50.4 59.4 35.5 61.7 70.3 

Source: Kortum and Weisbach (2017).
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Baseline OECD emissions are 32.3 GtCO2.  With marginal 
harm of two, emissions go down under the production tax 
by 1.7 GtCO2 to 30.6 GtCO2. Adding border adjustments 
allows the OECD to reduce global emissions by another 
0.7 GtCO2 to 29.8 GtCO2, a real but modest improvement.

Though border adjustments produce some benefits in 
terms of emissions reductions, they are not without 
controversy. Critics argue that they constitute an illegal 
barrier to trade under World Trade Organization (WTO) 
rules because a border adjustment taxes the method of a 
good’s production rather than the carbon physically in the 
good. WTO law is unclear on whether border adjustments 
on methods of production are allowed, and if not, whether 
exceptions for environmentally motivated border taxes 
apply. While the majority view is that the WTO would not 
hold border adjustments on goods to be illegal, there is 
considerable uncertainty. Were U.S. policymakers to pursue 
this approach, it could take years to resolve these legal 
questions in Geneva with unknown trade repercussions.

Border adjustments on goods would also be incredibly 
difficult to impose in any accurate and comprehensive 
manner. There is no straightforward way to determine 
the emissions associated with an imported good. Imagine 
a shipload of automobiles arriving in Los Angeles. 
Each automobile will have parts from many different 
countries with the parts assembled in yet another set of 
countries. Those parts may have been produced using 
various technologies and fuel sources under a number of 
environmental regimes. And the mix of parts, countries, 
and fuel sources will be different for each type of vehicle 
and possibly for different model years of the same vehicle. 
A regulatory regime that purported to reflect the emissions 
generated by producing each car—let alone every other 
good passing through the port—would be impossibly 
complex, difficult to enforce, and expensive to maintain.

As a result, border adjustment proposals, including 
all bills in the 116th Congress, limit them to a narrow 
set of goods, most often raw materials such as steel 
and chemicals, excluding complex final goods such as 
automobiles. For similar reasons, they often limit border 
adjustment to imports from or exports to countries with a 
low or inadequate carbon price.

Yet, even these simplified versions pose significant 
implementation challenges. Raw materials of the same 
type are produced using a wide variety of production 

The same logic holds for a tax on domestic production 
with border adjustments on goods. Any goods produced 
in the United States and consumed here would bear a 
tax. Exported goods would not because the production 
tax would be rebated at the border. And goods that are 
imported and consumed here would have a tax imposed at 
the border. Adding border adjustments to a tax on domestic 
production shifts it to a tax on domestic consumption. 
Border adjustments shift the tax downstream.

As mentioned, carbon prices around the world, as well 
as proposals for carbon prices in the United States, are 
for the most part imposed on emissions from domestic 
production. Modeling suggests that border adjustments 
to these taxes would be modestly effective at reducing 
leakage, perhaps by about a third.4

Figure 2 show a simulation of the effects of border 
adjustments on global emissions. The simulation, 
which will be returned to throughout this chapter, is 
of a model of the effects of carbon taxes and trade. The 
model assumes that one region of the world imposes a 
carbon price and the rest of the world does not5 and can 
be used to illustrate the set of carbon policies that are best 
for the people in the taxing region, taking into account 
their effects on the economy and global emissions. 

4 Aldy (2017) provides a succinct summary of these modeling efforts.

5 For further details, see "Optimal Unilateral Carbon Policy" at http://
kortum.elisites.yale.edu.

The simulation of the model used here assumes that 
carbon prices are imposed in the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). It is 
calibrated to global trade and emissions data and uses 
available empirical estimates of parameters such as the 
responsiveness of energy supply to changes in prices.  The 
model allows an arbitrary set of carbon prices (including 
border adjustments) to be imposed in the taxing region, 
so it can simulate the effects of different policies that 
policymakers might choose to apply.

The x-axis in Figure 2 is the marginal harm to the OECD 
from global emissions. It can be thought of as, roughly, the 
social cost of carbon measured as a percentage of the price 
of energy. A value of one means that the harms from a ton 
of CO2 are equal in dollar terms to the price of the carbon 
content of a unit of energy. (The same definition applies to 
all other figures so labeled.) The y-axis is global emissions 
measured in gigatons of CO2 (GtCO2).

The carbon prices in each case are the prices that the 
OECD would choose to maximize its welfare, conditional 
on the assumption that it has chosen to impose that 
particular policy. For example, the production tax 
line shows the emissions reductions that the OECD 
would achieve assuming that it has chosen to impose 
a production tax at a tax rate that is best for the OECD 
(taking into account leakage, harms from climate change, 
and other effects).

FIGURE 2

Emissions Reductions Under Conventional Taxes and Border Adjustments
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FURTHER READING

Carbon Taxes &  
Border Adjustments

The Design of Border 
Adjustments for 
Carbon Prices
National Tax Journal

Border adjustments levy a 
carbon fee on imports, while 
exports from a country with a 
carbon tax have their carbon 

price refunded at the border. As a result, domestic 
consumers pay the baked-in price of a carbon tax for 
goods produced domestically and on imports.

Optimal Unilateral 
Carbon Policy
Working Paper

The central concern with 
imposing a unilateral 
climate policy is that it 
will lead to leakage. A 
model shows that there 
is an optimal policy that 

allows the taxing region to exploit international 
trade to expand the reach of its climate policy.
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Border adjustments shift production taxes to 
consumption taxes, but both operate the same way on 
the price of energy because they are both taxes on the 
demand for energy. This means that border adjustments 
are not helpful in mitigating the core source of leakage, 
which is the reduction in the price of energy.6 They do not 
address the core problem.

INSIGHT 2
Combining border adjustments can 
have complementary effects

The second key insight is that border adjustments can be 
imposed at a lower rate than that of the underlying carbon 
tax, and that doing so effectively combines two different 
tax systems. If policymakers start with an extraction tax 
and impose border adjustments just on energy at a lower 
rate, the effect is to shift that portion of the extraction tax 
to production. Suppose for example, the United States 
were to impose an extraction tax at $100/ton of CO2 and 
a border adjustment on imports and exports of energy at 
$60/ton. The border adjustment shifts $60 of the tax to 
production, leaving $40 on extraction. A similar effect 

6 They help to the extent that foreign producers sell to consumers in the 
United States because those producers see the after-tax price of energy. 
While this helps, it does not offset the core dynamics of production and 
consumption taxes.

arises with border adjustments to production taxes: a 
border adjustment at a lower rate than the production tax 
shifts that portion of the tax to consumption. As a result, 
we can use what we will call partial border adjustments to 
combine the various taxes whatever way is preferred.

These two insights can be combined to produce a simple 
and effective carbon price. By combining an extraction 
tax (which pushes energy prices up) with a partial border 
adjustment on energy, the United States (or a broader 
taxing coalition) can effectively combine taxes—an 
extraction tax and a production tax, a tax on supply and a 
tax on demand—that push the price of energy in opposite 
directions. By moderating the effects on the price of 
energy, this combination controls leakage. Policymakers 
could also combine an extraction tax with a partial border 
tax on both energy and goods, effectively creating a 
combination of an extraction tax and a consumption tax. 
This combination similarly moderates the effects on the 
price of energy.

Figure 4 illustrates. It adds two taxes to those shown in 
Figure 2: an extraction tax combined with a production 
tax, and an extraction tax combined with a consumption 
tax. For example, the combination might be an extraction 
tax at $60 per ton and a production tax at $40 per ton. The 
hybrid taxes moderate the effects on the price of energy 
relative to an extraction tax alone. Energy prices go up 

methods and emissions profiles. Moreover, there are 
thousands of kinds of raw materials, so proposals for 
border adjustments would aggregate them into broad 
categories, such as all organic chemicals or all rolled 
steel. Individual items in any given category, however, 
may have emissions profiles that deviate substantially 
from the category average. Determining which 
countries have low or inadequate carbon prices would 
be controversial. At best, border adjustments would be 
narrow and crude.

Border adjustments would also be prone to avoidance. For 
example, rather than shipping raw materials, exporters 
from low tax countries could ship final goods or partially 
finished goods. They could switch fuel sources, using 
clean sources of fuel for exports to the United States and 
dirty sources for their own use. They could also transship 
goods through countries with high carbon taxes (but no 
border adjustments), making the goods appear as if they 
were from the high-tax country rather than the low-tax 
country. In such a complex system, the opportunities for 
mischief are legion.

A crude system that is subject to avoidance would 
generate endless disputes. For example, importers would 
argue about the classification of goods or the method of 
attributing emissions to their production technology and 
fuel source. Policymakers would need to establish a robust 
bureaucracy, promulgating product categories, emissions 
attribution methods, rules to prevent avoidance, and 
methods of dispute resolution.

In short, despite their apparent political appeal, border 
adjustments have significant flaws. They only modestly 
improve the performance of a production tax, reducing 
leakage by about half. They raise legal problems. And they 
are exceptionally difficult to administer. There are good 
reasons that they are controversial.

There is, however, a better way. It is simpler, reduces 
emissions and controls leakage much more effectively, 
and is clearly legal.

What To Do
U.S. policymakers should pursue a better approach to the 
problem, building off four key ideas.

INSIGHT 1 
Extraction, consumption, & production taxes 
affect energy prices—and leakage—differently

Leakage arises because of changes in the price of energy 
seen by actors in different countries. For example, with 
conventional carbon prices, production shifts to regions 
without a carbon price because energy is less expensive 
there. Extraction taxes and production and consumption 
taxes, however, have opposite effects on the price of 
energy. Extraction taxes—taxes on the supply of energy—
raise the global price of energy while both production 
and consumption taxes—taxes on the demand for 
energy—lower it. Policymakers can exploit this fact when 
designing a carbon tax system.

To understand why extraction taxes raise the price of 
energy, suppose that the United States imposed a tax on 
domestic extraction. Energy extractors would receive 
their sales price minus the tax. Because extraction will 
be less profitable, they will extract less. A lower supply 
means prices go up. This effect will be mediated to some 
extent by an increase in extraction in other countries: 
a higher energy price makes foreign extractors want to 
extract more. Unless the increase in supply by foreign 
extractors completely offsets the domestic reduction, 
however, extraction taxes raise the global price of energy.

Compare that to the more typical carbon tax on emissions 
from domestic production. Producers’ cost of energy is 
the market price of energy plus the tax. They pay more for 
energy inputs and, therefore, will demand less. They will 
shift to cleaner technologies and sell fewer energy-intensive 
products. As a result, the price of energy goes down. This 
means that foreign producers see a lower cost for energy 
inputs. They expand production (partially offsetting the 
lower demand), resulting in traditional leakage.

Taxes on the consumption of goods produced with energy 
operate the same way. Consumers demand fewer energy-
intensive goods and producers respond by adopting 
cleaner technology. The resulting lower demand for 
energy lowers its global price.

Figure 3 shows how extraction, production, and 
consumption taxes (i.e., production taxes with border 
adjustments) change the price of energy. A value of 1 
indicates that the price of energy has not changed. As 
can be seen, extraction taxes increase the price of energy 
while production and consumption taxes reduce it.

FIGURE 3

Effects of Three Taxes  
on the Price of Energy
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FIGURE 4

Effects of Hybrid Taxes  
on the Price of Energy
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To implement them, regulators only need to know the 
carbon content of imported or exported fuels, which is 
easy to calculate. And compared to overall imports and 
exports, the volumes are smaller and easier to track. They 
are legal because the border adjustment would be on the 
actual carbon crossing the border, not on the production 
process.8 Border adjustments on energy are not an 
unrealistic and elusive goal.

These first two insights on their own provide a solution to 
the leakage problem. The third and fourth insights show 
how to improve on this solution.

INSIGHT 3
Coalition size and composition 
influences effectiveness and cost

Expanding the taxing coalition reduces leakage and 
makes the tax more effective. Figure 7 illustrates. It shows 
each of the two hybrid taxes, for two cases: the prior case 
of the OECD as the taxing region and a new case adding 
China to the coalition. Adding China makes the taxes 
perform much better than with just the OECD as the 
taxing region. Emissions now go down by 10.6 GtCO2 to 

8 If the taxing coalition is such that there remains a benefit to the 
extraction/consumption hybrid, a possible middle ground might 
impose border adjustments on energy and on a subset of goods that are 
particularly energy intensive and trade exposed.

21.7 GtCO2 with the extraction/production combination 
and by 11.2 GtCO2 to 21.1 GtCO2 with the extraction/
consumption combination.

The cost differences between the two hybrid taxes are 
much smaller with China in the taxing coalition. The 
reason is that adding China adds more production 
than consumption to the tax base. There is, as a result, 
less (or no) benefit to adding border adjustments 
to goods (and, thereby shifting the tax base to 
consumption). In this group, an extraction tax with 
border adjustments only on energy does just as well 
(in terms of welfare) and would be far simpler to 
implement. This result confirms the conventional 
wisdom that expanding the number of countries 
in any taxing coalition is important, and suggests 
that Congress should work with the U.S. Trade 
Representative and the State Department to recruit 
partner countries and build a carbon pricing system 
that has the flexibility to absorb them.

INSIGHT 4
Broadening the carbon tax base 
increases its effectiveness

The final insight is that expanding the tax base to other 
countries, even those outside the taxing coalition, tends 
to further reduce emissions and leakage. The intuition is 

with the hybrids rather than down (as they do under 
production and consumption taxes), but they go up less 
than under a pure extraction tax.

The effect of these hybrid taxes on emissions is dramatic. 
Figure 5 compares the emissions reductions with a 
traditional production tax, or production tax and border 
adjustments, with the hybrid taxes. A combination of 
extraction and production taxes reduces emissions by 
6.2 GtCO2 to 26.1 GtCO2.7 The combination of extraction 
and consumption taxes reduce emissions by 7.3 GtCO2, 
to 25 GtCO2. The hybrids are much more effective at 
reducing emissions than the traditional production tax or 
a production tax plus border adjustments. This is because 
they operate to control the price of energy in ways that 
more traditional approaches cannot.

An alternative way to compare the taxes is to look at 
the costs of achieving a global emissions target for a 
given tax system. Figure 6 illustrates. The x-axis shows 
the costs of an emissions policy in terms of lost welfare, 
a measure in this model akin to a reduction in gross 
domestic product (GDP) normalized by spending on 
goods. The y-axis is global emissions. (Note that because 

7 The kink in the line at marginal harm equals 1.9 is due to a corner 
solution where a particular source of emissions reaches zero and 
cannot be reduced further.

the y-axis is a “good” and fewer emissions is better, 
going up the y-axis means fewer emissions.) Reading 
vertically, it says, for example, at a cost of 4 percent, a 
production tax reduces emissions from the 32.3 GtCO2 
to just under 30 GtCO2. Adding border adjustments 
improves the emissions reductions achievable at 
that cost to about 29 GtCO2. The combination of an 
extraction tax and a production tax reduces emissions 
to 27.3 GtCO2 and the extraction/consumption hybrid 
to 27.1 GtCO2. The differences between conventional 
approaches and the hybrid approaches get even larger 
as spending on emissions reductions rises in the model. 
At an 8 percent cost, the hybrid taxes achieve almost 
twice the emissions reductions of a conventional tax on 
emissions from production.

For U.S. policymakers interested in implementing a 
carbon price, the lessons of this model are clear. The 
combination of an extraction tax with border adjustments 
on energy (the extraction/production hybrid) or with 
border adjustments on energy and goods (the extraction/
consumption hybrid) easily outperforms conventional 
carbon taxes.

Moreover, border adjustments on energy do not suffer 
from the problems with border adjustments highlighted 
above. They are easy to implement and clearly legal. 

FIGURE 5

Emissions Reduction with  
Extraction Tax Hybrids
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FIGURE 6

Relative Costs of Emissions Reductions 
Under Different Tax Systems
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FIGURE 8

Optimal Policy
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FIGURE 7

Emissions Reductions: OECD + China
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resolution of these issues, the best policy is to simply tax 
extraction and impose border adjustments on energy (but 
not goods) at a lower rate than the underlying extraction 
tax. This achieves most of the benefits of more complex 
policies at a much lower cost.

One final way to examine these policies is to look directly at 
how they change the levels of extraction, production, and 
consumption in the non-taxing regions. This helps gauge 
the potential level of leakage—how much the alternative 
policies are causing a shift in activities, such as an increase 
in production, in the rest of the world. Figure 9 compares 
four different taxes: traditional production taxes (far left), 
production taxes plus border adjustments (second from 
left), the hybrid of an extraction tax and a production tax 
(second from right), and the optimal tax (far right). The 
effects on location are smaller for the hybrid and optimal 
taxes than either of the traditional taxes. The taxes that do 
better in terms of emissions reductions and well-being—
the hybrid and the optimal policies—do so in part because 
they control location shifts and leakage more effectively.

Closing Argument
The traditional approach of taxing domestic emissions 
and imposing border adjustments to control leakage 
suffers from a fundamental flaw. The key to controlling 
leakage and to tax system design is moderating the 
effects of the tax on the price of energy. A tax on 
domestic emissions and that tax combined with border 
adjustments, however, both push the price of energy in 
the same direction: down. As a result, these policies do 
not, and cannot, perform well on a global basis. Moreover, 
border adjustments are complex and legally questionable.

A better approach is to tax domestic extraction and to 
combine that with border adjustments (at a lower rate 
than the extraction tax) on energy and possibly goods 
or a subset of goods. It takes advantage of the offsetting 
effect on the price of energy from extraction taxes and 
either production or consumption taxes. This approach 
is simpler to administer, achieves much better outcomes, 
and is clearly legal.

Even better results can be reached by adding border 
adjustments on the import of goods and an export policy 
that retains or expands U.S. exports. Whether these 

additions are desirable depends on how much complexity 
and legal uncertainty they would introduce.

Pricing carbon is the most efficient way to reduce emissions 
and address climate change. The design of the pricing 
system, particularly in light of the potential for leakage, 
however, can make important differences in how well it 
functions. As the incoming Biden administration and the 
new Congress consider new carbon pricing proposals, they 
should keep these insights for their design in mind.
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straightforward: the broader the tax base the more it has 
to operate on and the less room for leakage.

The United States can, through careful design of its 
carbon policy, expand the tax base to production and 
consumption outside of the taxing coalition. One way to 
do this is to impose border taxes on imports of goods but 
not rebate taxes on export. As discussed, this policy taxes 
both domestic production (regardless of where consumed) 
and domestic consumption (regardless of where 
produced). The tax base is broader and more effective.

Without a rebate on export, however, domestic producers 
may worry about their ability to compete in foreign 
markets. One way to address these concerns while 
maintaining the broad tax base is to offer exporters per-
unit rebates of taxes rather than rebates based on prior 
taxes paid. For example, the United States could rebate 
the average carbon tax that was paid for goods, possibly 
on a per industry basis. This approach gives domestic 
producers an incentive to reduce emissions while 
allowing them to compete in foreign markets on a level 
playing field.9 And it helps expand the carbon pricing base 
by helping to ensure that the United States maintains its 
exports even after imposing a carbon price.

9 This approach has been suggested previously by Fischer and Fox (2012).

In fact, the simulation results shown in this chapter 
indicate that an even more aggressive export policy is 
desirable. The United States should seek to expand, rather 
than just maintain, its export margin. It should do so 
through a policy of tax rebates and if necessary, subsidies, 
for exports so that it exports more with the carbon policy 
in place than without. Expanding exports in this way 
expands the carbon price and allows greater emissions 
reductions. It is the environmentally best policy and the 
policy that is best for the United States.

Figure 8 shows the effects of the last insight (returning 
to the assumption that the OECD is the taxing coalition). 
It illustrates what the model suggests is “optimal” policy: 
the combination of taxes and subsidies that maximizes 
domestic well-being. It combines an extraction tax, 
border adjustments (at a lower rate) on energy, a border 
adjustment on imports of goods, and a policy for 
the export of goods that expands exports through a 
combination of taxes and subsidies on exported goods. In 
terms of emissions reductions, it performs better than the 
simpler hybrids shown above, but not dramatically so.

Whether this more elaborate policy is worth pursuing 
depends on the costs of imposing import taxes on goods 
and whether those taxes and the export policy are legal. 
These issues need more examination. Pending the 

FIGURE 9

Effects on Location
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Reducing the possibility that high-emitting industries move overseas will 
be critical to ensuring the effectiveness of any carbon-pricing policy. 
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Sector-by-Sector 
Approaches
Policy ideas to tackle specific energy and 
environmental challenges by sector. 



Significantly expanding renewables generation is going to 
require moving power—to when it is needed with storage, 
and to where it is needed with transmission. While 
storage is an area of active research, a national grid that 
can transmit power from the Sun Belt and wind corridor 
to major cities is possible with existing technology. To 
decarbonize the economy, the regulatory and institutional 
dysfunction that have so far made the construction of 
such a grid impossible need urgent attention. 

Heart of the Problem
The United States is endowed with vast energy resources 
of virtually all kinds. The challenge is that those 
resources are located far from where people live. The 
country’s existing energy transportation infrastructure 
is geared toward moving power as fuel and converting 
it to electricity near its location of final use. Over one 
third of the coal used for power generation, for example, 
comes from a single Wyoming county.1 It is extracted 

1 According to the 2018 Annual Coal report from the Energy Information 
Administration, Campbell County, WY produced over 300 million of 
the nation’s 750 million tons of coal.

from surface mines and carried by rail cars to power 
plants across the country at great expense. Oil and 
gas make their way from underground and offshore 
deposits to refiners and consumers around the country 
in pipelines. The system transports the power as fuel, 
and local generators deliver it to consumers as electricity. 
This means that even though fuel resources are highly 
concentrated in specific locations, virtually every part of 
the country has sufficient electricity generation resources 
to meet its peak demand. As long as it is possible to move 
the fuel, this system keeps the lights on.

Just as some parts of the country have more fossil fuel 
deposits than others, renewable sources of energy are 
also unevenly distributed throughout the country. The 
key difference is that the wind and sun cannot be put on 
a rail car or in a pipeline to travel to consumers’ locations 
as fuel for local generators. It must be converted to 
electricity the moment it is harvested and transported 
over a transmission line. However, the transmission grid 
was not built to move a substantial fraction of the nation’s 
power from one remote county to the rest of the country, 
as the rail system can. And, until recently, there was little 
incentive for change.

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 

Decarbonizing the U.S. Economy 
with a National Grid
Steve Cicala, Assistant Professor of Economics, Tufts University;  
Non-Resident Scholar, EPIC

A seamlessly integrated market and abundant, diverse resources 
are foundational strengths of the U.S. economy. Together, they 
allow local areas to specialize in what they do best—whether 
it’s growing oranges or building cars. The United States would 
certainly be a much poorer country if every state required all of 
its goods to be made locally. Yet that is essentially how the power 
sector operates. A century of state-led regulation has delivered 
a balkanized grid that is incapable of moving electricity from 
coast to coast. This means that production from renewable 
sources is limited to how much power is required to meet demand 
locally, at the moment the wind is blowing or sun is shining. 
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Prices begin to diverge across places when the system 
lacks transmission capacity. In the figure, there are 
generators willing to sell power for $54 per megawatt-
hour in Arkansas, but the consumers in Michigan are 
unable to buy it at that price because there is not enough 
transmission capacity to deliver it. As a result, a more 
expensive generator in Michigan is fired up to serve 
local demand, costing consumers $163 per megawatt-
hour. The difference in prices reflects a lost opportunity 
for low-cost generators to expand their output, and the 
inability of consumers to get the best possible price. This 
kind of problem occurs every day throughout the country 
because of the difficulties of moving electricity to where it 
is needed.

The day-to-day operations of the grid are in fact even 
more perverse. Prices typically determine the revenue 
that generators earn for their valuable output. But 
when generators are producing more power than the 
system can use, prices actually turn negative in order to 
discourage generators from producing more. A negative 
price means that consumers are being paid to use 
electricity, and generators are being fined for production. 
Everything is upside-down from how a market for a 
valuable commodity should work.

Nonetheless, generators do actually pay money to 
produce power (rather than getting paid for it) in these 
circumstances. Production subsidies for renewables 
provide revenues to wind and solar generators that are 
larger than the fines from the market, ensuring that 
those facilities continue producing even when there is 
no place for the power to go. This is not uncommon: in 
2017, California’s wholesale market experienced negative 
prices 10 percent of the time.5 However, as in the figure 
above, prices were not negative everywhere; it was a local 
phenomenon. At the same time that some generators 
were being fined for producing, other generators were 
earning substantial revenues to serve local demand. The 
inability to connect renewable generators with population 
centers means that consumers in cities are paying higher 
prices while renewables generators are paying to produce 
power. This is not a problem that additional subsidies to 
renewable generators can fix.

In the absence of a national system that produces 
renewable energy where it is abundant and ships it to 

5 California ISO, “Q2 2018 Report on Market Issues and Performance.”

where it is needed, state governments have relied on 
local tools to produce renewable energy within their 
jurisdictions, largely in the form of renewable portfolio 
standards (RPS). Recent research has found that this 
approach indeed increases the share of electricity from 
renewables, but at great expense.6 As an example, 
Massachusetts has one of the highest rooftop solar 
penetration rates in the country, with nearly 8 percent of 
its electricity coming from solar after years of aggressive 
state-level policy.7 Massachusetts, however, is not terribly 
sunny. According to the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, the solar panels installed in Massachusetts 
would have produced over 50 percent more power if 
they had been installed in the sunnier Southwest. Local 
governments encouraging the construction of windmills 
where the wind does not regularly blow, and solar 
panels where it is cloudy is not a cost-effective way of 
decarbonizing the grid.

The electrical grid is of central importance in 
decarbonizing the economy. Though electricity 
generation is responsible for 30 percent of total U.S. 
carbon emissions, the primary means of decarbonizing 
the transportation system (which accounts for 30 percent 
of emissions), industrial processes (20 percent), and 
residential use (10 percent) is through electrification.8  
Successfully decarbonizing these other emissions sources 
through electrification depends on two key factors: 
emissions from the grid, and the price of electricity.

First, electrification only reduces emissions if the grid is 
green. The environmental benefits of replacing the entire 
petroleum-based transportation sector with electric 
vehicles would be substantially undermined if the United 
States continued to rely on coal and natural gas for large 
shares of overall power generation. In 2012, reliance on 
coal for electricity generation meant that environmental 
damages from charging electric cars were significantly 
larger than damages from internal combustion engines 
for all but a handful of congested urban areas.9 The shift 
away from coal in subsequent years was sufficiently large 

6 Greenstone and Nath, “Do Renewable Portfolio Standards Deliver?,” 
2019.

7 EIA, “Electric Power Monthly.”

8 EPA, “Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions.”

9 Holland, Mansur, Muller, and Yates, “Are There Environmental Benefits 
from Driving Electric Vehicles?,” 3700-3729.

Ten years ago, the principal challenge for reducing 
emissions from the power sector was technological: wind 
and solar technologies were not cost competitive with 
conventional fossil-based sources. The metric used for 
such comparisons is the levelized cost of energy (LCOE), 
which adds up all of the lifetime expenses of a plant, and 
divides by its output. In 2010, the unsubsidized LCOEs of 
conventional wind and solar generation were about $125 
and $250 per megawatt-hour, respectively.2 Compared 
with $82 for combined-cycle gas generation, it was clear 
that renewables required substantial improvements 
before they might be competitive resources without 
significant subsidies. The technological progress over the 
last decade has been extraordinary. Renewables today 
are highly attractive investments, with LCOEs of $40 
per megawatt-hour, well below the $56 now required for 
combined-cycle gas.3

With economical renewable generation technologies 
proliferating, the next challenge in decarbonizing the 
economy is to deliver power to where people are, when 
they need it.

2 Lazard, “Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis.”

3 Id.

The current approach is equivalent to using coal resources 
only to power the communities near the mines. “Coal 
country” has existed as an economic force because 
railroads deliver its energy to the rest of the country. 
“Wind country” is being hamstrung not because wind 
power is expensive, but because it lacks what the railroads 
have historically provided for coal—a route to consumers.

Figure 2 is a snapshot from one of the major wholesale 
electricity markets in the United States.4 These markets 
are run as auctions and the heat map corresponds to 
the prices that distribution utilities are paying, and 
generators are being paid. The variation of prices 
across space shows telltale signs of the inadequacies 
of U.S. transmission infrastructure. Just as oil prices 
are essentially uniform around the world (adjusted for 
quality) because oil is sold in a global market, the price 
of electricity would be uniform across the map if it could 
flow without restraint. During hours when power flows 
without congestion, prices from Canada to the Gulf of 
Mexico are typically within a few cents of one another, 
reflecting the fact that it is cheap to send power long 
distances over the bulk transmission system.

4 MISO Energy, Real-Time Displays.

FIGURE 2
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In the mid 1990s there was a renewed push to 
restructure the electricity sector. State legislatures 
around the country considered ways of injecting 
competition into the sector. Three main types of 
reforms came from this period: the introduction 
of retail competition so consumers could choose 
their provider,11 the divestiture of power plants to 
unregulated entities, and the introduction of wholesale 
electricity markets.

Selling off the power plants helps mute the incentives 
to build capital projects as described above—utilities 
become buyers’ agents and are no longer actually 
producing the power sold to consumers.12 However, 
this reform was unevenly implemented. California, 
Illinois, Ohio, Texas, and several northeastern states 
passed restructuring legislation, but the California 
electricity crisis of 2000-2001 put an abrupt halt to 
further initiatives.13 Vertically integrated, investor-owned 
utilities remain dominant forces in much of the country.

One reform that did continue in spite of the California 
crisis was the expansion of wholesale electricity 
markets, in large part due to leadership from the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). 
With wholesale markets, power plants’ operations 
are determined by competitive bidding in auctions. 
Local utilities can no longer deny access to the 
transmission system, or treat their own generation 

11 Retail choice largely provides consumers with alternative billing 
structures, or secures renewable energy credits to cover consumption. 
These are financial arrangements outside of the day-to-day operations 
of the grid.

12 Cicala, "When Does Regulation Distort Costs?"

13 Wolak, “Diagnosing the California Electricity Crisis.”

assets preferentially because access to the transmission 
system is open and run by an independent system 
operator (ISO). Local utilities are also unable to 
impede the transmission of power across their service 
territory, which helps connect low-cost producers 
and population centers to the extent possible on 
today’s grid. Two-thirds of U.S. generation is now 
determined by these competitive auction mechanisms. 
Recent work has found these market-based rules for 
determining which power plants operate has reduced 
generation costs by $3-5 billion per year.14

Reforming incentives in the U.S. electricity sector has 
therefore been incomplete, both geographically and 
along the supply chain. The southeast and much of 
the west of the country operate in the same manner as 
they have for about eighty years. Where markets exist 
in the country’s interior, most local utilities continue 
to own generation based on rate of return regulation. 
And while wholesale markets have reformed how 
the transmission system is operated, it has not 
systematically introduced market incentives to the 
construction of the transmission system itself.

While the process for securing access to the grid and 
selling power competitively has become somewhat 
easier, the incentives that guide the development 
of the transmission system itself are still a vestige 
of the old days of locally regulated utilities. Even in 
areas with wholesale electricity markets, the market 
stakeholders who help set priorities for capital projects, 
including new transmission lines, are incumbent 

14 Cicala, “Imperfect Markets vs Imperfect Regulation in U.S. Electricity 
Generation.”

that by 2017 electric vehicles were cleaner than internal 
combustion engines for much of the country.10 Continued 
progress on this front requires not only more power from 
renewable sources, but also the capacity to deliver that 
power to consumers.

Second, even if the grid becomes completely green, 
the cost at which this is accomplished will be pivotal 
for decarbonizing the wider economy. Ultimately the 
decision to electrify cars, trucks, industrial processes and 
residential heating is made by households and firms. It is 
an easier switch to make when it saves consumers money. 
The cheaper green electricity is relative to the price of 
gasoline and natural gas, the more electrified other 
sectors will become. Sourcing renewable power from 
the places where it is most abundant will allow for lower 
electricity prices in population centers, and a more deeply 
decarbonized economy.

How We Got Here
In the early days of electrification, it was important 
to co-locate generation and users because power 
diminished quickly with distance when transmitted at 
the low voltages that were common at the turn of the 
20th century. The interface between the industry and 
government was at the local level: many competing 
companies with their own wires created a tangled mess 
of public thoroughfares.

State and municipal governments took on the primary 
role of regulators when centralized power stations and 
alternating current became the dominant mode of 
production and delivery in the decades that followed. 
The Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 
solidified this regulatory model, with local, vertically 
integrated utilities receiving a monopoly franchise to 
generate and deliver power in exchange for oversight 
from a public utilities board, which would determine 
prices based on the costs of producing and distributing 
power. The dominant form of energy transportation 
between states was in the form of fuel carried on rail 
cars and in pipelines. The cost of transporting the fuel 
meant that it was more expensive to generate power in 
places far from fuel deposits, but the regulated utility 
model protected local utilities from being undercut by 

10  Holland, Mansur, Muller and Yates, “Policy Consequences of Decline in 
Air Pollution from Electricity Generation,” 244-74.

competing generators that might have generated closer 
to the energy source, and transmitted the power by wire.

If utilities had no problem buying fuel from out of 
state, an astute observer might ask why they didn’t 
buy power from out of state if it was cheaper. An 
important part of the answer lies in the formula 
that determines how utilities make money. When a 
regulated utility buys power, or fuel, or labor for that 
matter, rates are set to simply reimburse it for its 
expenses. Utilities do not mark up these costs to earn 
profits. By law, any liabilities they incur from suppliers 
are paid back at cost by ratepayers. The only thing 
they can do is break even.

Capital projects are a different story. Public utilities 
commissions set the price of electricity so that investor-
owned utilities cover their costs, and earn what they 
determine to be a fair return for their investors. For 
private investors to be willing to invest in building 
a power plant, for example, they require an interest 
rate that is competitive with the other potential 
investment opportunities. This means that when the 
state regulator approves a $100 million capital project 
for the utility, it sets the price of electricity so that the 
utility will earn a competitive return—say, 10 percent, 
or $10 million per year—to compensate the utility’s 
shareholders for financing the project. If the regulator 
approves a $1 billion capital project, a 10 percent rate 
of return earns shareholders $100 million per year in 
additional revenue from ratepayers. The incentive for 
shareholders is clear: the larger the capital project, 
the more profit they are able to reap. The end result is 
that utilities have strong incentives to generate power 
themselves with their own capital rather than buy it 
from someone else.

Early attempts by the federal government to introduce 
competition in electricity generation in the 1970s fell 
flat because the local utility was the only real potential 
customer, and they were not eager to encourage new 
entrants. The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 
1978 mandated that non-utility generators be paid at 
“avoided cost,” (i.e. paid at the rate it would cost them 
to generate it themselves) but selling power remained 
a contentious bilateral process between a new 
producer and a seasoned incumbent that preferred to 
produce power from its own plants.

Siting new transmission lines in existing infrastructure corridors should ease the permitting process.
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congestion studies every three years. The DOE is 
authorized to designate areas as NIETC based on the 
results of these studies, which enhances the federal 
government’s role in the permitting process.

Once the DOE designates a new transmission corridor 
between wind and solar resources and population centers, 
states would have one year to consider permit requests at 
the state level before FERC would be empowered to take 
over permitting. This is a potentially weaker route than 
new legislation because a 2009 decision determined that 
the language of Section 216 of the Federal Power Act does 
not allow FERC to overrule a state permitting rejection—
it only applies when states fail to act on a permitting 
request.18 There is nonetheless room for FERC to assert its 
authority, even though it has been largely reluctant to take 
the lead to date.

THE FEATHER 
Encourage the use of existing rights of way 
for new high-voltage transmission lines.

Even a streamlined permitting process runs into 
the unavoidable fact that virtually no one wants a 
transmission line in their backyard. Instead of fighting to 
use eminent domain to secure easements from unwilling 
property owners, the federal government may also use 
the Federal-Aid Highway Program to encourage creative 
use of existing rights of way such as waterways, railroads, 
and highways. Examples of this approach include the 
Cross Sound Cable, which connects Long Island, New 
York and New England with a high-voltage, direct current 
submarine cable, and the Neptune Cable, which similarly 
connects Long Island and New Jersey. Following in this 
approach is the Champlain Hudson Power Express, 
which if built, would connect hydropower from Quebec 
to New York City with a high-voltage direct current line 
that would run down the bed of Lake Champlain, along 
railroad tracks, and then down the bed of the Hudson 
River. In other words, by using land that has already been 
designated for public infrastructure use, the amount 
of new land required to build this line is minimized. 
Construction is set to begin in 2021.

The United States has nearly endless existing rights of way 
that could be utilized in a similar fashion. The Eastern 

18 Piedmont Environmental Council v. FERC. 558 F.3d 304 (4th Cir. 2009).

generators and utilities. New entrants hoping to link 
generation and demand centers with transmission 
find themselves literally and figuratively in someone 
else’s backyard, and playing by their rules. It’s as 
though regulators opened up the back roads on the 
grid while simultaneously ensuring that a highway was 
never built. The Midcontinent ISO, which covers the 
nation’s interior and 16 percent of generation capacity, 
estimates that congestion on its grid cost it $1.5 billion 
per year from 2016-18.15 Because increased generation 
from renewables is like putting more cars on the 
road, these costs will rise substantially as demand for 
transmission grows.

The current process for building transmission lines is 
rife with opportunities for parochial interests and anti-
competitive forces to block construction. The decade-
long debacle to connect wind generators in Oklahoma 
and Kansas to population centers in the East is a 
cautionary tale.16 Although this is an inter-state project, 
the leading role state regulators have historically played 
in the electricity sector means that any individual state 
can effectively veto the project. Each state has a century 
of regulatory procedure on the books that defends its 
local utilities from outside competition. Arkansas law, 
for example, requires the owner of the proposed project 
to be a utility, explicitly preventing non-utility entrants 
from gaining permits. Years of rejections and appeals 
over similar issues in Missouri have finally been settled, 
only to begin anew in Illinois. These hurdles ensure 
that prices remain high for consumers and keep 
prospective investors from delivering cheaper power.

Policy Recommendations
Even without jurisdictional fights, transmission 
line construction and the use of eminent domain in 
particular is a topic that often inspires fierce opposition 
from local landowners, businesses, and residents 
alike. A prospectively fruitful approach for the Biden 
administration would be to pursue two complementary 
approaches in tandem: one is a hammer, the other is a 
feather. The hammer is to assert FERC’s primary role in 
transmission permitting to ease obstacles at the state 

15 Potomac Economics, “2018 State of the Market report,” Figure A83.

16 This story is detailed in Gold, Superpower.

level. The feather is to encourage the upgrading and re-
use of existing rights of way to develop a nationwide high 
voltage direct current grid. Reserving the right to use the 
hammer is likely to make prospective opponents more 
amenable to the lighter touch.

THE HAMMER 
Make FERC the primary venue for transmission project 
permitting, as it already is for oil and gas pipelines.

The federal government has been the primary permitting 
venue for interstate oil and gas pipelines since the 
Natural Gas Act of 1938. The process relies heavily 
on contracts between proposed buyers and sellers to 
demonstrate the need for new capacity—essentially a 
market test for economic viability to determine whether 
the project is in the public interest. This market test, 
combined with an environmental impact review and 
siting work, addresses all of the major roadblocks 
for potential projects in a single forum at the federal 
level. This streamlined process has enabled private 
investments to expand the U.S. network with about one 
thousand miles of new pipeline per year over the last two 
decades, and an additional one thousand miles per year 
of pipeline upgrades and conversions.17

The regulatory structure for oil and gas pipelines 
provides a template that could be adopted for electricity 
transmission—it is only by historical accident that 
they are treated differently. The current process for 
transmission permitting gives state (and even county) 
authorities veto power over electricity transmission 
projects. Legislation that consolidates FERC’s permitting 
authority for energy transportation across modes of 
transit would remove this problem. This approach is a 
hammer because legislation is difficult to pass and 
it requires the assertion of the federal government’s 
primacy over a question that has historically been 
handled by states.

Empowering FERC is not conditional upon new 
legislation, however. The Biden administration could 
instead use authority created under the Energy Policy 
Act of 2005 to designate National Interest Electric 
Transmission Corridors (NIETC). Under this Act, the 
Department of Energy (DOE) conducts transmission 

17 EIA, “U.S. Natural Gas Pipeline Projects”.
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seaboard could be connected via undersea cables that 
provide grid access to wind turbines sufficiently offshore 
as to be beyond the horizon from the shoreline. These 
paths are both out of sight, and under federal jurisdiction. 
In addition to rivers, there are highways, railroad beds, 
and pipelines already running from east to west. While 
these existing rights of way are generally not under 
federal jurisdiction, the Federal-Aid Highway Program 
provides the lion’s share of funding for the maintenance 
of the nation’s surface transportation network. Expanding 
the permitted usage of these existing rights of way to 
include transmission lines would greatly simplify the 
siting process. The federal government can encourage 
this process by either supplementing existing funding, 
or making some funding conditional upon expedited 
permitting in these corridors.

Upgrading existing transmission lines is another 
potentially low-resistance means of expanding 
renewable generation’s access to markets. This would 
appear to be a no-brainer, so it is unclear why it has 
not already happened. FERC and the Federal Trade 
Commission should conduct a close examination of 
the incentives facing existing transmission line owners 
and ISOs to determine whether market power concerns, 
perverse regulatory designs and/or across-state issues 
are impeding transmission upgrades and, if so, to 
recommend or implement policy changes.

FERC rulemaking has played a central role in the 
creation of wholesale electricity markets, and continues 
to guide their refinement. In recent years, this has 
focused on the design of capacity markets, which are 
payments to generation owners to cover the fixed costs 
of keeping power plants open and ensure sufficient 
capacity to meet peak demand. What is missing is a 
longer-term view toward what the grid itself should look 
like. Guidance from FERC can ensure that wholesale 
markets establish market-based practices that are 
transparent and promote competition in the expansion 
of the nation’s electrical grid.

Closing Argument
Every economist knows that demand curves slope 
downwards: if a good is more expensive, people will 
buy less of it. It is expensive to generate solar power in 
cloudy places. Doing so means less renewable energy, no 

matter how noble the intentions behind such initiatives. 
More expensive power means less electrification of 
transportation. And the more expensive it is to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, the more Americans will 
continue to pollute. Costs matter.

One of the cheapest things the government can do to 
encourage the growth of renewables generation is remove 
the regulatory obstacles that prevent generators from 
delivering power to consumers. Decarbonizing the grid 
will be hard enough. The least the Biden administration 
can do is not make it harder.
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In the absence of a carbon price that forces fossil fuel 
generators to pay the full social costs of their production, 
a Clean Electricity Standard (CES) is a possible policy 
mechanism to drive deployment of existing clean energy 
technologies and create predictable market demand 
that encourages innovation. While such a policy has not 
yet been implemented in any jurisdiction in the United 
States, many states have implemented a somewhat 
related policy, Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS), 
with a mixed record of success. A federal CES could 
build upon the lessons of these state-level programs and 
achieve the greatest environmental benefit at the lowest 
cost by making the standard geographically flexible and 
technology-neutral, linking the policy to carbon reduction 
programs in other sectors, and pairing the national 
mandate with complementary policies that facilitate grid 
integration and directly support technological innovation.

Heart of the Problem
Low carbon technologies account for a minority of U.S. 
electricity production and appear on track to grow only 
modestly under existing policy. As shown in Figure 2, less 
than 38 percent of U.S. electricity came from carbon-free 
sources in 2019.1 More than half this total (20 percent) 

1 For the purposes of this calculation, the other renewables listed by the 
EIA, including biomass and geothermal, are assumed to be carbon-free.

came from nuclear power plants, with hydropower, wind, 
and solar electricity accounting for only 7 percent, 7 
percent, and 2 percent respectively.

Various projections suggest that these patterns may 
continue in the long run, inhibiting the urgent task 
of reducing CO2 emissions to avoid the most serious 
consequences of climate change. For example, Figure 2 
shows the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 
reference scenario for the coming decades, which suggests 
that the share of carbon-free electricity will remain under 
50 percent by 2030, and climb to only 53 percent by 2050. 
While the EIA scenarios are not firm predictions, the 
balance of forecasts from other industry analysts suggests 
a similar outlook.2 Thus, despite rapid renewable growth 
in recent years, low-carbon power sources risk plateauing 
under current policy as fossil fuels continue to provide a 
large share of future U.S. power generation.

Clean energy sources face an uphill climb in electricity 
markets for a number of reasons, starting with competition 
from cheap fossil fuels. For example, the levelized costs 
of electricity (or LCOE, the total value of lifetime capital, 

2 International Energy Agency, World Energy; BP plc, Energy Outook; 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, New Energy Outlook 2020. The 
International Energy Agency and British Petroleum’s Energy Outlooks 
contain similar projections for renewable generation shares in the U.S. 
and the world, respectively. The Bloomberg New Energy Finance’s New 
Energy Outlook is more optimistic about global growth in renewables.

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 

Fueling Technology Deployment 
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Director, EPIC; Director, Becker Friedman Institute   
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Low carbon technologies face an uneven playing field in the United 
States due to competition from fossil fuel sources that do not pay for 
the costs that their emissions impose on society. At present, carbon-
free sources account for a minority of U.S. electricity production 
and do not appear on track to become the primary source of 
American electricity in the coming decades under current policy, 
despite the urgent need to reduce emissions and confront climate 
change. While the direct costs of renewable sources of power, 
such as wind and solar, have fallen dramatically in recent years, 
their continued growth remains uncertain due to the challenges 
of integrating them with the grid, particularly those arising from 
extensive transmission requirements and intermittent production.

FIGURE 1 - CHAPTER IN A CHART

Levelized Cost of Electricity by Source
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Note: Unable to quantify non-greenhouse gas costs of nuclear energy. 

Source: EPIC analysis.
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A review by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
found that excess transmission costs add about 1.5 cents 
per kWh to the LCOE of wind generation.7 A separate 
analysis by the Edison Electric Institute, an electricity 
industry group, highlighted that nearly 65 percent of a 
representative sample of U.S. transmission investments 
over a ten-year period were primarily directed toward 
integrating renewables, suggesting that these sources 
account for a disproportionate share of transmission 
costs.8 Because the additional costs of transmission 
and grid integration are not included in traditional 
comparisons across energy sources, the progress of 
carbon-free power risks stalling even as the costs of solar 
panels and wind turbines continue to decline.

While some clean energy technologies have improved 
greatly in recent years, others have not, and the pace of 
innovation lags behind what is necessary to mitigate the 
most serious consequences of climate change. The costs of 
lithium ion batteries, which could facilitate the integration 
of variable renewable production by storing electricity 
to align supply and demand, have fallen, but remain 
prohibitively high for utility-scale use. Many experts 
believe that even the minimum technologically feasible 
cost of lithium ion batteries would be several times too high 
to be useful for large-scale grid integration, and alternative 
technologies remain far from broad commercialization.9

Incorporating carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) 
into fossil fuel plants is another potential pathway toward 
reliable low carbon power, but the United States still 
does not have a single operational CCS plant generating 
electricity and capturing CO2 emissions. (The Petra Nova 
plant in Texas completed a three-year demonstration 
project that began in 2016, but was placed in reserve 
shutdown status as of May 2020.)10 Only one such CCS 
plant, the Boundary Dam plant in Canada, exists anywhere 
in the world.11

In sum, low carbon power sources comprise less than 
40 percent of current U.S. electricity generation and do 
not appear on track to drive the reductions in carbon 

7 Mills, Ryan, and Kevin, “The Cost of Transmission.”

8 Edison Electric Institute, Transmission Projects.

9 Pontin, “To Combat Climate Change.”

10 NRG Energy Inc, “Petra Nova.”

11 Folger, Carbon capture and sequestration.

emissions needed to mitigate climate change. The Biden 
administration must act decisively to enable the transition 
toward a cleaner U.S. grid and develop the clean energy 
technologies of the future.

Two broad categories of policy levers exist to promote 
these goals: direct investment in research and 
development (R&D) of new technologies, and market 
signals that will encourage the private sector to innovate 
on its own. The federal government, through the 
Department of Energy (DOE) and other agencies, is 
already active in funding research and development in 
energy technologies, though it can and should do more. 
A national Clean Electricity Standard, meanwhile, is an 
important pathway to establishing market signals. By 
credibly signaling to investors and firms that there will be 
market demand for innovations in cheaper, more reliable 
clean energy technologies, policy can put in place the 
profit motive to drive investment.

How We Got Here
A Clean Electricity Standard would require carbon-free 
or low carbon sources to supply a given proportion of 
electricity generation. To date, no jurisdiction in the 
United States has implemented such a standard that 
includes the full range of carbon-free technologies.

Some informative parallels can be drawn, however, from 
the most-similar existing policies: state-level Renewable 
Portfolio Standards (RPS), which have been implemented 
by 30 states and the District of Columbia over the past 
three decades. These policies mandate that a certain 
proportion of electricity in a state be generated by sources 
designated as renewable. Electricity producers that 
demonstrate generation from a qualifying source receive 
a certification called a Renewable Energy Credit (REC) for 
each unit of electricity produced. Electricity retailers must 
then purchase RECs equal to the required proportion 
of their sales to achieve compliance. If at the end of the 
compliance period (typically each year), they have not 
purchased enough RECs to meet the required standard, 
they must pay a fine called an “Alternative Compliance 
Payment” for each unit they fall short.12

12 In vertically integrated non-restructured states retailers may also use RECs 
generated by their own renewable generating units. Alternative Compliance 
Payment fines are typically large – on the order of $50 per MWh.

operations, and fuel costs divided by expected power 
produced) from existing coal fired power plants is 3.1 cents 
per kilowatt hour (kWh). The LCOE for a new combined 
cycle natural gas power plant is 4.6 cents per kWh.

Critically, however, these market costs do not account 
for the harm that pollution inflicts on others. External 
damages from greenhouse gas emissions and air 
pollution add more than 10 cents per kWh to the market 
cost of coal power and about 3.5 cents for natural gas (see 
Figure 1). The implicit subsidy fossil fuels receive from 
operating in a policy environment that does not reflect 
the true price of their emissions helps them out-compete 
cleaner energy sources, even when this may not be 
best for society. (For more information on how best to 
incorporate these costs, see "Updating the United States 
Government’s Social Cost of Carbon,"  page 20.)

Until the full costs of fossil fuels are reflected in their 
price, renewable energy will be competing on an uneven 
playing field. To be sure, these technologies have made 
enormous progress toward reducing costs in recent years, 
but key obstacles continue to inhibit their widespread 
adoption. By one measure, the direct costs of producing 
electricity have fallen by nearly 86 percent for solar 
photovoltaic (PV) and 49 percent for wind since 2009, 
nearing parity with coal and natural gas.3 However, the 
indirect costs of integrating these intermittent resources 
into the grid remains an unresolved challenge. Solar and 
wind electricity have capacity factors (average power 

3 EPIC calculations using data from the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2009; U.S. Energy Information 
Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2020.

generated divided by maximum possible supply over 
the course of a year) of about 25 percent and 35 percent, 
respectively, compared with about 85 percent for a natural 
gas combined cycle plant, creating a perpetual need to 
back them up with more stable sources of supply.4

The need for backup power adds considerably to the full 
cost of renewables. According to Lazard, power from 
natural gas “peaker” plants that can ramp production 
up and down on short notice is 18 cents per kWh, 
adding considerably to the full cost of wind and solar.5 
In addition, some grid operators in the United States 
have started making substantial “capacity payments” to 
fossil fuel electricity generators—paying them not for 
producing electricity but rather to keep idle capacity 
available to protect against unpredictable supply 
shortages from renewable facilities.6 While quantifying 
the precise costs of intermittency remains challenging, 
Figure 1 displays estimates of the LCOEs of providing a 
steady supply of power by combining wind and solar with 
natural gas or battery backups, illustrating the magnitude 
of the challenge that continues to face renewable sources.

Elevated transmission costs also play an important role 
in impeding the growth of renewable energy. Because the 
ideal geography for wind and solar power installations 
is frequently far away from cities, and because those 
installations require substantial physical space, the costs of 
bringing their power to market exceed those of fossil fuels. 

4 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2020.

5 Lazard, Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy.

6 U.S. Government Accountability Office, “Electricity Markets”; 
Bushnell, Flagg, and Mansur, “Capacity markets.”

FIGURE 2

Global Energy Mix by Source
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New York standards will cover 50 percent of all generation 
by 2030, Vermont will require 75 percent renewables 
by 2032, and California will go to a full 100 percent by 
2045. Evaluating the likely effects of such demanding 
targets requires extrapolating both far into the future and 
far outside the range of existing experience with clean 
energy generation. It remains to be seen whether they can 
achieve those results at a bearable economic price.

The balance of evidence indicates that existing RPS 
policies have not been a cost-effective method to reduce 
emissions. While one study that measured only the direct 
costs of new renewable generation found that RPS raised 
costs to consumers by about 2 percent, other research has 
shown that the full cost of RPS policies was significantly 
higher.17 Two studies that account more broadly for such 
indirect costs, including the transmission and integration 
of renewables into the grid, find that RPS raised prices 
substantially—in the range of 11-17 percent in years seven 
through twelve after the policy was passed.18 This research 
finds that RPS policies also reduced carbon emissions 
appreciably, but that the cost per ton reduced was higher 
than other policies that more directly target emissions 
reductions.

17 Barbose, “U.S. renewable portfolio standards”; Gowrisankaran, 
Reynolds, and Samano, “Intermittency and the value of renewable 
energy.”

18 Upton Jr and Snyder, “Funding renewable energy”; Greenstone and 
Nath, “Do Renewable Portfolio Standards.”

Using these findings to project the effects of a long-term 
national Clean Electricity Standard is challenging. The 
specific details of a potential national policy matter a great 
deal, and could differ substantially from existing state-
level mandates. Years of future technological innovation 
could reduce the costs of compliance far below what states 
are presently experiencing. On the other hand, aggressive 
targets well outside the range of today’s state-level mandates 
could cause costs to consumers to increase dramatically 
if broad reliance on intermittent power sources places 
unexpected or unmanageable strains on the grid.

If the Biden administration decides to pursue a Clean 
Electricity Standard, drawing on the lessons from state 
RPS programs can help guide the process of designing 
policy to promote low-carbon technology deployment and 
innovation at the lowest possible cost.

Policy Recommendations
The objective of effective U.S. climate policy is to achieve 
major reductions in emissions while minimizing 
the economic burden placed on American firms and 
consumers. Implementing a national market price 
on carbon emissions is the most efficient method to 
achieve this goal (see "Put a Price on It: The How and 
Why of Pricing Carbon," page 50). In the event that 
political constraints make such an approach unavailable 
to the Biden administration, however, a national Clean 

Because RECs are tradable across technologies, and 
to some extent across jurisdictions, this approach 
allows market forces to select the lowest cost sources 
and locations for renewable production. Electricity 
suppliers trying to minimize their cost of compliance will 
purchase the lowest price RECs available for sale, driving 
competition amongst generators, technologies, and 
regions to offer the lowest prices.

The technologies covered by existing RPS policies vary 
across states, but often exclude a number of carbon-free 
electricity sources that do not meet the criteria to be 
considered “renewable.” While all states include wind and 
solar, for example, many do not include hydropower or 
geothermal. No states included nuclear or carbon capture 
and sequestration (CCS) in their original RPS programs. 
To date, only Ohio has added nuclear and only four states 
(Massachusetts, Michigan, Ohio, and Utah) have added 
CCS to their list of eligible sources.13

In addition, many states do not establish a level playing field 
among included technologies. In some cases, regulators 
set higher standards for particular technologies, essentially 
mandating a larger market share for popular technologies. 
Thirteen states, for example, have specific mandates for 
the proportion of the RPS that must be met using solar 

13 Jacobs and Craig, “Legal Pathways”; National Governors Association, 
Policy Update. Jacobs and Craig provide information about including 
CCS. National Governors Association provide information about Ohio’s 
RPS including nuclear. Four other states—Connecticut, Illinois, New 
Jersey, and New York—issue Zero Emissions Credits (ZECs) to nuclear 
power plants, but these credits are not tradable with RECs and thus 
operate as a subsidy outside of the RPS policy. Illinois has a separate 
carveout requiring electric utilities to procure at least 5 percent of their 
total energy supply from coal plants that sequester 50 to 90 percent of 
their carbon emissions.

generation. Many others use REC multipliers to assign 
more than one unit of credit for each unit of power from 
favored technologies or producers. For example, Delaware 
gives extra REC credits to plants that use components 
manufactured in Delaware.14 While these technology-
specific mandates arise for a variety of state-specific 
reasons, one common justification is the belief that certain 
technologies offer greater opportunities to benefit from 
learning-by-doing. Each of these additional restrictions and 
exclusions, however, serves to distort the market away from 
the lowest cost allocation of technologies and raise the cost 
of complying with the policy.

Existing state-level RPS policies allow for a limited degree of 
trade across regions. Electricity retailers can purchase RECs 
from out-of-state generators within a geographic region to 
comply with their state’s requirement. Some REC regions 
cover broad geographic regions—for example, the M-RETS 
tracking system covers states from the upper Midwest to 
the South, stretching from North Dakota to Arkansas—
allowing producers to comply with policies while locating 
where renewable resources are abundant and low-cost. 
Other RPS programs, however, such as those in Michigan, 
Nevada, North Carolina, and Texas, restrict REC regions to 
their home state, and some states, such as Illinois and Ohio, 
require special permission from regulators to approve out-
of-state REC purchases.15 Such restrictions raise costs by 
narrowing the available range of options for producers to 
comply with clean energy mandates.

 Not only do existing RPS policies limit technologies and 
markets in ways that could raise costs, they have also 
generally resulted in only modest increases in the share 
of renewables in a given state. Though the headline 
numbers for renewable generation in the early years 
of RPS mandates appeared substantial, many of the 
requirements could be met by preexisting capacity. One 
study found that seven years after the adoption of RPS 
policies, renewables were required to raise their market 
share by only 2.2 percentage points of total generation, 
and twelve years after by only 5.0 percentage points.16

In the coming years, however, many RPS mandates are 
set to rise considerably. For example, the New Jersey and 

14 Lips, Credit Multipliers.

15 PJM Environmental Information Services, “Illinois.”

16 Greenstone and Nath, “Do Renewable Portfolio Standards.”

FIGURE 3

Impact of RPS on Retail Electricity Prices
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Renewable energy from variable sources like wind and solar needs to be 
backed up to ensure the lights stay on whatever the weather. 
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available and thereby direct investment toward the lowest-
cost forms of carbon abatement, regardless of sector.

Under existing state level policies, RECs certify that a 
unit of electricity was produced with zero emissions. 
Similarly, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
administers a system for vehicle manufacturers to acquire 
and trade credits for compliance with tailpipe greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions standards (see " Four Proposals to 
Improve the Design of Fuel Economy Standards," page 
122). Making permits tradable across the two programs—
EPA’s tailpipe GHG program and the national CES—would 
allow emissions reductions to be achieved wherever costs 
were lowest between the two sectors.

One difficulty with allowing permits to be traded across 
regimes is the difference in units, since CECs are measured 
in units of electricity generated rather than GHG emissions. 
To resolve this discrepancy, regulators could assign each 
CEC a value for the emissions it abates. Specifically, they 
could multiply the amount of electricity a generator 
produces by the average emissions intensity of traditional 
generation sources displaced by the CES in the state of 
production. For example, if average the emissions intensity 
from non-CES sources is one metric ton per MWh, then 
each MWh of CEC would be worth one metric ton of CO2 
when traded for a permit in the tailpipe emissions market.19

PROPOSAL
Award CECs for carbon reductions that do 
not involve electricity generation.

19 Greenstone, Sunstein, and Ori, “Fuel Economy 2.0.” 

Vehicles are just one of many sectors that could be 
integrated with a Clean Electricity Standard. Policymakers 
could also empower regulators to issue credits for other 
provable methods of reducing emissions outside of 
the electricity sector. For example, technologies that 
successfully demonstrate the ability to capture and 
durably sequester carbon could be eligible for CECs. These 
may include direct air capture, agricultural processes that 
increase soil absorption of carbon, forest expansion, and 
carbon mineralization.20 This certification process could 
be administered by DOE in consultation with relevant 
scientific experts from the EPA.

As above, the amount of CEC credits to be awarded can be 
determined by measuring the existing emissions intensity 
from traditional electricity sources. If the emissions 
intensity of those sources is one metric ton per MWh, DOE 
would award one metric ton of carbon removal with one 
MWh worth of CEC credits.

PROPOSAL
Empower FERC to site interstate transmission 
lines in “National Interest Electric Transmission 
Corridors” to improve integration of renewables.

Renewable energy relies heavily on the availability of 
extensive transmission infrastructure to bring electricity 
from areas with abundant sun or wind resources 
(such as the desert Southwest or the southern plains) 
to cities, where demand is high. Obtaining regulatory 
approval for long distance, interstate transmission 
lines, however, remains virtually impossible due to a 

20 Mulligan et al., “Six Ways to Remove Carbon Pollution.” 

Electricity Standard is a viable alternative to harness 
market forces, incentivize firms to innovate, and reduce 
U.S. emissions substantially over time. The following are 
principles and proposals that the Biden administration 
and Congress could use to develop such a policy.

PRINCIPLE
Allow the broadest possible range of technologies 
and geography to qualify for compliance.

Existing state-level RPS policies have been expensive to 
consumers, in part because they place undue restrictions 
on the type and location of clean electricity generation 
included in the policy. A national CES policy could reduce 
costs by allowing electricity retailers to purchase credits from 
low-carbon generators across a broad range of technologies 
and without geographic restrictions. This means including 
options that have been largely excluded from state-level 
programs, such as nuclear energy and carbon capture and 
sequestration. It also means allowing credits generated 
by those companies to be traded in an integrated national 
market, reducing barriers that prevent low-carbon producers 
from locating in the most advantageous possible places and 
thereby reducing overall costs.

Credits earned under a national CES program could be 
referred to as Clean Energy Credits (CECs) instead of 
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) to be consistent with 
this broader definition of allowable technologies.

PROPOSAL
Specify clear standards for certifying new 
technologies to promote innovation.

Achieving the emissions reductions necessary to prevent 
dangerous levels of climate change is an immense 
challenge that will unfold over a period of decades. Thus, it 
is critical not to limit the bounds of policy to technologies 
that exist today, but instead to create a flexible legal 
framework that can incorporate the innovations of 
scientists and entrepreneurs tomorrow. Any policy that 
certifies only a static list of technologies for compliance 
will exclude inventors working on technologies that 
might not commercialize until 2030, 2040, or 2050—
technologies that could radically transform the market.

To avoid this restriction on future innovation, a 
national Clean Electricity Standard could articulate 

clear standards, including emissions benchmark 
measurements and broader public health and safety 
certifications, to qualify as an approved low-carbon 
source of power. While an initial list of approved power 
sources must be specified in the law, regulators at the 
Department of Energy could be empowered to apply 
the standards outlined in the law to decide whether 
other technologies or power sources merit additional 
inclusion. These regulators would be charged with 
certifying new technologies for inclusion in the 
decades to come, as well as with periodically reviewing 
approved technologies to ensure they are delivering 
as designed (for example, whether carbon capture and 
sequestration technologies are successfully preventing 
carbon emissions).

PROPOSAL
Set up a centralized exchange for CEC trading 
to promote transparency and efficiency.

Realizing the full efficiency benefits of a technology-
neutral and geographically inclusive national CES will 
require a transparent and efficient market on which CECs 
can be traded. Retailers purchasing CECs must be able 
to easily observe the range of available offers from clean 
electricity generators in order to purchase the lowest-cost 
option, and producers must have access to a national 
pool of potential buyers. Establishing a centralized 
exchange through FERC where generators can post 
CEC bid prices and retailers can choose which credits 
to purchase will ensure price transparency, facilitate 
monitoring of trade and compliance, and ensure that the 
aggregate costs of the policy are minimized.

PROPOSAL
Allow CECs to be traded with credits 
issued for compliance under EPA’s Light-
Duty Vehicle GHG Standards.

Given that the electricity sector accounts for only 27 
percent of U.S. emissions, a Clean Electricity Standard 
will be just one element of U.S. climate policy. By 
harmonizing carbon-trading regimes across multiple 
sectors, policymakers can increase the total percentage 
of emissions being addressed in a single system. This 
approach can also reduce total costs to the economy, 
as companies will buy the cheapest emissions credits 

Hydropower is one of the most common renewable energy sources in the United States but is not always  
included in RPS policies. 
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More generally, establishing an effective approach to 
federal siting authority for long distance transmission 
lines can draw on lessons from the siting process for 
interstate natural gas pipelines. FERC has served as 
the primary siting authority for natural gas pipelines 
since passage of the Natural Gas Act of 1938.24 In the 
process for siting pipelines, potential builders must 
acquire approval from FERC affirming that the project 
constitutes a necessary public objective, which grants 
the pipeline owner eminent domain authority over 
the proposed path. Under eminent domain, private 
property owners along the proposed path for building 
are entitled to “just compensation” for their losses 
under the Fifth Amendment.25 Under the original 2005 
law designating FERC’s eminent domain authority over 
NIETCs, such compensation in the case of transmission 
lines can either be negotiated directly between the 
property holder and the construction permit holder, or 
be determined by a federal or state court.26

PRINCIPLE
Invest heavily in government research and 
development of new energy technologies.

There are two ways free markets fall short in the 
energy sector. First, as described above, a market with 
unpriced emissions is unfairly tilted against clean 
technologies because polluting technologies do not 
have to pay for all the costs they impose on others. A 
national CES indirectly addresses part of this issue by 
giving clean technologies credit for zero-emissions 
production and creating demand to incentivize 
innovation. However, this still leaves a second market 
failure that applies to emerging technologies—
inventors get only a small portion of the benefits to 
society they create with their innovations, so the 
incentive to develop better technologies is below the 
level that would be best for society.

Thus, even with a national CES encouraging the private 
sector to develop better clean energy technologies, 
government support for energy R&D remains critical. 
U.S. investment in energy R&D has fallen by nearly two-

24 Klass and Wilson, “Interstate Transmission Challenges”; Klass, “The 
Electric Grid.”

25 Brandeis and Supreme Court of the United States, “U.S. Reports.”

26 Department of Energy, “National Electric Transmission Congestion.”

thirds over the past few decades, and currently stands 
at only about 0.4 percent of GDP—far below the level 
recommended by most economists.27 The low carbon 
technologies essential for meeting U.S. climate goals 
make up a minority of electricity production and face 
major obstacles to further growth. Major investments to 
enable future breakthroughs of carbon-free electricity 
production and grid integration technologies such as 
advanced batteries are necessary to make ambitious 
CES targets achievable. The Biden administration 
could drive progress in this area by substantially raising 
funding to the Department of Energy and its Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (ARPA-E) to support all 
stages of this innovation process, from basic science to 
demonstration and commercialization. A number of 
other analysts and researchers have provided detailed 
recommendations and specific proposals to execute 
these objectives.28

Closing Argument
Low carbon technologies play a relatively minor role 
in current U.S. electricity production, and continue 
to face significant challenges to substantial growth 
in the coming decades. A national Clean Electricity 
Standard would level the playing field between clean 
and dirty sources, mandate decarbonization of the 
power sector, and encourage innovation in clean 
energy technologies, though it has the disadvantage 
of being less efficient than policies that price carbon 
directly. While CES policies with broad technology 
inclusion remain largely untested in the United 
States, the mixed track record of somewhat related 
state-level Renewable Portfolio Standards offers 
policymakers some experience to draw on. If the 
Biden administration chooses to implement a 
national CES policy, policymakers could maximize 
the benefits of this approach by making the standard 
flexible and technology neutral, linking it to carbon 
reduction policies in other sectors, and pairing it with 
complementary policies that facilitate grid integration 
and directly support technological innovation.

27 OECD/IEA (2020), “RD&D Budgets per GDP.”

28 Sivaram et al., Energizing America; Shak and Krishnaswami, 
Transforming the U.S. Department of Energy; Hart and Kearney, “ARPA-E: 
Versatile Catalyst.”

fragmented regulatory approval process. Siting interstate 
transmission lines requires obtaining approval from each 
state and local regulatory authority with jurisdiction over 
the proposed path, and can often take many years  
and/or fail to gain approval as unanimous agreement is 
very difficult to attain.21

The Energy Policy Act of 2005 established the authority 
for FERC to establish “National Interest Electric 
Transmission Corridors” (NIETC), in which the federal 
government can take over responsibility for siting 
transmission lines deemed to be critically important, 
but to date this power has not been used. The Biden 
administration can take two concrete steps to maximize 
the value of this tool. First, the law currently places tight 
limits on when such corridors can be established, limiting 
their use to locations experiencing persistent grid 
congestion due to insufficient transmission capacity. As 
part of legislation that establishes a CES or other energy 
policy, the Biden administration could pursue a minor 
update to the statutory definition of “national interest” 
to include connecting renewable energy to population 
centers. Given that facilitating the integration of low-cost 
carbon free power to mitigate climate change clearly 
constitutes a national interest, this adjustment would be 
within the spirit of the original legislation.

Second, initial efforts to establish these national interest 
corridors were stalled by surmountable legal barriers. 
Specifically, a district court ruled in 2009 that Congress 
had not made it explicit that FERC had the authority to 
override siting permits that were denied, rather than 
simply delayed, by local authorities.22 Without the 
power to oversee the full siting process, it has not proved 
feasible for FERC to establish even a single NIETC in the 
fifteen years since the legislation was passed.23 The Biden 
administration can work with Congress to amend the 
statute and clarify FERC’s authority to take full control 
over the siting process in regions designated for a NIETC.

21 Thornley, “Regulatory Barriers.” Provides examples of projects that 
were delayed, and also as one source for the policy proposals that follow 
in the next paragraph.

22 The case was Piedmont Environmental Council v. FERC, 2009. For 
analysis, see the following two sources: Klass and Wilson, “Interstate 
Transmission Challenges”; Sagar, “A Twenty-First Century Lazarus?”

23 The fact that this authority has not been exercised is covered in note 
22, but for a more recent source confirming the lack of established 
NIETCs, refer to Scottmadden Management Consultants, Informing the 
Transmission Discussion.

FURTHER READING

Clean Electricity 
Standard

Do Renewable 
Portfolio Standards 
Deliver?
Social Science Research Network

State-level renewable 
electricity mandates 
increase electricity prices 

by as much as 17 percent over twelve years, 
making the cost of reducing carbon emissions 
with these policies likely more expensive than 
current estimates of the direct benefits of 
emissions reductions.
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In the absence of technological breakthroughs in grid-
scale electric storage, renewable power by itself cannot 
reliably meet U.S. electricity needs, even before ground 
transportation and other high-demand sectors have been 
fully electrified. Supplementary power will be needed to 
provide the necessary stability to a decarbonized energy 
system, and by definition it cannot come from fossil 
fuels.1 If the United States is committed to decarbonizing, 
it will need to accept a substantial continued role for 
nuclear power in the energy system mix—comparable to 
the current contribution of approximately 20 percent—
through 2050. However, current optimistic projections 
show that nuclear’s share will drop to approximately 12 
percent by 2050. Thus, it appears that a modest return to 
building new nuclear power plants within the next few 
decades is necessary in order to construct a reliable and 
fully decarbonized electric grid within the United States.

Heart of the Problem
Nuclear power in the United States suffers from three 
serious challenges that currently limit its contribution to 
decarbonizing the electric power sector:

1 Fossil fuel-powered electricity generation coupled to effective—
meaning safe and secure—carbon capture and storage is not likely 
to be economically competitive with low- or zero-carbon renewable 
generation in the near term.

1. The high initial cost of building new nuclear power 
plants in the United States, a key reason for the non-
competitive levelized cost of electricity (LCOE)2 for 
both existing and new nuclear power plants;

2. The continued political stalemate regarding the 
disposal of used nuclear fuel; and

3. The poor public perception of nuclear power, fed by 
a lack of confidence in the safety of nuclear power 
plants and of the proposed permanent storage of 
nuclear waste.

Without confronting these three issues, nuclear power 
in the United States will continue to decline as operating 
plants reach the end of their operating licenses. By 2050, 
most of the existing nuclear power plants in the United 

2 The EIA recently decided to use the “levelized avoided cost of 
electricity” (LACE) rather than the “levelized cost of electricity” 
(LCOE). As its latest data shows, nuclear power is at a significant 
disadvantage when comparing the LCOEs of various competing 
energy production technologies, but not when comparing their 
LACEs (U.S. EIA, “Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of New 
Generation Resources”). But as the recent huge cost overruns of the 
four Westinghouse design plant projects in Georgia and South Carolina 
make plain, U.S. industry is at present incapable of constructing 
gigawatt-scale plants on budget and on time. In comparison, South 
Korea built four gigawatt-scale reactors in Abu Dhabi, with the time 
from initial construction to fuel loading ranging from six to eight years 
and at a cost estimated to be $25 billion (Habboush, “Arab World’s First 
Nuclear Power Reactor); this is 25 percent higher than estimates of the 
initially contracted cost of $20 billion.

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 
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The emission of greenhouse gases—primarily carbon dioxide 
(CO2)—resulting from electricity generation, ground transport, and 
industrial use (including process heat) needs to be eliminated as 
soon as technically, economically and politically feasible to avoid 
the most serious consequences of climate change. Technology 
already exists to produce and distribute low- or zero-carbon 
electricity, so decarbonizing the ground transport and industrial 
sectors can be achieved through electrification. Successful 
elimination of greenhouse gas emissions will, therefore, in large 
part come down to decarbonizing the electric power sector.
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can lead to very large discrepancies between demand 
and available energy supply. In the case illustrated 
in Figure 3, the discrepancy is entirely due to large 
power generation shortfalls, affecting a continental-
scale distribution grid. To compensate for this gap, 
grid storage would need to provide approximately 100 
gigawatts (GW) of electricity continuously over periods 
of around twelve hours.

While this illustrates the scale of a potential intermittent 
supply problem, the experience of electricity consumers 
in California during 20205 tells us that utilities already 
face such difficulties even in less extreme conditions. 
California has closed not only its two nuclear plant sites 
but also a number of natural gas-fired generation plants, 
replacing the resulting shortfall in generation capacity 
with renewable generation sources. The heat wave of late 
August 2020 in California has shown that even much 
more modest supply deficits than hypothesized in Figure 
3 (e.g., on the order of 10 GW) can lead to substantial 
brownouts and blackouts in the absence of grid storage or 
the ability to import power from neighboring states.

Storage capability at the scale required to deal with 
weather events such as the one shown in Figure 3 is not 
currently within the reach of available technologies, 
for two distinct reasons. First, the scale of the requisite 
energy storage capacity—over 1 terawatt hour (TWh)—is 
well beyond what is currently available. In fact, in 2018 
there were only 869 megawatts (MW) of installed battery 
capacity in the United States.6 Though installed capacity 
has been expanding over the past decade, it will clearly be 
some time before there are facilities of the scale needed to 
address that kind of gap.

Second, the economics argue against this storage solution 
to large power supply insufficiencies. An optimistic 
capital cost projection for battery storage is $100/kilowatt 
hour (kWh) by 2040,7 which suggests that the capital costs 
alone for utility-scale lithium battery storage sufficient to 
deal with a 100 GW supply deficit over ten hours (similar 
to the polar vortex event referenced in Figure 3), would 
amount to approximately $100 billion. This cost could 
in principle be a good value if the power it provided to 

5 See Ivan, “California Expresses Frustration,” and Wolfram, “Are There 
More Blackouts.”

6 U.S. EIA, “Battery Storage in the United States.”

7 Cole & Frazier, “Cost Projections for Utility-Scale Battery Storage.”

the grid was available at a competitive price, but that 
is unlikely to be the case. Unlike nuclear power plants, 
which can generate revenue and recoup capital costs 
through regular daily use, grid storage facilities can only 
earn revenue when they are operating. Because large 
disruptions on the scale of the polar vortex are currently 
rare,8 the full supply capacity of such a grid storage facility 
would only be used sporadically. This necessarily implies 
an extremely high cost of electricity.

Presume, for instance, that the functional lifetime of a 
storage system is twenty years, and there is one 1 TWh 
generation insufficiency event per year. In order to recoup 
its investment (thus, not even accounting for operational 
costs and profit), such a storage system would need to 
charge an electricity cost of $5/kWh, to be compared with 
the maximum LACE of carbon-free generation currently 
estimated to be $0.04091/kWh (solar photovoltaic), 
$0.04813/kWh (onshore wind), and $0.04135/kWh for 
nuclear power.9 This argument strongly suggests that 
utility-scale grid storage is best used to deal with much 
more frequent, much smaller, and more geographically 
compact supply insufficiencies that can be handled by 
smaller, more affordable, local storage facilities.

It should also be noted that the polar vortex illustrated in 
Figure 3 was an extreme shock both because of its severity 
and because it extended over a spatial scale of continental 
dimensions. It covered the entire northeast quadrant of 
the United States, stretching from Chicago to Washington, 
DC, to Maine. While rerouting renewable power from other 
areas of the country on a national grid could address some 
of that insufficiency, Figure 3 suggests it is highly unlikely 
that strategy could cope with a disruption on this scale.

Extreme supply insufficiencies of the kind illustrated 
in Figure 3 should therefore be dealt with by deploying 
large generation resources. A fleet of modern nuclear 

8 The probability of occurrence of events such as the polar vortex event 
of 2019 remains unknown. Extant climate models suggest that the 
probability of extreme weather events will increase with time over the 
next few decades, but the science remains uncertain (cf. Mann, et.al., 
“Projected changes in persistent extreme summer weather events”, 
2018). In other words, tail events will become more common, but 
scientists  are uncertain about the specifics of their frequency.

9 U.S. EIA, “Levelized Cost and Levelized Avoided Cost of New 
Generation Resources.” All estimates for new generation sources in 
2025 are in 2019 $/kWh. Note that decreasing the probability or scale of 
such supply insufficiency events simply increases the associated cost of 
electricity from grid storage.

States will be shut down, assuming that the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission does not grant any further 
operating license extensions.3 If these plants are replaced 
with natural gas-fired facilities, as many are slated to be, 
it will all but ensure that the country cannot achieve the 
carbon emissions reductions necessary to avoid the worst 
effects of climate change.

Solving Nuclear is Central to 
Decarbonizing the Economy
Increasing the share of U.S. electricity stemming from 
renewable resources will mean that grid operators and 
utilities will be more exposed to the risk of reductions or 
interruptions in supply from variable sources like wind 
and solar power. Today, operators largely manage that 
risk through contracts with fossil fuel plants known as 
“peakers” that can ramp production up or down based on 
demand. If the United States is to pursue a decarbonized 
future, that option will not be available long-term.

3 The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licenses nuclear power 
plants for forty years of operations initially. Subsequently, the NRC may 
grant twenty-year extensions—and indeed has granted one twenty-
year extension to many operating reactors— and may grant one 
additional twenty-year extension, for up to a total operating license 
period of eighty years, but only a few second extensions have been 
granted to date. See U.S. NRC, “Status of Subsequent License Renewal 
Applications.”

Technological solutions like carbon capture and storage 
(CCS) for fossil fuel plants or grid-scale battery storage for 
renewable generation could help address this challenge, 
but neither is technically ready or economically 
competitive enough for deployment at the scale necessary 
to support a decarbonized electricity system. Importing 
power from our neighbors—such as Canada—is a third 
potential avenue for meeting demand during lulls in 
renewable supply, but there is no guarantee it will always 
be available. Nuclear power is the only technology 
currently available in all geographic locations that both 
does not generate greenhouse gases while generating 
power and—depending on design—can ramp up or down 
in response to changes in demand.4 If the United States 
continues down its current path toward exiting nuclear 
energy altogether, the national grid will continue to rely 
on peaking power generated by fossil fuels.

Figure 3 illustrates the challenge faced by a national grid 
reliant solely on renewable power. Extreme weather 
conditions—in this example, a shift in the polar vortex—

4 Currently operating commercial nuclear power plants in the United 
States can ramp to a limited extent, but are not designed to do so 
effectively. The major limitations are contamination by Xe-135 (“xenon 
poisoning”) and uneven burnup within the core. However, naval 
nuclear reactors are designed to ramp significantly, and commercial 
reactor designs such as molten salt reactors (MSRs) can be designed to 
avoid xenon poisoning.

FIGURE 3

How an All-Renewable Energy Power Grid Could Handle a Polar Vortex
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South Carolina should not have been a surprise—these 
efforts were effectively “first-of-a-kind” projects, with the 
attendant risk premium, given the relative inexperience 
of the contractors working on these plants.

The net result of these dynamics is that the actual cost 
of nuclear power based on gigawatt-scale plants is well 
above the LACE estimates provided by the EIA. Without 
concerted action now, the United States risks taking 
nuclear power off the table as a significant electric power 
source into the latter part of this century.

Furthermore, if the United States remains on its present 
course to exit nuclear, but still aims to decarbonize 
by mid-century or earlier, it will face the rising risk of 
extensive power shortages during extreme weather events 
such as the polar vortex instability, extremes that global 
climate models suggest are likely to increase in both 
frequency and severity. Since such power shortages are 
not likely to be politically acceptable, the United States 
will need to continue to rely heavily on fossil fuel-based 
backup power—unless it makes a substantial effort to 
introduce new nuclear power plants.14 Thus, if the United 
States does not change course, it is almost certain that 

14 It is important to note here that modern nuclear power plants, 
including small modular nuclear reactors, can be designed to function 
as peaking power plants, an ability that current gigawatt-scale nuclear 
power plants do not have.

it will fail to achieve significant decarbonization by 
mid-century—an unthinkable result given the threat of 
climate change.

What To Do
Each of the three critical issues nuclear power faces (cost 
of construction and competitiveness, the handling of 
spent fuel, and public concerns about safety) can and 
should be addressed. By doing so, the United States 
can achieve a technologically plausible path towards 
complete decarbonization of its electricity sector by the 
end of this century—and possibly even by mid-century if 
policymakers address these issues expeditiously.

POLICY
High cost of building new nuclear power 
plants and obstacles to competitiveness

The high cost of building new nuclear plants can be 
dealt with by a concerted focus on the obstacles faced 
by the nuclear industry in the United States, such as 
designs that do not account for modern manufacturing 
technology; broken or non-existent supply chains for 
important system components; lack of sufficiently 
trained workforce; a nuclear regulatory regime with the 

power plants capable of dispatching 100 GW, and a grid 
able to shift this supply around the country, would secure 
the energy supply, even during such extreme weather 
events. Modern nuclear plant designs are capable of 
ramping production up and down on the basis of demand, 
and thus can—unlike most existing plants—be readily 
used as peakers. Furthermore, such plants may be used 
for ancillary zero-carbon emission power needs (such 
as powering desalination plants10 or providing process 
heat11), and could be temporarily dispatched to resolve 
grid power insufficiencies in emergencies. Thus, modern 
nuclear power plant designs have the advantage over 
large-scale grid storage of being able to earn revenue 
when not dealing with grid power deficiencies.

The preceding discussion assumes that the United States 
has transitioned to a fully decarbonized electricity sector, 
but it must be noted that the Department of Energy’s 
(DOE) current (2020) reference case12 for 2050 does not 
project full decarbonization of the grid by mid-century. As 
illustrated by Figure 1, these projections show that fossil 
fuel-powered generation would only decrease to 49 percent 
of the total power generated, from its 2019 contribution 
of 61 percent, assuming a continued decline of nuclear 
power in the United States. Whatever the target date for 
full decarbonization of the electricity sector might be, a 
grid fully powered by renewables will still need ancillary 
infrastructure in place—either grid storage or fully 
dispatchable power—to deal with the kind of serious long-

10 World Nuclear Association, “Desalination.”

11 World Nuclear Association. “Nuclear Process Heat for Industry.”

12 U.S. DOE, Annual Energy Outlook

term power supply deficits illustrated in Figure 3. It is in this 
context that nuclear power can play an important role.

How We Got Here
Federal policymaking on nuclear power has varied 
substantially with time. Strong federal support for 
nuclear research and development throughout the 1950s 
established the first civilian nuclear research facilities in the 
country as well as the first functioning nuclear power plant. 
While nuclear power capacity and generation continued 
to grow through the 1960s and 1970s,13 driven in large part 
by investment by utilities, federal support for the industry 
waned substantially following the Three Mile Island 
and Chernobyl nuclear plant accidents in 1979 and 1986, 
respectively, leading to substantial cuts in federal support 
for nuclear power research and development (R&D).

The drop in federal support was driven in no small part 
by rising public opposition to the nuclear industry. 
Accidents like Three Mile Island raised public fears of 
inadequate oversight of power plant operations by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), stoking both 
local and national resistance to the industry. In 1989, local 
opponents succeeded in shuttering a brand new, fully 
functional plant in Shoreham, NY, before it had ever been 
operated. Public concerns about nuclear waste disposal, 
meanwhile, have thwarted plans to open a used fuel 
repository in Yucca Mountain, NV for decades.

While both Democratic and Republican administrations 
continued relatively modest R&D support, mostly in the 
direction of new reactor designs, construction of new 
nuclear power plants ceased almost entirely after 1996, 
leaving a twenty-year gap during which no new nuclear 
plants were put on-line (Figure 4).

Not only has that resulted in an aging nuclear fleet, 
but also in a serious decay of U.S. industrial capacity to 
construct new nuclear power plants. It is only within 
the last decade that federal efforts aimed at supporting 
the design and construction of small modular nuclear 
power plants has led to efforts to address these critical 
deficiencies. As a result, the cost overruns encountered 
by Westinghouse and its collaborators building four 
gigawatt-scale nuclear power plants in Georgia and 

13 U.S. EIA, “Nuclear explained.”

FIGURE 4

U.S. Nuclear Electricity Generation Capacity and Generation, 1957-2019
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Much of the U.S. nuclear fleet is reaching the end of its licensed service 
life. Replacing those plants with others fired by fossil fuels would 
significantly increase U.S. GHG emissions.
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But, focusing on design, manufacturing, and construction 
is not enough.19 Regulatory reforms are also needed. For 
example, current Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
and NRC regulations set stringent limits on exposure to 
extremely low levels of radiation, which can considerably 
complicate the operation of nuclear facilities, raising 
operating costs. These constraints, especially the concept 
of limiting radiation exposure to “as low as reasonably 
achievable” (ALARA), are poorly grounded in science, 
because studies focusing on the biological effects of very 
low exposure levels have proven to be extremely difficult 
to carry out reliably. Thus, the cognizant federal agencies 
(especially the EPA) should launch a concerted research 
effort to finally settle the question of the biological effects at 
extremely low dosage levels, an effort that would establish 
scientifically informed regulations in this domain and 
provide clarity for workers, the industry, and the public.20

The non-competitive status of even existing nuclear 
power plants in the United States is the result of two 
policy failures. The first is the failure to price the 
damages caused by fossil fuel-based power production 
(most notably climate change and air pollution), which 
is a major factor in the current low LCOE of natural 
gas-powered electricity production. The second is the 
continued subsidization of non-hydropower renewables 
(e.g. wind and solar) without accounting for the costs of 
dealing with supply fluctuations from those sources. It is 
revealing that in Sweden, where nuclear power competes 
with hydroelectric power and other renewables (and 
where fossil fuels play no role in electricity generation), 
nuclear power and hydro show comparable generation 
costs, and lower generation costs than other carbon-free 
generation technology.21 Thus, this issue can be resolved 
by (i) Congress, if it were to pass legislation that allowed 
for pricing carbon emissions appropriately (as discussed 
in "Put a Price on It: The How and Why of Pricing Carbon," 
page 50); (ii) the states, by eliminating renewable energy 
credits (RECs, which explicitly disadvantage nuclear 
power), and transition instead to clean energy standards 
(CES) and zero emissions credits (ZECs), both of which 

19 Petti, et al., “Future of Nuclear Energy.”

20 Cardarelli and Brant, “Move beyond the linear no-threshold theory.”

21 With the elimination of the tax on nuclear power production, 
Vattenfall estimates its nuclear generation costs to be SEK 0.019/kWh 
(= $0.0228/kWh) in 2020; World Nuclear Association, “Nuclear Power 
in Sweden.” See also Hong & Brook, “Costs of replacing nuclear.”

incentivize carbon-free electricity generation irrespective 
of technology; and (iii) state utility commissions, by 
accounting explicitly22 for the costs of dealing with (non-
hydropower) renewable power supply fluctuations.

A competitive market relies on the pricing of all 
externalities, including both carbon emissions 
and renewable intermittency.23 Without placing an 
appropriate price on carbon emissions and the costs of 
managing intermittency,24 like contracts with peaker 
plants, fossil fuel-based technologies and renewables, 
respectively, gain a cost advantage over nuclear. 
Hence, the low LCOE of natural gas-powered electricity 
production and non-dispatchable renewables does not 
properly represent their true costs to the electricity 
sector. This deficiency can be remedied if the Biden 
administration supports the passage of legislation that 
prices all such externalities.

While nuclear power’s role for a decarbonized energy 
sector would serve primarily to support grid demand 
during an extreme weather, such nuclear power 
plants could also serve alternate energy needs (such as 
desalination of sea water or providing process heat) that 
are interruptible, so that they are able to earn revenue 
while they are not needed to support large-scale grid 
power insufficiencies. For this reason, the cost of nuclear 
power will compare quite favorably with the cost of 
providing comparable backup power via grid storage, viz., 
via grid-scale batteries, which earn no revenue when not 
used to deal with grid power insufficiencies.

POLICY
Safely disposing of nuclear waste

The Biden administration should revive the sensible 
roadmap for resolving the nuclear waste problem 

22 There is considerable variability in how utilities allocate the costs 
of grid storage: in some cases, such costs are borne by the supplier 
(i.e., the wind or solar power generator); in other cases, such costs are 
incorporated into transmission costs. In the latter case, the result is 
to effectively hide from the consumer the additional costs associated 
with the variability of renewable energy production.

23 Though some would argue that the risk of a nuclear accident is also 
an externality, this risk has been internalized through regulatory 
oversight and multiple insurance premia mandated by The Price-
Anderson Nuclear Industries Indemnity Act (1957).

24 Pricing the intermittency externality is of course related to the costs 
incurred by dealing with renewable power insufficiencies, e.g., the 
costs associated with grid storage and/or carbon-free “peaker” plants.

dual focus on safety and security;15 and a significant risk 
premium in financial markets.16

There are a number of steps that the Biden administration 
can take to address these issues. The DOE should 
strengthen its R&D programs in advanced reactor designs, 
as well as its collaborative programs with industry in 
transitioning new reactor designs to construction of test 
reactors and ultimately to commercial products. NRC 
and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
should revisit regulations governing the operations of 
new reactor designs, including in particular the nature 
of Emergency Planning Zones (EPZs) and the impact that 
new design features (such as fully below-grade reactor 
vessels) have on these EPZs. The persistent degradation 
of the NRC’s licensing capabilities for designs other than 
light water reactors—driven by consistent reductions in 
its budget17—needs to be reversed so that its technical 
capabilities for granting design and operating licenses for 
advanced nuclear plant designs can be restored. These 
changes can be effective in encouraging private industry 
to adopt new designs (of which small modular reactors—
SMRs—are an example).

Modular designs in particular take advantage of highly 
automated—assembly line-based—manufacturing18 
pioneered in other high-technology industries such as the 
airframe industry, which has been shown to be effective 
in restraining manufacturing and construction costs. The 
current effort to build the first DOE-supported, NuScale-
designed, modern SMR at Idaho National Laboratory is the 
first (necessary) step in this direction. Finally, to help staff 
these manufacturing facilities and build the new reactors, 
DOE could strengthen its partnership with industry and 
the nation’s technical colleges to train a new generation of 
nuclear workers focused on plant construction.

15 The ultimate fate of the Shoreham nuclear power plant in Long Island, 
NY—which was completed but never put into operation, and led to 
the bankruptcy of its operator, LILCO—is illustrative of the corrosive 
effects of mixing regulatory uncertainty with public opposition (for 
more, see Wesselhoeft, “A Chronology of The Shoreham Plant").

16 Petti, et al., “Future of Nuclear Energy.”

17 Enacted NRC budgets have decreased from $1.055 billion (2014) to 
$0.931 billion (2019), along with a staff reduction from ~3,800 (2014) to 
3,106 (2019); see U.S. NEC, “Congressional Budget Justification: Fiscal 
Year 2020.”

18 Indeed, such streamlined manufacturing processes have been credited 
with bringing down the costs of renewables, including solar panels and 
windmills.

FURTHER READING
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utilities will have little choice but to continue to dispatch 
fossil fuel-based backup power, in all likelihood vitiating 
the effort to decarbonize the energy sector. This point 
is understood not only by Canada, Finland and Sweden, 
but also by countries that are among the largest current 
users of fossil fuels, such as China and India; and the 
latter are implementing ambitious plans for expanding 
their nuclear power plant fleets during the balance of 
this century.

If the United States is to successfully decarbonize its 
economy, it needs to turn to the technology that is here, 
proven, and ready to deploy: nuclear energy.
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outlined by the Blue Ribbon Commission on America’s 
Nuclear Future in 2012.25 The principal components of 
that roadmap include the creation of a new federally 
charted corporation (a “fedcorp”) with the unique charge 
of dealing with nuclear waste; moving forward with 
consolidation of all interim nuclear waste storage; and 
ultimately building a new nuclear waste repository, all 
predicated on a consent-based siting process for the 
interim storage and final repository facilities. Countries 
such as Canada, Finland, Sweden and Switzerland are 
already putting in place nuclear waste solutions similar 
to what the Blue Ribbon Commission recommended. 
These countries’ successes using a transparent public, 
consent-based, siting process illustrate that interim 
storage sites and deep geological nuclear waste 
repositories are attainable.

POLICY
Public safety concerns

Nuclear power’s public relations problem can be 
addressed—as it has been in Canada, Finland, Sweden 
and Switzerland—by increasing the transparency of the 
decision processes concerning nuclear power. In the United 
States, public skepticism regarding nuclear power has 
centered on the question of safety of nuclear power plants, 
and on the safety of ultimate disposal of the associated 
nuclear waste. The NRC’s licensing process, followed in 
detail for the planned NuScale modular reactor in Idaho, is 
widely regarded as the gold standard for regulatory practice 
worldwide. This process has given regulators considerable 
opportunity to question the adequacy of NuScale’s 
safety provisions, and to insist that this vendor respond 
satisfactorily before issuing design approval.26

However, there has been essentially no progress on 
dealing with civilian nuclear waste—in particular, there 
has been no progress in confronting the lack of public 
confidence in DOE’s ability to deal with its mandated role 
in securing civilian nuclear waste. The aforementioned 
Blue Ribbon Commission’s recommendation of a new 
fedcorp whose sole responsibility would be to deal with 
civilian nuclear waste would go a long way to address this 
difficulty. It would lift this responsibility out of the DOE, 

25 Blue Ribbon Commission on America’s Nuclear Future, “Report to the 
Secretary of Energy.”

26 Burdick, “NuScale small modular reactor design.”

an agency widely mistrusted as a result of its past failures 
to deal with nuclear waste disposition, and establish a 
new body to set standards and field public concerns. 
Establishing this fedcorp would be a clear opportunity 
for the Biden administration to change public attitudes 
regarding nuclear power.

U.S. friends and allies have laid a path Washington 
can follow in this regard. In Canada, Finland and 
Sweden, initial efforts at dealing with the nuclear 
waste issue confronted opposition similar to that 
in the United States. But a clear turn towards total 
transparency—including consent-based siting that 
allows local communities a veto power over siting 
decisions—transformed their public relations problem. 
Their approach was similar to what the Blue Ribbon 
Commission recommended, but unfortunately has not 
been implemented in the United States. Implementing 
the findings of the 2012 Commission is important 
opportunity for the Biden administration.

Closing Argument
Significant changes in the U.S. electric power sector 
take an enormous effort to accomplish, in terms of time, 
money, and political focus; the electric power sector 
does not turn on a dime. If the United States postpones 
decisions regarding nuclear power until mid-century, 
hoping for the technological miracles that will usher in 
economically feasible significant grid storage capacity,27 it 
will be too late to avoid the worst effects of climate change.

Building new nuclear power plants in sufficient numbers 
to replace the burning of fossil fuels to deal with supply 
shortages caused by an overreliance on renewable 
energy will take decades. Unless and until this is done, 

27 Exactly what this means needs to be carefully defined, and this paper 
has only touched the surface of a complex problem. Historical data do 
exist on how long wind and solar outages have occurred in the past, 
and these data have already been used to both scale the required grid 
storage capacity and the restructuring of the national grid needed to 
allow large power transfers on the continental scale, as described in 
the text. Furthermore, large blackouts related to renewable source 
failures have also already occurred, perhaps most prominently in the 
UK as the result of a failure of a large offshore wind farm in August 
2019 (BBC, “UK power cut”). The recent (August 2020) power outages 
in California have further illustrated the problems encountered when 
grid operators are insufficiently experienced to deal with extreme 
weather events (and associated heightened power demands) in a power 
supply environment that relies heavily on renewables and access to 
out-of-state power supply.
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However, new research suggests that energy efficiency 
substantially underdelivers on its promises to reduce 
energy consumption, putting global climate goals at 
risk. In a series of empirical studies comparing projected 
energy savings from energy efficiency retrofits to real-life 
energy use after they were installed, economists have 
demonstrated that energy efficiency savings fall short of 
expectations. In the largest American residential energy 
efficiency program, the Weatherization Assistance 
Program (WAP), retrofits delivered less than 40 percent 
of expected savings,3 ultimately rendering the costs of the 
program substantially higher than its societal benefits. 
These disappointing savings results have also been found 
in other energy efficiency retrofit programs outside of the 
residential sector.4

What does this mean for future energy efficiency policy? 
Though existing energy efficiency retrofit programs do 
not live up to expectations, there are still avenues for these 
kinds of policies to play an important role in addressing 
climate change. The next administration should consider 

3 Fowlie, Greenstone, and Catherine Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency 
Investments Deliver?”

4 Burlig, Knittel, Rapson, Reguant, and Wolfram, “Machine Learning 
from Schools about Energy Efficiency.”

two core policy recommendations for reforming energy 
efficiency policy in the United States. First, setting energy 
prices correctly will incentivize customers to invest in 
the appropriate level of energy efficiency on their own, 
without requiring additional subsidies. Second, rigorous 
ex post evaluation should be built into energy efficiency 
programs, in order to direct spending to projects that do 
deliver energy savings at low cost .

Heart of the Problem
The American economy consumes more than 100 
quadrillion British thermal units (Btu) of energy every 
year,5 or approximately 305 million Btu per person, 
for lighting, telecommunications, transportation, and 
industrial production and other everyday uses.6 For 
comparison, this is triple China’s per capita consumption 
(98 million Btu), and approximately double that of 
Germany (170 million Btu) and Japan (150 million Btu).7 
U.S. energy consumption has grown rapidly over time: 
in 1950, total primary energy consumption in the United 

5 U.S. EIA “U.S. Energy Facts Explained.”

6 U.S. EIA, “Frequently Asked Questions.”

7 U.S. EIA, “Energy Intensity.”

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 

Making Energy Efficiency Work
Fiona Burlig, Assistant Professor, Harris School of Public Policy
*Thanks to Garrison Schlauch for excellent research assistance.

Energy efficiency is often touted as a win-win approach to the global 
climate problem. Customers that install energy efficient appliances 
win by reducing their electricity bills enough to cover the cost of 
the new appliance, and the planet wins as reducing electricity 
consumption means lower greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 
Policymakers have therefore made energy efficiency a cornerstone 
of climate policy. In order to meet the Paris Agreement’s target 
of limiting average warming in 2100 to no more than 2⁰ C, the 
International Energy Agency estimates that energy efficiency will be 
required to deliver nearly 30 percent of global emissions reductions.1 
In the United States, the Department of Energy (DOE) alone spent 
$14.5 billion on a wide range of energy efficiency investments from 
2000 to 2019, including early stage research funding, technology 
evaluation, compliance monitoring, and retrofit programs.2 

1 International Energy Agency, “CO2 Emissions Reductions by Measure.”  

2 Gallagher and Anadon, “DOE Budget Authority for Energy Research, Development.”
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energy efficiency will need to account for eight gigatons of 
energy reductions relative to present policy, or nearly 30 
percent of all reductions, to meet the 2⁰C target.

Energy efficiency does not 
work as well as expected
If energy efficiency upgrades are as effective as they 
seem, it suggests that customers are leaving money on 
the table. The McKinsey analysis, for example, reports 
that more than 1.2 gigagtons of CO2 (equivalent) savings 
could be attained at negative cost—that is, the efficiency 
investments would more than pay for themselves. The 
fact that consumers have not made these investments 
yet suggests that there may be an “energy efficiency 
gap” between how much energy efficiency consumers 
have invested in and the level of investment that would 
make them privately better off.13 Potential explanations 
for this gap have included market failures such as 
lack of consumer information about available energy 
efficiency policies or products, as well as behavioral 
biases that cause consumers to make mistakes, such 
as inattentiveness (failing to consider the benefits of 
action), short-sightedness (overweighting the present 
relative to how much they would value the future in the 
future), and reference point dependence (overweighting 
the status quo).14

However, a large body of research has substantiated an 
alternative explanation: energy efficiency upgrades are 
not nearly as cost-effective as engineering projections 

13 Allcott and Greenstone, “Is There an Energy Efficiency Gap?”

14 Fowlie, Greenstone, and Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments 
Deliver?”

suggest. Figure 1 shows realization rates from nine 
empirical evaluations of energy efficiency programs 
in the United States and Mexico. A realization rate 
compares realized savings caused by an energy efficiency 
upgrade, measured in the field, with the expected 
energy savings, typically derived from an engineering 
model. A realization rate of one implies that the energy 
efficiency upgrade delivered 100 percent of expected 
energy savings; a realization rate of zero implies that 
the upgrade delivered no savings. While the majority 
of this research focuses on residential retrofits such as 
installing insulation or energy-efficient appliances, one 
study demonstrates similar results in public schools in 
California. In all of these studies, the estimated realization 
rate is below one. Even the most optimistic study only 
finds a realization rate of 0.63: energy efficiency upgrades 
delivered only 63 percent of expected savings.15

The remainder of the studies are even less optimistic, 
with estimates ranging from 0.6 (in California schools)16 
to zero (on insulation and housing upgrades, and on 
air conditioning, both in Mexico).17,18 Several studies of 
the flagship U.S. residential energy efficiency program, 
WAP, have likewise found low realization rates across 

15 Boomhower and Davis, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments Deliver at 
the Right Time?”

16 Fiona Burlig et al., “Machine Learning from Schools about Energy 
Efficiency.”

17 Davis, Martinez, and Taboada, “How Effective Is Energy Efficient 
Housing?”; Davis, Fuchs, and Gertler, “Cash for Coolers.”

18 In the air conditioning study, households actually increased their 
overall energy use as a result of the energy efficiency upgrades. They 
appear to have replaced old, dysfunctional, expensive-to-operate AC 
units with new ones and used them more.

States was only 34.6 quadrillion Btu8—just over one 
third of today’s levels. At present, U.S. energy primarily 
comes from fossil fuels: 80 percent of primary U.S. energy 
consumption is supplied by petroleum, coal, and natural 
gas.9 These are the same fuels driving anthropogenic 
climate change. The primary challenge facing the 
U.S. energy system, then, is how to ensure Americans 
continue to enjoy a high standard of living while reducing 
the costly consequences of burning fossil fuels.

What makes energy efficiency attractive?
Energy efficiency, the practice of reducing the amount 
of energy required to generate services, appears to be 
an attractive way of addressing this challenge. Energy 
efficiency is seen as a rare example of an environmental 
and economic “win-win”: when a household upgrades 
from an old, inefficient air conditioning unit to a state-
of-the-art EnergyStar model, for example, the household 
“wins” with a lower electricity bill, and the environment 
“wins” because the household is using less overall 
energy—and therefore demanding less fossil fuel-fired 
power. In a highly influential 2009 report, McKinsey 
and Company went a step further, suggesting that many 

8 U.S. EIA, “Monthly Energy Review October 2020.”

9 U.S. EIA, “U.S. Energy Facts Explained.”

energy-efficient technologies even pay for themselves 
over the lifetime of the upgrades, with an overall 
negative cost per ton of CO2 saved.10 This report and 
others like it11 have generated substantial enthusiasm 
around energy efficiency subsidies at the local, state, and 
federal levels. As Figure 3 shows, the United States has 
already devoted significant funding to energy efficiency: 
between 2000 and 2019, DOE alone spent $14.5 billion 
on energy efficiency research, technology evaluation, 
and program implementation.12

Energy efficiency has also been highlighted as an 
important route to achieving international climate goals. 
Figure 2 shows two International Energy Agency (IEA) 
scenarios for future climate policy worldwide: the Stated 
Policies Scenario, which reflects emissions reductions 
if current policy is sustained, and the Sustainable 
Development Scenario, which is designed to align with 
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals and 
the targets set out in the Paris Agreement. The wedges 
between the two scenarios illustrate the projected sources 
of emissions reductions needed to achieve the Sustainable 
Development Scenario. By 2050, the IEA projects that 

10 Granade et al., Unlocking Energy Efficiency in the U.S. Economy.

11 Tonn et al., Health and Household-Related Benefits; Nadel and Ungar, 
Halfway There.

12 Gallagher and Anadon, “DOE Budget Authority for Energy Research.”

FIGURE 2
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Programs focused on retrofitting buildings with energy efficiency measures (including insulation and HVAC systems, seen 
here) have not always delivered expected energy savings.
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and fostering energy conservation through fuel economy 
and energy efficiency standards for home appliances. The 
following year, the Energy Conservation and Production 
Act (P.L. 94–385) established energy standards for new 
buildings; provided grants, low-interest loans, and loan 
guarantees to improve energy conservation in existing 
buildings; provided oversight, proposals, and state 
funding to improve electric utility rate design; and created 
financial incentives for domestic energy production. 
Together, these acts created several energy efficiency 
programs under DOE, including WAP and the State 
Energy Conservation Program, which later became known 
as the State Energy Program (SEP).

WAP provides funding to states for home 
weatherization, and was designed in part to reduce 
energy costs for low-income households, for whom 
energy expenditures often make up a large fraction of 
total spending. One study found, for instance, that low-
income households with electric heat spend 12 percent 
of annual income on electricity. An average household 
with electric heat, by contrast, spends just 3 percent of 
its total expenditure on energy.25 For the tens of millions 
of Americans living below the poverty line, home 
weatherization investments could have a meaningful 
impact on their household’s bottom line. However, it is 
critical that these programs actually deliver real energy 
savings to low-income households.

WAP initially focused on measures thought to produce 
the most energy savings per dollar spent, such as air 
sealing and insulation improvements.26 These measures 
eventually expanded to include sealing damaged doors, 
windows, pipes, and ducts; tuning, fixing, and installing 
heating and cooling units; and addressing potential 
gas leaks and electrical hazards.27 Under the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), WAP’s scale 
and scope increased dramatically. Funding increased 
from $450 million in 2009 to nearly $5 billion in 2011-12. 
Eligibility was extended to all owner-occupied households 
at or below 200 percent of the poverty line.28 Over 7 

25 Environmental Defense Fund, Low-Income Energy Efficiency

26 Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, U.S. Department of 
Energy, Weatherization Assistance Program Timeline.”

27 Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, U.S. Department of 
Energy, “Q&A: The Weatherization Assistance Program.”

28 111th U.S. Congress, American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 
(P.L. 111–5), 2009.

million households have been provided weatherization 
assistance through the program since its inception  
in 1976.29

As noted above, however, recent research has shown 
WAP’s effectiveness to be vastly overstated, finding that 
the program’s costs outweigh its benefits. Like many 
energy efficiency programs,30 WAP uses engineers’ 
estimates of a technology’s energy-saving potential to 
estimate savings prior to determining which upgrades to 
install. These estimates can overstate savings threefold, 
with upfront weatherization costs typically double actual 
savings.31 Even after accounting for the societal benefits of 
emissions reductions derived from installing more energy 
efficiency upgrades, WAP’s average annual rate of return 
is approximately -7.8 percent.32 These findings highlight 
the need to base resource allocation decisions on rigorous 
evaluations of real-world energy efficiency programs 
rather than engineering projections alone, by using 
existing empirical analyses where possible, conducting 
ongoing evaluations as new technologies are deployed, 
and revising funding guidelines in line with these real-
world results.

The SEP provides funding and technical assistance to 
U.S. states and territories to promote energy efficiency. 
These funds are used in over eighteen project areas, 
including energy standards and audits, retrofits, grants 

29 Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy, U.S. Department of 
Energy, “Weatherization Assistance Program.”

30 Kushler, Nowak, and Witte, A National Survey of State Policies and Practices.

31 Fowlie, Greenstone, and Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments 
Deliver?”

32 Ibid.

the country: 0.58 in Wisconsin,19 0.51 in Illinois,20 0.5 in 
California,21 and 0.38 in Michigan.22 In other words, this 
research demonstrates that energy efficiency upgrades 
are much less effective than expected. Several of these 
studies conclude that the ex ante engineering projections 
of energy savings from technologies were simply too high. 
These empirical results call into question the idea that 
similar energy efficiency programs will be as cost-effective 
as expected.

Several of these studies go beyond the realization rate 
and calculate cost-benefit measures. WAP, for example, 
was found to have an annual rate of return of -4.1 percent 
in Wisconsin23 and -7.8 percent in Michigan, even when 
accounting for the benefits of emissions reductions.24 
That is: these weatherization programs did not pay for 
themselves, but instead cost states more than the private 

19 Allcott and Greenstone, Measuring the Welfare Effects of Residential 
Energy Efficiency Programs.

20 Peter Christensen et al., Decomposing the Wedge.

21 Zivin and Novan, “Upgrading Efficiency and Behavior.”

22 Fowlie, Greenstone, and Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments Deliver?”

23 Allcott and Greenstone, Measuring the Welfare Effects of Residential 
Energy Efficiency Programs.

24 Fowlie, Greenstone, and Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments 
Deliver?”

and social benefits they generated. This is in part because 
the emissions reductions these programs deliver come at 
a very high cost: in Mexico, residential energy efficiency 
upgrades cost $547 per ton of CO2 saved—far higher than 
the best existing estimates of the social cost of carbon 
(for more information, see "Updating the United States 
Government’s Social Cost of Carbon,"  page 20).

In short, energy efficiency policies consistently 
over-promise and under-deliver on energy savings. 
Instead of being a win-win, today’s energy efficiency 
programs appear to be an expensive way of generating 
environmental benefits. Doing more with less energy, 
however, is an intuitively appealing way to reduce 
emissions, so the fact that these programs fall short of 
meeting their savings targets has important implications 
for both U.S. and global climate policy. Finding ways to 
improve energy efficiency retrofits, therefore, should be a 
key policy goal for the Biden administration.

How We Got Here
In the wake of the 1973 energy crisis sparked by the Arab 
oil embargo, in 1975 Congress passed the Energy Policy 
and Conservation Act (P.L. 94–163) to expand federal 
energy policy. This included increasing energy production 
and reserves to mitigate future supply chain disruptions 

FIGURE 3

$14.5 billion in DOE Funds Spent on Energy Efficiency from 2000 to 2019
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By rigorously testing energy efficiency programs and focusing funding 
on those that deliver real savings, policymakers can get the most out of 
every dollar spent. 
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that future years would produce similar levels 
of savings, this investment would take sixteen 
years to pay off. This is a significantly lower payoff 
compared to gains typically achieved through 
investing in other energy efficiency endeavors, 
namely research and development. Ultimately, 
across a suite of federal programs, there is clearly 
room for improvement in the effectiveness of 
energy efficiency investments.

What To Do
Current energy efficiency programs in the United States 
have been shown to be expensive and relatively ineffective. 
The remainder of this chapter lays out two principles 
aimed at improving the existing suite of American energy 
efficiency programs to ensure that future policies generate 
tangible benefits at a reasonable cost.

PRINCIPLE
Correctly setting energy prices empowers 
consumers to make the best decisions

 The vast majority of Americans currently face 
energy prices that are below the true cost of energy 
consumption.38 When a household uses a kilowatt hour 
(kWh) of electricity, it does not pay the full cost that the 
production of that kWh imposes on society, because 
damage caused by energy-related global and local 
pollution is not reflected in the electricity price. This leads 
consumers to overuse energy relative to a scenario in 
which consumers actually paid for the pollution damages 
caused by electricity generation. In other words, without 
a price on pollution, the United States is implicitly 
subsidizing the use of fossil fuel energy. It also means 
that consumers will underinvest in energy efficient 
technologies, compared to a world with higher energy 
prices that reflect the true cost of electricity use, because 
there is less financial pressure to do so.

The textbook economics approach to closing the gap 
between the energy price a consumer pays and the true 
cost of that energy is a price on pollution (including 
carbon pollution), in the form of a pollution tax or other 
market-based instrument like cap-and-trade (for more 

38 Borenstein and Bushnell, Do Two Electricity Pricing Wrongs Make a Right?

information, see " Put a Price on It: The How and Why 
of Pricing Carbon", page 50). If Congress were to impose 
such a price, it would be more costly for an average 
household or firm to use energy, so consumers would 
find ways to reduce their overall energy use either by 
lowering consumption of energy services, or by turning 
to more efficient technology. Without such a price on 
carbon or other pollutants, consumers are missing an 
important incentive for energy conservation. As a result, 
government subsidies for energy efficiency continue to 
be a useful policy tool—provided that these subsidies are 
targeted towards cost-effective upgrades.

POLICY
Energy efficiency programs should be 
subject to rigorous ex post evaluation

Unless and until energy prices reflect the true cost of 
energy use, policymakers should continue to promote 
energy efficiency through other approaches. As noted 
above, the biggest challenge facing existing energy 
efficiency programs in the United States is that they are 
extremely costly, but do not appear to deliver promised 
energy savings or climate benefits. Across a variety 
of contexts and programs, research in this setting 
demonstrates two common themes, both of which 
highlight the importance of ex post evaluation in energy 
efficiency programs.

First, engineering projections for energy efficiency 
upgrades have been found to be overly optimistic.39 
Though current energy efficiency programs typically do 
require upgrades to pass a cost-benefit test of some kind, 
these metrics only use expected savings to determine 
which measures are eligible for installation. These 
expected savings metrics are often based on laboratory, 
rather than real-world conditions, which leave them 
susceptible to producing unrealistically high expected 
savings estimates.  In contrast, ex post analysis has 
shown that energy efficiency upgrades deliver far lower 
savings than promised up front. For every 100 kWh in 
expected savings, large-scale North American energy 
efficiency retrofit programs provided substantially fewer 

39 Burlig et al., “Machine Learning from Schools about Energy Efficiency;” 
Davis, Fuchs, and Gertler, “Cash for Coolers;” Fowlie, Greenstone, and 
Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments Deliver?”

and loans, and education and training.33 As it did for 
WAP, ARRA significantly increased SEP’s funding. From 
just $33 million in 2008, SEP was afforded $3.1 billion for 
2009-11.34 This grant also came without fund-matching 
requirements, allowing states to receive support without 
having to first raise money themselves. A 2015 review by 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory found SEP cost-effectively 
reduces energy consumption, increases renewable 
power generation, and avoids carbon emissions.35 These 
estimates, however, are also based on engineering 
estimates, which as noted above significantly overstate 
the cost effectiveness benefits of WAP. The findings 
should therefore be interpreted with caution.

In addition to funding programs designed to retrofit 
private homes, like WAP, the federal government 
itself is also a major participant in energy efficiency 
programs. In 1973, the Federal Energy Management 
Program was established as part of the DOE to 
encourage the federal government to adopt more 
energy-efficient practices, such as improving 
utility management, adopting renewable energy 
technologies, and conserving energy.

The federal government’s experience has been 
fairly similar to those of state agencies and private 
homeowners, however, as energy efficiency 
upgrades have not delivered cost savings in the 
expected timeframe. In 2011, the General Services 
Administration (GSA) published a national study 
comparing the environmental performance and 
financial metrics of twenty-two representative 
green buildings in its portfolio to commercial and 
GSA baselines.36 Although the green buildings did 
use 25 percent less energy, GSA spent an estimated 
$172 million to achieve these reductions, with 
guaranteed savings amounting to just $10.8 million 
in the first year.37 Even after ignoring potential 
operating and replacement costs and assuming 

33 Schweitzer and Tonn, An Evaluation of State Energy Program 
Accomplishments.

34 Oak Ridge National Laboratory, National Evaluation of the State Energy 
Program.

35 Ibid.

36 Public Buildings Service, U.S. General Services Administration, Green 
Building Performance.

37 Shonder, Energy Savings from GSA’s National Deep Energy Retrofit 
Program.
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average by 3 percent, but the energy savings was 
only 24 percent of what was projected before 
officials invested in the upgrades.
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allow policymakers to identify and eliminate wasteful 
program spending. The Biden administration and 
incoming Congress are likely to face historic demands on 
the federal purse. Rigorously evaluating proposed and 
ongoing spending will ensure that every penny spent 
on these programs is delivering real energy savings at 
low cost. Where they are not, it offers policymakers the 
opportunity to devote those resources to areas where they 
are more likely to have a positive return on investment.

One promising place to redirect funding from 
underperforming efficiency programs is research and 
development and basic science in the energy sector. 
Because the benefits to society of innovation tend to be 
higher than the narrow, private benefits the innovation 
accrues to the inventor, private firms under-invest in 
innovation. There is therefore a clear and beneficial role 
for federal spending in this area.

Closing Argument
Energy efficiency appears to be an attractive solution 
to America’s energy challenge, with its dual promises 
of reduced local and global pollutants and lower 
energy bills. However, existing U.S. energy efficiency 
programs have failed to make good on these promises. 
Energy efficiency programs in the United States have 
substantially over-promised and under-delivered, with 
some, such as WAP, ultimately proving to have a negative 
return on taxpayers’ investment.

That said, there are ample opportunities to improve U.S. 
energy efficiency spending. In an ideal world, Congress 
would pass pollution pricing—such as a carbon tax—

and obviate the need for federal subsidies for energy 
efficiency retrofits.

In the absence of pollution pricing, energy efficiency 
retrofit subsidies can improve overall well-being, but must 
be targeted towards cost-effective investments. To do so, 
DOE and, where relevant, state program administrators, 
should require retrofit programs to incorporate data from 
rigorous ex post evaluation to determine which energy 
efficiency measures to invest in, and uncover potential 
flaws in program design. These evaluations should be 
conducted by independent evaluators using state of 
the art methods such as randomized controlled trials. 
Before applying new measures or technologies, these 
measures should first be piloted with a small sample of 
real consumers before being deployed at scale. When 
piloting is not possible, programs should begin with a 
combination of existing evidence on similar technologies 
and engineering estimates, and conduct ex post analysis 
after deployment. This approach would help to prevent 
costly, ineffective investments; help the government 
discover which energy efficiency retrofits deliver cost-
effective energy savings and greenhouse gas reductions; 
and identify implementation failures that undermine 
program effectiveness.

This approach to energy efficiency will help the United 
States reduce carbon emissions and mitigate climate 
change, while enabling it to maintain high standards of 
living supported by the American energy system.

savings: between 040 and 7841 kWh, with WAP delivering 
approximately 24 kWh.42

Applying these realized savings estimates in place 
of engineering expectations, many energy efficiency 
retrofits that appeared to pass a cost-benefit test would 
no longer do so. Regulators should therefore require that 
proposed programs that are similar or identical to past 
initiatives use real-world results, rather than engineering 
estimates, in any cost-benefit analysis prior to launch. 
All ongoing programs should also be reviewed regularly 
and have a mechanism to accommodate new evidence. 
Measures that pass a cost-benefit review on the basis of 
realized savings should continue to be funded; measures 
that fail to do so should be excluded or amended in line 
with those findings.43

For new technologies, where possible, state and federal 
agencies planning to implement new approaches 
should begin with small-scale trials to generate rigorous 
evidence. Where this is not feasible, ex ante engineering 
programs can be used to begin with, but should be 
replaced by real-world analysis as part of a regular review 
process. Importantly, these ex post analyses must be 
rigorous and conducted independently. Randomized 
controlled trial evidence should be the standard.

A second reason for ex post evaluation of energy efficiency 
programs is that these analyses can go beyond simply 
identifying a difference between anticipated and real-
world energy savings in energy efficiency programs to 
identifying the design flaws that account for these gaps. 
One important step in this process is identifying which 
of a program’s individual energy efficiency measures, if 
any, are capable of efficiently reducing energy use in the 

40 Davis, Martinez, and Taboada, “How Effective Is Energy-Efficient 
Housing?”

41 Burlig et al., “Machine Learning from Schools about Energy 
Efficiency.”

42 Fowlie, Greenstone, and Wolfram, “Do Energy Efficiency Investments 
Deliver?”

43 In response to this research on WAP, its proponents claimed that 
a negative cost-benefit calculation should not be sufficient reason 
to suggest the program be reformed, because the program was also 
providing benefits to low-income households. However, this logic is 
flawed: it would have been much cheaper to simply provide these low-
income households with the per-household cost of the program in cash 
if the goal were poverty alleviation.

real world.44 For instance, a home weatherization program 
could fall short of expectations because the insulation 
technology underperformed, because the program failed 
to attract sufficient participation, the type of properties 
enrolled in the program were disproportionately energy 
efficient to begin with, or a host of other reasons. Ex 
post evaluations can tease out the specific components 
that contributed to program failure to improve future 
implementation or program design.

Ex post analysis can also identify implementation 
challenges that impede energy efficiency programs 
from delivering low-cost savings. In WAP, new evidence 
reveals that differences among contractors can explain 
up to 43 percent of the difference between expected and 
realized savings.45 More effective contractor selection 
processes and incentives also have the potential to 
substantially improve energy efficiency retrofit programs. 
As an example, a new study finds that in California’s 
low-income Energy Savings Assistance (ESA) program, 
when contractors were paid on a per-retrofit basis, they 
intentionally misreported program data and replaced 
relatively new appliances, rather than only the older, 
inefficient ones officially covered by the program. This 
lead an otherwise successful program to fail a cost-benefit 
test: had only the old refrigerators been replaced, the 
program would have been cost-effective, because these 
replacements delivered large energy savings. By contrast, 
replacing newer refrigerators generated little in terms of 
savings.46 After this study was released, ESA contractors 
were required to provide photographic evidence that they 
were only replacing qualified refrigerators, which should 
make the program substantially more cost-effective. 
As state and federal agencies approve spending plans 
under WAP and other energy efficiency programs, they 
should bear in mind the clear importance of using careful 
monitoring and evaluation to update existing energy 
efficiency programs.

These examples demonstrate the benefits of evaluating 
energy efficiency programs: ensuring that these policies 
are re-evaluated using the best available evidence will 

44 Davis, Fuchs, and Gertler, “Cash for Coolers;” Allcott and Greenstone, 
Measuring the Welfare Effects of Residential Energy Efficiency 
Programs; Burlig et al., “Machine Learning from Schools about Energy 
Efficiency.”

45 Christensen et al., Decomposing the Wedge.

46 Blonz, The Welfare Costs of Misaligned Incentives.

Energy efficiency retrofit programs, including those targeting air conditioning (pictured) have not delivered  
promised energy savings. 
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To meet the challenge of climate change, U.S. 
transportation emissions will need to fall significantly. 
Policymakers can take several steps to address structural 
flaws in the standards and increase their effectiveness. 
These include eliminating footprint-based standards 
and the distinction between cars and light trucks, both of 
which tend to incentivize larger vehicles; easing trading 
for compliance credits, which will make the compliance 
market more attractive and efficient; and making it 
more difficult for auto companies to manipulate vehicle 
performance data.

Heart of the Problem
The transportation sector is the largest source of energy-
related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the United 
States.1 Indeed, while the United States has made 
significant progress in reducing emissions from the 
electric power sector, transportation emissions, which 
were 37 percent of the U.S. energy-related total in 2019, 
remain near their all-time high.2

If the United States is to make significant progress in 
reducing its overall carbon emissions, it must finally 
address transportation in a meaningful way. To do this, 

1 U.S. Energy Information Agency, Monthly Energy Review, Figure 11.2

2 U.S. EIA, Monthly Energy Review, Tables 11.1 and 11.5

it must implement policies capable of sharply reducing 
GHG emissions from passenger cars and light trucks, 
which account for nearly 60 percent of U.S. transportation 
emissions, as well as medium- and heavy-duty 
trucks, which account for an additional 23 percent of 
transportation’s total.3

To date, the single most important U.S. policy regulating 
fuel consumption and GHG emissions in the transportation 
sector has been fuel economy standards. Created by 
Congress in 1975 and modified a number of times in the 
decades since, these standards regulate the amount of fuel 
that cars and light trucks sold in the United States consume 
per mile of travel. As the standards tighten periodically 
(reducing the targeted amount of fuel consumed per mile 
of travel), the goal is that overall fuel consumption—and 
therefore emissions—will also be reduced.

Yet, despite some important progress, it is difficult to 
argue that the current approach matches the challenge 
of climate change. A major programmatic reform 
introduced in 2011 by President Barack Obama’s 
administration sought to directly target GHG emissions 
from cars along with setting more stringent fuel economy 
targets, has delivered significantly lower fuel savings than 
hoped thus far due to low oil prices and surging sales of 
inefficient vehicles.

3 EPA, 2020 Greenhouse Gas Inventory, Table 3-13

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 

Four Proposals to Improve the  
Design of Fuel Economy Standards
Koichiro Ito, Associate Professor, Harris School of Public Policy

The United States is a nation of drivers. From the road trip to the school 
run, cars and trucks play an outsized role in American culture and daily 
life. All this driving, however, makes transportation one of the country’s 
most important sources of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions. 
Fuel efficiency and tailpipe emissions standards are well-known tools 
intended to reduce the environmental impact of U.S. vehicles. While 
they have had a significant effect on emissions since the first standards 
were promulgated in the 1970s, they have not achieved the level of 
emissions reductions expected. Consumer trends have favored light 
trucks, especially SUVs, and larger cars in general—vehicles that get 
lower fuel efficiency overall—undermining the effectiveness of the 
standards. Moreover, the fuel efficiency gains achieved have come at a 
higher price than could have been achieved through other policies.  

FIGURE 1 - CHAPTER IN A CHART
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How We Got Here
There have been three major milestones in U.S. fuel 
economy policy: (1) their introduction in 1975; (2) a set 
of major structural changes enacted into law in 2007; 
and (3) a major program overhaul in 2011 following 
Massachusetts vs. EPA. Each of these milestones resulted 
in consequential policy changes that will shape U.S. 
policy in the transportation sector over the coming 
decades and are, therefore, of high importance to the 
Biden administration.

The United States enacted its first fuel economy regime 
as part of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 
1975 (EPCA). Implemented in the wake of the 1973-74 oil 
embargo, which rocked the global market as oil prices 
tripled, EPCA established Corporate Average Fuel Economy 
Standards (CAFE) for all cars sold in the United States.12

At its core, EPCA requires the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) to establish one national fuel 
economy standard for passenger automobiles (passenger 
cars) and another for non-passenger automobiles (light 
trucks) at the maximum feasible level for each vehicle type 
in each model year. The National Highway Transportation 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) was tasked with 
administrating the program, and the EPA was tasked with 
assessing whether a company’s average fuel economy—
the sales-weighted harmonic mean of fuel economy for 
vehicles sold by the company—met the required national 
average fuel economy standard for passenger cars and 
light trucks. Companies that failed to meet the standard in 
any year would face financial penalties.

The original statute’s distinction between cars and light 
trucks has become more problematic over time. Light 
trucks were considered “non-passenger cars” in the 1970s. 
Subjecting them to laxer standards than cars had only a 
modest impact at the time, when such vehicles accounted 
for just 20 percent of new vehicles sold. Today, however, 
the light truck category includes SUVs and covers more 
than 72 percent of the U.S. light-duty vehicle market.13 

12 U.S. Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, Vehicle 
Fuel Economy.

13 BEA Motor Vehicle Unit Retail Sales, Table 6. Note that in order to 
provide an up-to-date picture, these figures use the commercial 
definition of light truck, which is different than the regulatory 
definition. Regardless of the definition used, the share of light trucks in 
the U.S. fleet has risen considerably over the past eight years.

Nonetheless, this overall approach—separate standards 
for cars and light trucks—has remained the core fuel 
economy policy in the United States for the last forty years.

In 2007, amid a historic run-up in oil prices, Congress 
passed and President George W. Bush signed the Energy 
Independence and Security Act (EISA), the only major 
legislative update to EPCA. EISA introduced a number of 
new and important features. First, it instructed NHTSA 
to establish a credit trading scheme. This program 
allowed automakers to earn credits for outperforming 
fuel economy requirements in one or more vehicle 
categories. If a company performed better than required 
on, for example, passenger cars, but did not meet 
standards on light trucks, it could transfer the credits 
it earned on cars to the light truck category. It could 
also sell credits to other manufacturers, or to financial 
institutions and other entities. As discussed below, this 
feature was a significant improvement that reduced the 
costs of meeting the standards.

Second, EISA reformed the system of “corporate 
averaging” that was core to CAFE. Rather than holding 
all automakers to a single, national corporate average 
fuel economy target, NHTSA began producing annual 
targets for each vehicle footprint (and with separate 
targets for cars and light trucks). Vehicles with smaller 
footprints had more stringent fuel economy standards, 
and larger vehicles received looser targets. Those 
targets were combined into an overall standard for each 
company. In other words, each automaker had its own 
annual target based on the fleet of vehicles it sold—
those that sold larger vehicles had a lower target, those 
that sold smaller vehicles had a higher target, but both 
targets became more stringent over time, requiring 
manufacturers of both large and small vehicles to 
become more efficient.

Finally, in 2011, following the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Massachusetts vs. EPA, which ruled that EPA had 
authority to regulate greenhouse gas emissions 
under the Clean Air Act, the Obama administration 
announced a new set of major reforms to fuel economy 
standards. The centerpiece of these changes was 
the creation of a new set of tailpipe greenhouse gas 
emissions standards, implemented by EPA, for cars 
and light trucks sold in the United States. Together, 
the new regime administered by EPA and NHTSA is 

Real-world data illustrate the problem. First, annual sales 
of light trucks are far higher than the agencies expected 
when the rules were first written and fuel savings were 
calculated. Using a revised definition of light truck, 
regulators expected the market share of light trucks to fall 
from 38.9 percent in 2012 to 36.4 percent in 2018.4 Instead, 
the truck share has actually risen every year since 2012, 
reaching 52.1 percent of the market in 2018.5

Second, in part as a result of this shift toward trucks and 
away from cars, vehicles have gotten larger than agencies 
projected. The fleet-wide average footprint (defined as the 
rectangle formed where all four wheels touch the ground) 
increased over the course of the last several years, reaching 
50.4 square feet in 2018. This trend was the opposite of 
what regulators expected; they projected that average 
footprint would decline from 48.6 square feet in 2012 to 
47.9 square feet by 2018. It is worth noting that a portion 
of this increase was driven by an increase within the car 
category, which appears to support the academic literature 
tying footprint-based standards, such as those currently in 
place in the United States, to increased vehicle size.

Together, these trends have directly undermined 
efficiency and fuel savings. For example, according 
to the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) most 
recent evaluation of automakers’ performance under the 
current standards, the model year 2018 fleet of passenger 
vehicles sold in the United States achieved efficiency of 
35.1 miles per gallon (mpg) in GHG-equivalent terms, 
including all credits and bonuses.6 While this reflects 
notable improvement from the 2012 level of 30.1 mpg, 
it is well short of the originally projected 2018 level of 
38.3 mpg.7 Critically, this variance is not the result of 
technological barriers. Rather, as EPA noted in one recent 
report, it was due to the fact that “the industry-wide 
truck fraction of the fleet is higher than projected in the 
rulemaking analyses.”8

4 Note that the data here reference the agencies’ revised, regulatory 
definition of light truck that classifies certain two-wheel drive SUVs 
as cars rather than light trucks. The commercial definition is used 
elsewhere in this chapter.

5 For original projections, see EPA and NHTSA, Joint Technical Support 
Document for 2012-2016 Standards and 2010-2025 Standards. For 
actual truck shares, see EPA Automotive Trends Report.

6 EPA 2020 Automotive Trends Report, Table 5.5

7 See, e.g., EPA, Manufacturer Performance Report for the 2016 Model Year, 
Table A-4

8 Id., page 80.

Some recent research suggests that these shortfalls 
have caused the program to deliver fuel savings that are 
more than one-third smaller than originally projected 
in the most recent model years.9 Despite more than 
four decades of regulation, aggregate transportation 
GHG emissions are not declining in any significant way. 
Instead, they have increased by 36 percent since 1980, 
and total, annual transportation emissions in 2018 and 
2019 were among the highest in U.S. history.

In addition to these shortfalls, whatever fuel and 
emissions savings the standards do produce are 
expensive when compared to other policies. According 
to one analysis, for example, the cost per gallon saved 
through a fuel economy standard is three to six times 
higher than a gasoline tax.10 Another study compared 
fuel economy standards to fuel taxes and confirmed 
that taxes were the lower-cost way to achieve the same 
fuel use reductions. This finding held even in light of 
the possibility that some consumers would not fully 
take fuel prices into account when purchasing new 
vehicles, and was actually bolstered after taking into 
account differences in vehicle longevity and on-road 
fuel economy.11

In practice, however, fuel economy standards are a 
more popular policy than a carbon tax or a gasoline tax. 
Ostensibly, this is because the cost of the fuel economy 
standard is difficult for a typical consumer to observe, 
whereas the costs of a tax are more transparent. The 
result is that political opposition to the tax is much 
higher. This is true even though the fuel economy 
standards are likely to impose higher costs—both on 
automakers and consumers—than fuel taxes.

The result is that these standards are likely to remain 
the primary option to regulate fuel consumption 
from cars and trucks for the foreseeable future. Only 
new legislation, signed into law, could completely 
change course, and the political barriers to such action 
are considerable. While replacing the standards is 
unlikely, however, there are steps that policymakers 
can take to make them more effective, affordable tools 
for reducing emissions.

9 Greenstone, Sunstein, and Ori, The Next Generation of Transportation 
Policy.

10 Jacobsen, “Evaluating U.S. Fuel Economy Standards.”

11 Anderson and Sallee, “Designing Policies to Make Cars Greener.”
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POLICY
Eliminate “footprint-based” regulations.

A key feature in the current U.S. fuel economy standards 
is its “footprint-based” fuel economy targets. Vehicle 
footprint is defined by the rectangle formed by a car’s 
wheelbase and track width. As shown in Figure 2, the 
CAFE standards allow larger cars to have lower fuel 
economy targets and require smaller cars to have more 
stringent fuel economy targets.

For example, to meet the 2012 targets, the smallest 
vehicles needed to achieve an average fuel economy of 
about 36 mpg, while the largest vehicles were required to 
average just 28 mpg. By 2025, the smallest vehicles would 
need to reach nearly 62 mpg. The largest cars, in contrast, 
would only need to reach 46 mpg.

Automakers need to meet the fuel economy targets 
by fleet average. Therefore, under this regulation, 
automakers that sell larger cars are faced with less 
stringent fuel economy targets, while automakers that 
sell smaller cars are faced with more stringent fuel 
economy targets.

This type of regulation is called “attribute-based regulation” 
because the stringency of the regulation (in this case, the 
fuel economy targets) depends on an attribute of products 
(in this case, the vehicle footprint of a car).

These enormous differences in the fuel economy target 
create a perverse incentive for automakers, encouraging 
them to increase the manufacture and sales of larger 
vehicles in order to make the environmental regulation 
easier to meet. This is an unintended consequence for 
a policy designed to reduce fuel consumption because 
making cars bigger leads to poorer fuel economy.

U.S. policymakers can draw lessons from Japan’s long-
running experiment with attribute-based standards. 
Japan began using this kind of fuel efficiency regulation in 
the 1970s (forty years before the United States) so there is 
much more data to draw on than in the United States.

Like the U.S. footprint regulation, the Japanese fuel 
economy regulation is based on vehicle size (Figure 3). A 
minor difference is that the Japanese regulation is based 
on car weight rather than the size of its footprint, but the 
principle and function of the regulation are the same. 
Another interesting feature of the Japanese regulation is 

referred to as the National Program, and its initial set of 
standards covered model years 2012-25.14

Fuel economy regulation has by any measure produced 
important economic, energy, and environmental benefits 
in the United States. Indeed, the benefits in the form 
of reduction in criteria pollutants, GHG emissions, 
and petroleum use are estimated to be in the billions 
of dollars.15 The efficiency of the entire, on-road U.S. 
passenger car fleet stood at just 14 mpg in 1977, the year 
before the first U.S. standards came into effect; in 2018 it 
stood at 27.7 mpg.16 Light truck fleet efficiency increased 
from 11.2 mpg to 20 mpg over the same period.17 Though 
technological development and competition played 
important roles, it is difficult to deny that policies 
targeting fossil fuel consumption in transportation have 
been central to the per-vehicle reductions in fuel use and 
GHG emissions in today’s fleet.

At the same time, the current approach to vehicle 
regulation—attribute-based efficiency standards with 
separate schedules for cars and light trucks—is highly 
inefficient and unnecessarily costly. It is therefore 
also unlikely to be adequate as a means to achieve the 
substantial reductions in transportation-related GHG 
emissions needed to reduce the odds of disruptive climate 
change. Redesigning key elements of the standards can 
increase the net benefits of the policy and better achieve 
the goals of reducing fuel usage and GHG emissions.

What To Do
There are appealing opportunities to help CAFE get 
more bang for the buck by redesigning the regulation. 
Policymakers should begin by tackling four  
critical priorities.

14 In March 2020, the Trump administration finalized the Safer 
Affordable Fuel-Efficient Vehicles Rule (SAFE), which established 
weaker fuel efficiency and emissions standards for model years 2021-
2026. As of this writing the SAFE Rule is being challenged in court.

15 Chay and Greenstone, “The Impact of Air Pollution on Infant 
Mortality;” Chen, Ebenstein, Greenstone, and Hongbin, “Evidence 
on the Impact of Sustained Exposure;” Dominici, Greenstone, and 
Sunstein, “Particulate Matter Matters;” Ebenstein, Fan, Greenstone, He, 
and Maigeng, “New Evidence on the Impact of Sustained Exposure;” 
Greenstone, Kopits, and Wolverton, “Developing a Social Cost of 
Carbon.”

16 ORNL, Transportation Energy Data Book.

17 Id.

FIGURE 2

Fuel Economy Standards in the U.S.
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FIGURE 3

Fuel Economy Standards in Japan  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Ito and Sallee (2018).

FURTHER READING

Fuel Economy Standards

The Economics of 
Attribute-Based 
Regulation: Theory 
and Evidence from Fuel 
Economy Standards
The Review of Economics and 
Statistics, Volume 100 , No. 2

Attribute-based standards incentivize 
automakers to increase the size weight of 
their vehicles. And, while the attribute-based 
standards are more efficient than a flat standard 
alone, they are twice as costly as a flat standard 
accompanied by credit trading.
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POLICY
Eliminate the distinction between cars and light trucks.

A second important form of attribute-based regulation in 
U.S. fuel economy policy is the substantially different fuel 
economy targets for passenger vehicles and light trucks. 
For example, the fuel economy targets in 2012 were 32.7 
mpg for passenger cars and 25.3 mpg for light trucks.

The light truck category has existed since 1979. Figure 6 
shows that the rise in the market share of light trucks, 
which includes SUVs, coincides with this timing. The light 
truck share was approximately 20 percent in 1979 but was 
more than 72 percent in 2019 in the U.S. auto market. Like 
Japanese automakers, which made heavier vehicles in 
response to the implicit incentives of the standards there, 
companies selling in the United States took advantage of 
the attribute-based regulation in this country to shift sales 
from passenger cars to light trucks.

Based on data from NHTSA, the fleet-average mpg in 1979 
were 18 mpg for light trucks and 19 mpg for domestic 
passenger cars.20 In 2019, these numbers were 29 mpg for 
light trucks and 41 mpg for domestic passenger cars.21 That 
is, although both vehicle categories experienced increases 
in fuel economy over the last forty years, fuel economy for 
light trucks did not improve as it did in passenger cars.

20 NHTSA, “Summary of Fuel Economy Performance,” 2014.

21 NHTSA, “Manufacturer Projected Fuel Economy,” 2019.

There is no economic rationale that can justify less stringent 
fuel economy regulation for SUVs than other passenger 
cars. The Biden administration should therefore seek to 
eliminate the distinction between the two vehicle types for 
the purposes of setting fuel efficiency standards.

The Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA), which 
first established fuel economy standards, empowered 
NHTSA to set separate standards for passenger cars and 
light trucks. The law is less clear, however, on whether the 
standards need to be different. The Biden administration 
therefore has two options. First, it can work with Congress 
to amend EPCA to eliminate the distinction between 
the two vehicle types under the law and create a single 
standard for all passenger vehicles. Or, second, the 
Department of Transportation can take advantage of the 
existing ambiguity in the law to establish separate but 
identical fuel economy standards for both vehicle types, 
de facto eliminating the distinction between them.

POLICY
Stimulate trading of compliance credits.

The National Program included a notable innovation: 
compliance trading. Each year, automakers are assessed 
on whether their fleet efficiency (GHG or fuel economy) 
has met its target based on the mix of vehicles it sells. 
If fleet efficiency outperforms the target, then the 

that the fuel economy target has declining “steps.” When 
a vehicle reaches a certain weight threshold, the required 
fuel efficiency drops.

The figure shows that automakers have strong incentives 
near the edge of each step to increase car weight to move up 
to the next weight category. Moving up to the next weight 
category substantially lowers the fuel economy target. This 
implies that automakers can comply with the fuel economy 
regulation without making costly investments to actually 
improve the fuel economy of their cars.

Figure 4 shows that Japanese automakers did indeed respond 
to that incentive. The tall spikes in the figure show that many 
more cars than one would otherwise expect cluster at the low 
end of each step, indicating that car companies increased the 
weight of those models to be able to reach the next weight 
category with a lower fuel economy target.

Figure 5 shows the same analysis over a second time 
period, in which Japanese regulators raised fuel efficiency 
standards while maintaining a step-wise reduction 
in standards as vehicle weight rose. Sure enough, 
automakers responded to the implicit incentive exactly 
the same way they had previously done, clustering cars 
around the low end of each weight class. This behavior 
resulted in poorer fleet-average fuel economy than it 
would have been in the absence of the upsizing incentive 
created by the attribute-based regulation.

Incentivizing larger vehicles has consequences beyond 
fuel economy. One of the most consequential is an 
increase in mortality from traffic accidents. In the event 
of a traffic accident, heavier automobiles are safer for 
the occupants of the vehicle but more dangerous for 
pedestrians or the occupants of other vehicles. An 
increase in vehicle weight of 1,000 pounds is associated 
with a 0.09 percentage point increase in the probability 
that the vehicle is associated with a fatality, compared to 
a mean probability of 0.19 percent.18 Overall, researchers 
estimate that this policy-induced weight increase resulted 
in a 3.4 percent increase in fatality in traffic accidents.19

In addition to the social costs of higher fatality rates, 
this research also calculates the economic cost of this 
attribute-based fuel economy regulation. The attribute-
based fuel economy regulation was 3.5 times more 
costly than an efficient fuel economy regulation without 
attribute basing to produce the same amount of fuel 
economy improvement in the society.

EISA currently requires fuel economy standards to be 
based on one or more vehicle attributes. The Biden 
administration should therefore work with Congress to 
amend the law, eliminating the requirement for standards 
to be based on vehicle attributes.

18 Anderson and Auffhammer, “Pounds That Kill”

19 Ito and Sallee, “The Economics of Attribute-Based Regulation”
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FIGURE 4

Fuel Economy Standard and Histogram  
of Vehicles, 2001–2008 (Old Standard)
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FIGURE 5

Fuel Economy Standard and Histogram  
of Vehicles, 2009–2013 (New Standard)
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which are more reliant on trucks, have relatively fewer 
credits. In theory, the differences between automakers 
should create the perfect conditions for trading to begin 
to sprout up in a major way. Rather than seek expensive 
emissions reductions in their truck fleets, automakers 
with deficits could seek out more efficient firms and buy 
their credits to comply.

However, to date, trading between firms has been held 
back partly because there is no real platform for trades 
or transparent price discovery. Trades occur on a one-to-
one basis, and the transaction details are kept secret. As a 
result, trading has been relatively modest, equal to just 7 
percent of available credits in model year 2018.

Classic economic theory implies that it is important to 
reduce transaction costs to make compliance trading 
practical. To make it easier for companies to trade 
their credits, Congress should work with regulators, 
industry leadership, and environmental groups to create 
a transparent auction market mechanism, similar to 
the ones being used in wholesale electricity markets. 
Automakers would use the market to submit their 
selling and purchasing bids on compliance credits, 
making compliance trading more transparent and 
efficient. For example, EPA does not currently disclose 
information about the credit prices of traded credits, 

which makes it difficult for automakers to decide to use 
the compliance trading. More transparent information 
about the market outcomes should stimulate the use of 
this important market.

POLICY
Prevent automakers from manipulating 
their fuel economy ratings.

For fuel economy regulations to be effective, the fuel 
economy data reported by automakers must be accurate. 
A series of recent scandals revealed, however, that 
automakers often manipulate their fuel economy data to 
meet fuel economy standards. Recent studies show that 
on-road fuel economy ratings are in fact significantly 
worse than official ratings. One study found that official 
fuel economy ratings were overstated by 30 percent to 50 
percent compared to actual, on-road fuel economy ratings 
in recent years, and such mis-reporting is both common 
across automakers and getting worse over time.

The Biden administration can take three critical steps 
to prevent automakers from manipulating their fuel 
economy ratings. First, DOT should work with EPA and 
automakers to design a fuel efficiency test cycle that 
better reflects real-world driving conditions. Doing so 

automaker receives credits for the surplus. If instead 
its fleet efficiency does not meet the target, then the 
automaker must either buy credits or rely on prior year 
surpluses to fill the requirement. The credits and trading 
for GHG emissions are managed by EPA. NHTSA manages 
fuel economy credit trading.

The balance of this discussion focuses on the EPA credit 
system, as it is the more important regulation under the 
current rules.

Under the current regulations, EPA credits can be traded 
across manufacturers. Trading improves the market by 
allowing each automaker to specialize in what it’s best 
at without compromising on the overall fuel standards 
for the fleet. The costs of improving fuel economy vary 
widely across automakers. Some automakers have 
relative expertise in producing and marketing fuel-
efficient vehicles, whereas for other automakers it can be 
much harder. With compliance trading, investments are 
made where the cost of improvement is lowest, achieving 
the targeted aggregate level of fuel economy at lowest 
total cost.

Similarly, the current standards allow automakers to 
bank and borrow credits across years. This compliance 
trading across years creates a similar benefit to compliance 

trading across firms. Automakers can smooth year-to-year 
fluctuations in demand driven by macroeconomic shocks, 
changes in gasoline prices, and other factors. The banking 
and borrowing also provides stability for the permit market, 
helping to avoid permit price spikes and crashes, and 
mitigating concerns about market power in permit markets.

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate how a trading system can 
help smooth differences between firms and over time. 
Figure 7 shows that many automakers generated large 
surpluses from 2012-15—that is, they easily met the 
fleet-wide fuel economy standards, earning credits for 
coming in well under the requirement. In 2016, however, 
many automakers fell short of the standard, requiring 
them to apply their own credits from the past or buy 
credits from other automakers. This shows an example 
of why the credit trading system is important. Because 
automakers can trade their credits between the past and 
future, and between firms, they were able to smooth the 
marginal compliance cost across years and across firms. 
If the compliance trading did not exist, the marginal 
compliance costs would have been much higher in 2016.

Figure 8 shows the total annual stock of credits by 
company at the end of each year. Toyota, which has 
long specialized in smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles, 
consistently has a large stock of credits. Ford and GM, 

FIGURE 7

Annual Earned Fuel Economy Credits  
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FIGURE 8

Cumulative Earned EPA Credits,  
Selected Manufacturers, 2009-18

Source: EPA. Figures reflect total credits held at the end of 
2018 for each vintage credit.

FIGURE 9

Historical Compliance Credits, 
Annual Purchases
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FIGURE 10

Historical Compliance Credits, 
Annual Sales

Source: Greenstone, Sunstein, Ori (2018).
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for violations, will deter cheating and increase trust in 
the system. Short of imposing a carbon tax, these are 
the next-best steps that policymakers can pursue to cut 
vehicle emissions without imposing undue hardship on 
automakers and consumers.
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would not only ameliorate the wide and growing disparity 
illustrated in Figure 11, but also make it easier to attribute 
any remaining disparities to causes other than simple 
misalignment between the test and the real world.

Second, the administration should work with Congress 
to amend the law governing fuel efficiency standards 
to require either EPA or DOT to oversee fuel economy 
testing directly. Currently, automakers test fuel economy 
by themselves, and while their results are subject to audit 
by EPA they are not all verified each year. Finally, it should 
direct EPA and DOT to create a financial penalty for the 
deviation between the official fuel economy ratings and 
on-road performance. This penalty would be in addition 
to existing penalties automakers must pay for failing to 
meet their fleetwide fuel economy standards. The penalty 

should be significant enough to create an incentive for 
automakers not to manipulate their ratings.

Closing Argument
Fuel efficiency regulations are not perfect policies for 
reducing emissions, but there are steps that policymakers 
can and should take to make them more effective. 
Decoupling standards from vehicle size and type will 
eliminate implicit incentives for automakers to build 
bigger vehicles. Establishing a formal, transparent 
market to trade emissions credits will help the industry 
reduce emissions at the lowest possible cost. And, 
promulgating new rules to bring emissions testing 
under the direct supervision of regulators rather than car 
companies themselves, and imposing tough penalties 

FIGURE 11
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However, the environmental, public health and economic 
damages from coal mining and coal combustion justify 
accelerating coal’s exit.5 To address the problems of 
climate change and other forms of air pollution, the 
Biden administration can apply the social costs of carbon, 
methane, particulate matter, and other air pollutants to 
inform decisions about how much federal land to lease for 
coal mining and the acceptable level of emissions from 
coal-fired power plants.

In addition, to protect the communities near 
existing mines, the Biden administration can revive 
protections for waters around mines and ensure that 
land surrounding retired mines is restored to a useful 
and safe condition. It can also promulgate regulations 
and create incentives to rectify both legacy land 
contamination and current threats to groundwater 
from coal combustion byproducts, commonly known 
as coal ash. Cleanup projects at former mines and 
current coal ash ponds can employ current and 
former workers in these industries to help smooth the 
financial transitions away from mining for them, their 
families, and their communities.

5 See Hendryx & Ahern, “Relations Between Health Indicators,” 669. 
They find that “high levels of coal production were associated with 
worse adjusted health status and with higher rates of cardiopulmonary 
disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension, lung 
disease, and kidney disease.”

Heart of the Problem
Coal has been an essential source of energy for more than 
a century and, absent federal policy changes or changes in 
expected technology costs, the EIA projects that it is likely 
to continue to play an important role for the foreseeable 
future. In its 2020 Annual Energy Outlook, the EIA 
estimated that coal will provide approximately 875 billion 
kWh, or approximately 25 percent of total electric power, 
in 2020. Even as electricity production from natural gas 
and renewables grows, EIA projects that coal will decline 
at a rate of only about 1 percent per year over the next 
three decades, still providing approximately 700 billion 
KWh, or 15 percent of total electric power, in 2050.6

Historically, a substantial share of U.S. coal resources has 
been produced from mines on federal lands. In 2018, for 
example, approximately 311 million tons were mined 
on federal land7 out of a total of 756 million tons,8 or 41 
percent, of total coal produced in the United States in 
that year.

The climate impacts of coal usage are severe. In its 2020 
Annual Energy Outlook, EIA estimates that on current 
trends coal combustion for electricity in the United 

6 U.S. EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2020, Table 8.

7 U.S. Department of the Interior, Natural Resources Revenue Data.

8 U.S. EIA, Annual Coal Report 2019, Table ES1.

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 
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Coal has been an essential fuel for American economic development since the 
19th century. Even today, it is responsible for approximately 25 percent of U.S. 
electricity generation.1 U.S. coal mines generate approximately 45,000 direct jobs2 
and approximately $1 billion of tax revenues annually.3 Every state in the country 
has a coal mine or coal-fired power plant, or is connected to an electric grid 
that transmits power derived from the combustion of coal. Despite continuing 
competition from natural gas, the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) projects 
that coal combustion will still provide 700 billion kilowatt hours (kWh) in 
2050 in direct electricity production, meaning that, under current trends, coal 
will still be a significant source of energy in this country for decades to come.4

1 U.S. EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2020, Table 8.

2 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, “All Employees, Coal Mining.” For specific examples of the significance of coal tax revenues on individual 
communities, see Morris et al, “The Risk of Fiscal Collapse in Coal-Reliant Communities.”

3 Headwaters Economics, “Coal Extraction,” Table 1.

4 U.S. EIA estimated that coal will provide approximately 875 billion kWh of electric power in 2020 and approximately 700 billion KWh in 2050, an 
approximately 1 percent decline per year. Annual Energy Outlook 2020, Table 8.
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determined that, “contamination from coal ash in 
unlined impoundments results in unacceptable 
risks of developing cancer from exposure to 
arsenic and unacceptable risks of developing non-
cancer illnesses from exposure to arsenic, lithium, 
molybdenum and thallium.”22

Environmental damage from coal mining can also 
affect public health. Perhaps the most graphic example 
is mountaintop removal mining, in which miners 
dynamite the tops off mountains and move the top 
layer of rock into valleys below in order to recover 
the coal. In Central Appalachia alone, mountaintop 
removal has destroyed more than 500 mountains and 
2,000 miles of stream channels—roughly the length 
of the entire Mississippi River.23 According to the 
Congressional Research Service, the EPA has found that, 
“The cumulative effects of such surface coal mining 
operations include deforestation, which has been linked 
to harm in aquatic communities; accelerated sediment 
and nutrient transport; and increased algal production, 
as well as possible human health impacts.”24 Studies 
conducted in the Appalachian region show that health 
disparities, including higher cancer mortality rates, 
higher cardiovascular disease mortality rates, and higher 
rates of birth defects are concentrated in areas where 
mountaintop removal is practiced.25

Left un-reclaimed, coal mines cause lasting harm to air, 
water and land, and present environmental hazards. 
Air pollution occurs in the form of dust blown by 
wind26 and emissions from spontaneous combustion27 
and mine fires.28 Abandoned mines harm water 
resources by emitting acid drainage that affects water 
quality and wildlife. 29 Two decades ago, EPA named 
contaminated water seeping from abandoned coal 
mine areas, especially from acid mine drainage, as “the 

22 Earthjustice comment at 4, citing 2014 Risk Assessment at 5-5 to 5-4, 
tbl. 5-3. For details on the negative health effects, see Earthjustice 
comment at 26 to 29, citing many U.S. EPA reports.

23 Appalachian Voices, “Mountaintop.”

24 Copeland, “Mountaintop Mining,” 1.

25 Hendryx, “Moving Beyond Case Studies,” 203.

26 Bian et al, “Environmental Issues from Coal Mining,” 218.

27 Id.

28 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, “Coal Mining.”

29 U.S. Geological Survey, “Coal Extraction.”

most severe water pollution problem in the coal fields 
of the Appalachian Mountains of the eastern United 
States.”30 A more recent study reports that acid mine 
drainage pollutes more than 9,000 miles of streams.31 
Drainage from abandoned coal mines can also contain 
other contaminants—including manganese, selenium 
and sediments—endangering rivers, especially in the 
northern Appalachian coal region.32

This is not just an eastern problem, however. A recent 
study of western states shows that of the total area mined 
for coal since 1977 in that region, 37 percent remains un-
reclaimed.33 While operators and the federal government 
state that land is still being mined or used for supporting 
operations,34 some researchers contend that some of 
that land is actually available for reclamation, but the 
state governments are not forcing mining operators to 
begin the reclamation process.35 Moreover, a recent spate 
of bankruptcies among top coal mining companies in 
the region has raised significant concerns as to whether 
sufficient funds will be available to reclaim these lands 
when operations cease at these sites.36

How We Got Here
As noted above, coal is expected to remain an important 
power source in the United States until at least mid-
century, in large part because it is a relatively cheap and 
abundant source of energy. It is cheap, however, because 
the market price of coal does not account for coal’s full 
costs, measured in terms of the climate and health 
impacts of air and water pollution, ash disposal, and land 
reclamation. Failure to consider these social costs has also 
led the federal government to continue to lease coal from 
public lands when incorporating these costs would likely 
have led to ending—or at least significantly reducing—
such leasing.

30 EPA, A Citizen’s Handbook, 5.

31 Bian, et al, “Environmental Issues from Coal Mining,” 217.

32 U.S. Geological Survey, “Coal Extraction.”

33 Western Organization of Resource Councils, Planning for Coal’s Decline, 11.

34 OSMRE records twenty percentage points, or approximately 82,000 
acres, as “active mining area,” and seventeen percentage points, or 
approximately 68,000 acres, as “long-term mining and reclamation 
facilities.” Id. at 10-11.

35 Id. at 20-24.

36 Id. at 10, 15, 31.

States will produce approximately 875 million metric 
tons (MMmt) of carbon dioxide emissions in 2020 (equal 
to about 58 percent of total U.S. electricity emissions), 
declining to a still-significant 661 MMmt by 2050.9 Using 
estimates of the social cost of carbon from President 
Barack Obama's administration’s Interagency Working 
Group, and applying a 3 percent discount rate, the total 
monetized damages from carbon emissions caused by 
coal to 2050 are more than $966 billion—enough to 
fund the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) at 
historical levels for more than a century.10 (Read more 
about the IWG and the social cost of carbon in "Updating 
the United States Government’s Social Cost of Carbon," 
page 20.)

Coal mining and combustion are significant sources 
of other air pollutants that cause public health and 
environmental problems as well. In 2017, for example, 
coal combustion for electric power generation was 
responsible for approximately 45 percent of emissions of 
sulfur dioxide11 and nitrous oxide,12 which cause acid rain 
and serious respiratory diseases. EPA estimated that the 
net present value13 of reducing the emissions of toxics, 
particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and hydrogen chloride 
due to the proposed Mercury and Air Toxics Standards 
(MATS) Rule was between $33 and $90 billion. The vast 

9 U.S. EIA, Annual Energy Outlook 2020, Table 18.

10 EPIC analysis with data from IWG, “Technical Support Document,” 
Table A1 and EPA, “Budget and Spending.”

11 EPA “Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas” Box 2-3.

12 EPA, “Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas,” Table 3-11 and Table 3-1.

13 i.e., the future benefits minus future costs, discounted to the present to 
account for the time value of money

majority of this total was due to the benefits of 4,200 to 
11,000 fewer premature deaths in the United States from 
lower levels of particulate emissions.14

Coal pollution is not confined to the air. Burning 
coal leaves behind coal ash, which contains toxic 
materials and heavy metals including arsenic, lead, 
and mercury,15 and which can pollute groundwater 
and surface waters when not disposed of properly.16 
Coal-fired power plants in the United States generate 
approximately 100 million tons of coal ash waste 
each year,17 which is stored at more than 747 coal ash 
surface impoundments and 286 coal ash landfills 
in forty-seven states.18 A survey published in 2019 
found that more than 90 percent of coal plants had 
unsafe levels of one or more coal ash constituents in 
the groundwater beneath them and that the majority 
had unsafe levels of at least four toxics found in coal 
ash in their groundwater.19 In more than a dozen 
cases, the contamination was so significant that 
companies were forced to provide alternative sources 
of drinking water, pay compensation, or both.20 EPA 
itself “…has documented 157 sites in thirty-two states 
where coal ash mismanagement has caused damage 
to human health and the environment,”21 and has 

14 EPA, “Regulatory Impact Analysis,” at ES-1. Emerging research 
argues that EPA underestimated these benefits. See Aldy et al., “Deep 
Flaws,”247-248.

15 See 75 Fed. Reg. 35,128; 35,138; 35,153; 35,168 (June 21, 2010).

16 Problems include lack of impermeable liners, insufficient groundwater 
monitoring systems, and improper construction and maintenance. See 
80 Fed. Reg. at 21,326-28.

17 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,303 (Apr. 17, 2015).

18 Id.; Earthjustice et al., Comments on Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Management System: Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals from 
Electric Utilities; A Holistic Approach to Closure, Part A: Deadline 
to Initiate Closure, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-OLEM-2019-0172, at 2 
(citing EPA, Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for EPA’s 2015 Coal 
Combustion Residuals (CCR) Final Rule, Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-
RCRA-2009-0640-12034, at 2-1, 4-9) [hereinafter Earthjustice comment].

19 Environmental Integrity Project, “Coal’s Poisonous Legacy,” 4.

20 Environmental Integrity Project, “Coal’s Poisonous Legacy,” 44-46. (In 
a total of fifteen documented events, an alternate source of drinking 
water was provided in ten cases, the polluter modified or re-dug wells 
in two cases, compensation occurred in one case, and no remedial 
action was detailed in three cases.) See also id. at 6 (“Yet the Coal Ash 
Rule does not require the testing of drinking water wells near coal ash 
sites, so the scope of the threat is largely undefined”).

21 Earthjustice comment at 3 (citing EPA, CCR Damage Cases Database, 
Docket ID No. EPA-HQ-RCRA-2009-0640-12123 and EPA, Damage Case 
Compendium EPA-HQ-RCRA-2009-0640-12118, -12119, -12120, -12121).

Energy from burning coal has been a major U.S. power source, but it 
has come at a steep environmental price. 
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underlying climate models, failed to consider reciprocity 
benefits of using a global value, and was wrong as a matter 
of law.”47 These errors left “EPA well outside the bounds of 
mainstream economic methods for monetizing benefits 
from CO2 emissions reductions.”48

The net effect of the Trump administration’s policies has 
been to reduce the compliance costs faced by coal-fired 
power plants, making the plants more economical and 
encouraging them to run more often or for longer than 
they would have otherwise. A 2019 study from Harvard 
University’s Center for Climate, Health and the Global 
Environment documents the climate impacts of the 
“emissions rebound effect”: while the ACE Rule reduces 
emission rates at individual coal plants, it is expected to 
increase the number of operating coal plants and coal-
fired electricity generation, leading to overall higher CO2 
emissions compared to no policy. In the long term, longer 
lives for these coal plants will lead to more air pollution 
and higher environmental and public health damages 
than would have been the case otherwise.49

Water
Beginning in 2009, the Obama administration launched 
an effort to update portions of the 1977 Surface Mining 
Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) to protect 
approximately 6,000 miles of streams and 52,000 acres 
of forests from mining waste dumped by coal companies 
in the process of mountaintop removal.50 The Stream 

47 Id.

48 Id.

49 Lambert, et al, “Carbon Standards Re-Examined,” 2. It shows 
that the final Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) for the ACE rule 
“underestimates the magnitude of state-level emissions rebound for 
CO2, SO2, and NOx; by underestimating emissions rebound the final 
RIA also underestimates the potential adverse air quality and health 
effects of the ACE rule in some states.”

50 Natter, “Trump Signs Measure.”

Protection Rule, which the Department of Interior’s Office 
of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (OSMRE) 
promulgated on December 19, 2016, placed new limits on 
the dumping of waste and debris by coal companies.51 The 
Rule also required regulators and companies to complete 
baseline assessments of nearby ecosystems prior to 
mining, to monitor affected streams during mining, and to 
develop restoration plans for waterways in order to return 
them to their pre-mining state.52

Less than a month after President Trump’s inauguration, 
the 116th Congress under the authority of the 
Congressional Review Act repudiated the Stream 
Protection Rule.53 Now, coal mining companies need only 
comply with the less-stringent requirements that the 
Department of Interior established in 1983.54 According 
to OSMRE’s 2016 Final Regulatory Impact Analysis, just 
those annualized environmental and health benefits 
that could be quantified were worth approximately $110 
million in 2020,55 compared to annual costs to industry of 
approximately $81 million.56

51 Stream Protection Rule, 81 Fed. Reg. 93066 (Dec. 20, 2016).

52 Id.

53 U.S. Congress, Disapproving the Rule Submitted by the Department of 
the Interior Known as the Stream Protection Rule, Pub. L. No. 115-5, 131 
Stat. 10 (2017).

54 OSMRE, “Stream Protection Rule,” at 93070.

55 OSMRE, “Final Regulatory Impact Analysis,” Exhibit 7-14a. But see 
also n. 335: “Of note, the first three years of our analysis experience 
the greatest reduction in coal production and, therefore, the greatest 
projected reduction in emissions. This benefit generally diminishes 
across the timeframe of our analysis. For context, the annualized 
benefit of reduced CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion across 
the timeframe of the analysis (2020-2040) is $57 million (assuming a 
3 percent discount rate and average climate change projection from 
IWG 2016a). This information is provided for context as we note that 
significant uncertainty exists with respect to the baseline emissions 
profiles of the electricity sector over time.”

56 OSMRE, “Final Regulatory Impact Analysis,” ES-30. For context, this 
$81 million would have made up “0.3 percent of estimated current total 
annual revenues for the coal industry.”

Air Pollution
When Barack Obama became president in 2009, he began 
working with Congress on a number of environmental 
initiatives. The legislation with the most direct relevance 
for coal was the comprehensive Waxman-Markey 
American Clean Energy and Security Act, which would 
have, among other things, imposed a price on carbon. 
Though it passed the House of Representatives—the first 
comprehensive climate policy to do so—it failed to pass 
the Senate.

Faced with the defeat of Waxman-Markey, the Obama 
administration focused on regulatory approaches 
instead. It convened an Interagency Working Group 
(IWG), to calculate the first government-wide social cost 
of carbon and provide guidance to federal agencies on 
its use (see "Updating the United States Government’s 
Social Cost of Carbon,"  page 20). The social cost of carbon 
showed that the true costs of coal use were significantly 
higher than the sticker price of coal would suggest.

The Obama administration's furthest-reaching effort was 
a set of rules designed to limit carbon dioxide emissions 
from the power sector, which was then the largest 
contributor to U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. The Clean 
Power Plan drew on existing authority from the 1970 
Clean Air Act37 and the U.S. Supreme Court decision in 
Massachusetts v. EPA38 to impose emissions limits on 
power plants. If enacted, carbon emissions from existing 
coal-fired power plants would have been 32 percent 
lower,39 sulfur dioxide 90 percent lower, and nitrogen 
oxide emissions 72 percent lower than 2005 levels by 
2030.40 EPA calculated the discounted net present value 
of the benefits of the Clean Power Plan to be between $25 
billion and $45 billion in 2030.41 The proposed rules faced 
almost immediate legal challenge, however, and were still 
being debated in the courts when Donald Trump assumed 
the presidency in January 2017.

37 See, e.g., Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7602(h) (including “effects on … 
weather … and climate” in the definition of “public welfare”).

38 Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 528 (2007) (holding that “Clean 
Air Act authorizes EPA to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from 
new motor vehicles in the event that it forms a “judgment” that such 
emissions contribute to climate change”).

39 EPA, “Clean Power Plan Final Rule,” Table ES-4. See also EPA, “Fact 
Sheet: Overview of the Clean Power Plan.”

40 EPA, “Clean Power Plan Final Rule,” Table ES-4.

41 Id.

Donald Trump ran on a platform to support coal and 
other fossil fuels. Once in office, he issued a Presidential 
Executive Order on Promoting Energy Independence and 
Economic Growth, which disbanded the IWG and revoked 
its guidance to federal agencies. As a result, federal 
agencies in the past two years have taken positions that 
vary from arguing that they do not have a legal obligation 
to consider social costs42 to using much lower social cost 
values than those of the IWG.43

In June 2019, the EPA replaced the Clean Power Plan 
with the Affordable Clean Energy (ACE) Rule,44 which 
among other things changed how the social cost of 
carbon was calculated. It required the government to 
take into account only climate damages in the United 
States (rather than globally) and applied a much 
higher discount rate (the rate at which future costs are 
discounted when calculating present value).45 Taken 
together, these changes dramatically reduced the official 
value of the social cost of carbon.

These changes depart from scientifically and 
economically appropriate methods for monetizing 
damages caused by CO2 emissions. According to an 
amicus brief filed in litigation against the rule in the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, “EPA undervalued 
significantly the economic impacts caused by CO2 
emissions by applying inappropriately high discount rates 
that none of current market conditions, economic theory, 
or relevant government directives support.”46 In addition, 
by focusing solely on damages to the United States rather 
than the entire world, EPA “failed to account fully for 
impacts on U.S. citizens and businesses, misrepresented 

42 U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, Office of Surface Mining Reclamation 
and Enforcement, Bull Mountains Mine No. 1 Federal Mining Plan 
Modification Environmental Assessment, at D-7 to D-8 (2018).

43 Compare Interagency Working Group, Technical Support Document: 
Technical Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact 
Analysis Under Executive Order 12,866, 4 (Aug. 2016) with Repeal of the 
Clean Power Plan; Emission Guidelines for Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
From Existing Electric Utility Generating Units; Revisions to Emission 
Guidelines Implementing Regulations, 84 Fed. Reg. 32,520, 32,562 (July 
8, 2019) [hereinafter Affordable Clean Energy Rule].

44 EPA, “Affordable Clean Energy Rule.”

45 See Michael Greenstone, Brief of Professor Michael Greenstone as 
Amicus Curiae in Support of State and Municipal, Public Health and 
Environmental, Power Co., and Clean Energy Trade Ass’n Petitioners, 
American Lung Ass’n v. U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, No. 19-1140 (D.C. Cir. 
Apr. 24, 2020), Doc. No. 1839719, at 3-4.

46 Id. at 3.

Coal ash accidents have contaminated nearby land and waterways with arsenic, lead, and beryllium.
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without valid financial assurance.69 Many states 
attempted to solve the problem through creation 
of “bond pools” where the coal companies in the 
states insured each other. However, as more mining 
operations declare bankruptcy, these funds appear to 
be woefully insufficient to meet future reclamation 
needs.70 For example, “Ohio’s bond pool guarantees 
about $545 million in coal mine cleanup costs, 
according to a 2019 actuarial report, but is only worth 
$22.2 million.”71 States and communities face a looming 
crisis in which there are insufficient funds to address 
the legacy contamination at these sites.

Waste
Coal ash, a byproduct from burning coal, is one 
of the most common types of industrial waste 
in the United States. In 2008, a massive coal ash 
spill from a Duke Energy power plant in Kingston, 
Tennessee released 5.4 million cubic yards of wet 
coal ash, illustrating the potentially catastrophic 
risks of this waste. The spill flooded over 300 acres 
of nearby land,72 led to an unprecedented fish 
kill in the Tennessee River and its tributaries,73 
contaminated local waterways with arsenic, lead, 
and beryllium, and endangered workers tasked with 
the massive cleanup effort.74 In the aftermath of the 
disaster, under the authority of the 1976 Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act75 and 1970 Clean 
Water Act76 President Obama’s EPA promulgated 
the Coal Ash Rule in 2015. The rule imposed 
obligations for groundwater monitoring of coal ash 

69 Government Accountability Office, “Coal Mine Reclamation,” 21.

70 See e.g. Coren, “Coal’s Collapse,” stating that “the approximately $115 
million in bonds secured by [bankrupt coal mining company] ERP 
aren’t enough to clean up the mess from more than 100 mining permits 
ERP acquired in 2016 from the defunct Patriot Coal Corporation, 
West Virginia says in filings. The required clean-up costs would 
likely bankrupt not only the issuer of ERP’s bonds, the Indemnity 
National Insurance Company, but leave West Virginia’s own Special 
Reclamation Fund empty”); The Alliance for Appalachia, “Bonding 
Policy Recommendations,” 28.

71 Olalde, “Exposed: West Virginia.”

72 U.S. EPA, “EPA Response to Kingston.”

73 Scientific American, “The Lasting Damage.”

74 Bourne, Jr., “Coal’s Other Dark Side.”

75 Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), 42 U.S.C § 6907(a)(3), 
6912(a)(1), 6944, 6945(a) (2020).

76 Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1345(d), (e) (2020).

landfills, required power companies to make that 
data available to the public, and required leaking, 
unlined impoundments to initiate closure and stop 
receiving waste.77

The 2015 Rule had some limitations, however. It 
designated coal ash as a non-hazardous waste,78 
despite data showing that coal ash contains 
significant amounts of toxic contaminants.79 
Importantly, this legal distinction took the bulk of 
regulatory oversight out of the hands of EPA, and 
rested it in, typically less stringent, state authority.80 
Moreover, it covered only those coal ash dumps that 
received waste after October 2015,81 despite the fact 
that hundreds of older dumps also contaminate 
groundwater,82 and despite an agency finding that, 
“facts indicate a high likelihood that in the absence 
of any regulatory action, such [aging] units will 
leak in the near future, or are currently leaking, 
undetected since groundwater monitoring is not 
installed at many of these older units.”83 It also 
did not require closure of unlined impoundments 
that were not already known to be leaking,84 

77 2015 Coal Ash Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. 21,301-21,501 (Apr. 17, 2015). https://
www.federalregister.gov/documents/2015/04/17/2015-00257/
hazardous-and-solid-waste-management-system-disposal-of-coal-
combustion-residuals-from-electric

78 Id. at 21,319-21,327 (April 17, 2015) (electing to regulate coal combustion 
residuals under Subtitle D as a non-hazardous material and deferring 
more stringent regulation as a hazardous waste under Subtitle C).

79 75 Fed. Reg at 35,153 (June 21, 2010). The Rule relied on data that 
significantly underestimates the scope and severity of the issue. 
Whereas data from 2018 shows that more than 90 percent of unlined 
impoundments will contaminate groundwater in the next 100 years, 
EPA put this figure at only 57 percent. Current data also shows that 
there are more unlined impoundments than EPA originally estimated. 
Finally, analysis of the data demonstrates that the frequency of 
pollutants exceed safe levels by one or two orders of magnitude. See 
Earthjustice Comments at 7.

80 See Util. Solid Waste Activities Grp. v. EPA, 901 F.3d 414, 423-4 (D.C. Cir 2018).

81 2015 Coal Ash Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 21490 (§ 257.101(a)) (requiring 
that the owner or operator of an “existing unlined CCR surface 
impoundment” “must cease placing CCR and non-CCR wastestreams 
into such CCR surface impoundment and either retrofit or close the 
CCR unit” within six months after the owner or operator “determines 
in any sampling event that the concentrations of one or more 
[contaminants] . . . are detected at statistically significant levels above 
the groundwater protection standard.”)

82 80 Fed. Reg at 21,327. See also Environmental Integrity Project, “Coal’s 
Poisonous Legacy,” 5.

83 Id.

84 2015 Coal Ash Rule, 80 Fed. Reg. at 21490 (§ 257.101(a)).

Land
The Abandoned Mine Land (AML) fund, established 
as part of the SMRCA, requires companies to pay into a 
government-run fund to clean up former mining sites. 
SMCRA requires “all operators of coal mining operations” to 
pay a reclamation fee to the AML fund based on the lesser 
of a fee per ton of coal mined or a fee on the value of the 
coal in the mine.57 The AML disburses those funds to states 
to support protecting “public health, safety and property 
from…adverse effects of coal mining practices…[and 
restoring] land and water resources and the environment 
that have been degraded by the adverse effects of coal 
mining practices.”58 However, the fund can pay only to 
address sites abandoned or un-reclaimed as of August 3, 
1977, the date of SMCRA’s enactment,59 and the fund has far 
less money than it needs even for those sites. As of 2019, 
the fund had $2.3 billion in assets to cover an estimated 
$10.7 billion in costs,60 and it received only approximately 
$150 million in new fees in fiscal year 2019.61

57 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1232 (a) (2020) 
(“All operators of coal mining operations subject to the provisions 
of this chapter shall pay to the Secretary of the Interior, for deposit 
in the fund, a reclamation fee of 28 cents per ton of coal produced 
by surface coal mining and 12 cents per ton of coal produced by 
underground mining or 10 per centum of the value of the coal at the 
mine, as determined by the Secretary, whichever is less, except that the 
reclamation fee for lignite coal shall be at a rate of 2 per centum of the 
value of the coal at the mine, or 8 cents per ton, whichever is less.”)

58 Id. § 1233(a)(1)(A)-(B)(i) (2020).

59 Congressional Research Service, “The Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund.”

60 Id; see also, OSMRE, “Status of the Abandoned Mine Land 
Reclamation Fund.”

61 OSMRE, “Budget Justifications,” Table 8. Reports receipts as high as 
$304 million in fiscal year 2007, falling consistently each year in the 
past decade to a projected $138 million in fiscal year 2021.

For mines closed after SMRCA came into effect, the law 
requires coal mining companies to return mining sites 
to “a condition capable of supporting the uses which it 
was capable of supporting prior to any mining, or higher 
or better uses following mining.”62 SMRCA mandates 
that companies pay to reclaim sites themselves, but 
it gives them significant flexibility in how they will 
pay for those reclamations. Under the law, companies 
are allowed to “self-bond” for their future reclamation 
responsibilities, meaning that they promise to cover 
those costs in the future based on their own credit 
rather than purchasing bonds up front to ensure 
sufficient financial resources to reclaim the site if the 
company does not do so itself.63 GAO estimated in 2017 
that a total of $1.2 billion64 of coal mining assurances 
were held as self-bonds, including $425.9 million in 
Wyoming alone, accounting for 21 percent of the state’s 
total bonding.65

Often, however, companies attempt to shed financial 
responsibility for reclaiming their sites when they 
encounter financial difficulty, liquidating those 
financial obligations along with others.66 As the coal 
industry has faced rising competition from natural gas 
in recent years, this has become more common. Over 
the past decade, more than fifty coal companies in the 
United States have declared bankruptcy;67 in 2019 alone, 
eight coal companies filed for bankruptcy.68

The lack of sufficient bonding can put state regulators 
in impossible situations with perverse incentives: a 
choice between replacing self-bonds with more trusted 
financial backing, which would put the mine into 
bankruptcy, or allow the mine to continue operating 

62 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1265(b)(2) 
(1977). In order to receive a mining permit, operators must also submit 
a reclamation plan, including a proposal for how postmining land 
use will be achieved. See id. § 1258 (2010). This includes returning 
mines, as much as possible, to their original contour, restoring topsoil, 
revegetating the area, and isolating mine wastes. Permanent Program 
Performance Standards – Surface Mining Activities, 30 CFR 816.

63 See, Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1259(c) 
(2020).

64 Government Accountability Office, “Coal Mine Reclamation,” 10.

65 Id., 12.

66 See generally Macey & Salovaara, “Bankruptcy as Bailout.”

67 Murray, “Charting a decade.”

68 Krauss, “Murray Energy is the 8th Coal Company.”

Mining companies are required to set aside money for restoring the 
land around exhausted mines, but current law includes loopholes that 
have enabled companies to avoid that responsibility. 
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POLICY
To address the climate and other air 
emission impacts of coal combustion, the 
administration and Congress could:
• Review under what conditions, if any, to continue 

the leasing of federal lands for coal mining. 
The Department of Interior’s Bureau of Land 
Management can conduct a new, full environmental 
review of the federal coal-leasing program to inform 
this decision. The programmatic environmental 
impact statement of the review would incorporate 
the full range of social costs, including the social 
costs of carbon and of other air pollutants. 
Calculations show that climate damages from coal 
mined from Powder River Basin, which accounts 
for nearly 90 percent of total annual federal coal 
production, are about six times greater than the 
market value of that coal.90 In other words, one 
dollar of activity effectively creates six dollars of 
damages.91 Incorporating these costs would likely 
justify curtailing significantly—or even entirely—
federal coal leasing.

• Impose new regulations limiting greenhouse 
gas emissions from existing coal-fired power 
plants. Energy generation has changed since EPA 
promulgated the Clean Power Plan; there may 
be new opportunities for more cost-effective and 
more thorough reductions of carbon emissions 
from the electric power sector than previously. 
Working with other federal entities such as the 
Department of Energy and the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, EPA can therefore develop 
a new version of the Clean Power Plan that reflects 
those changes, along with the full range of social 
costs of electricity generation. These figures, 
including the social costs of carbon and of other air 
pollutants, should be based on the best available 
science, incorporate global costs and benefits, 
and use discount rates that reflect current market 
conditions and the nature of the problem (e.g., 

90 Michael Greenstone, Amicus Brief on Behalf of Professor Michael 
Greenstone, Citizens for Clean Energy et al. and the Northern Cheyenne 
Tribe v. U.S. Department of the Interior, et al. and State of Wyoming, et al. 
(lead consolidated case) Case 4:17-cv-00030-BMM (Aug. 3, 2018) (Dkt. no. 
119) (D. Mont.) at 14; Greenstone, “There’s a Formula”; Gillingham, et al, 
“Reforming the U.S. Coal Leasing Program.”

91 Id.

intergenerational effects in the case of greenhouse 
gas emissions).

• Use the social cost of carbon and other social 
costs when making permitting, leasing and other 
decisions. The Obama administration’s Interagency 
Working Group on the Social Cost of Carbon may 
have stated only that officials should consider 
the social cost of carbon in rulemakings, but the 
same logic applies to individual permitting and 
leasing decisions: government officials should 
understand the full costs of their decisions and 
incorporate those into their decision-making. Thus, 
if the programmatic review of federal coal leasing 
recommended above does not foreclose future 
leasing, the Biden administration could require 
officials to consider the full range of social costs when 
assessing whether to proceed with an individual 
lease. Officials can give significant weight to those 
cost-benefit analyses, approving those that are net 
beneficial and rejecting those that are net negative.

POLICY

To address problems related to water pollution and 
land contamination from coal mining and coal 
ash, the administration and legislators could:
• Protect waters from mountain top removal 

mining. While the Congressional Review Act 
forbids administrative agencies such as EPA 
from promulgating “substantially similar” rules 
to those that Congress has nullified under the 
Act, such as the Stream Protection Rule, EPA can 
promulgate a new regulation that uses other 
approaches to protecting mountain streams. Even 
better, if politically feasible, would be for the new 
administration to work with the new Congress to 
pass new legislation that achieves these objectives.

• Eliminate self-bonding. Rather than attempting 
to reform the self-bonding program, the 
administration could propose legislation to 
eliminate the self-bonding option. Under such 
a law, companies would still need to provide 
financial assurance, but the law would require 
them to do so through third-party instruments 
like bonds or insurance instruments. Financial 
markets would then use their skills and expertise 
to assess the potential liabilities and risks, charge 

despite EPA’s finding that unlined impoundments 
presented the “greatest risks to human health and the 
environment.”85

When environmentalists challenged the 2015 rule on 
the grounds that it was not sufficiently stringent, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit held that EPA 
had acted arbitrarily and capriciously in limiting the 
scope of regulations. It remanded the rule, finding the 
agency had not sufficiently addressed the risk of unlined 
coal ash impoundments and erroneously exempted 
“legacy ponds,” essentially older, inactive dumps, from 
regulation.86 A 2018 Coal Ash Rule issued by the Trump 
administration, which rolled back regulatory oversights,87 
was likewise remanded by the D.C. Circuit in line with its 
opinion on the 2015 rule.88

Many of these sites may never be fully protected. In a 
recent report, Daniel Raimi of the University of Michigan 
and Resources for the Future observed, “A 2009 study 
estimates that closing all the nation’s 155 ‘wet’ ash 
impoundments would cost roughly $39 billion over 
ten years, and billions more will likely be needed for 
long-term monitoring and remediation.” Generally 
speaking, he continued, “no local, state, or federal policy 
ensures adequate funding for decommissioning. In these 
locations, plant owners may not be adequately saving for 
decommissioning, potentially exposing shareholders, 
ratepayers, and/or taxpayers to unanticipated costs in the 
coming years.”89

What To Do 
The Biden administration, working in conjunction with 
Congress, can take several important steps to speed 
the transition away from coal and to address legacy 
environmental issues. Giving coal miners and coal-fired 
power plant workers priority for jobs generated by these 
activities would help to support the financial stability 
and independence of coal-mining communities during 
this transition.

85 80 Fed. Reg. at 21,451.

86 Util. Solid Waste Activities Grp. (USWAG) v. EPA, 901 F.3d 414, 430-32 
(D.C. Cir. 2018)

87 Clements, “The Coal Ash Rule Trilogy,” 3.

88 Waterkeeper All., Inc. v. EPA, No. 18-1289, 2019 U.S. App. LEXIS 7443 
(D.C. Cir. Mar 13, 2019).

89 Raimi, “Decommissioning U.S. Power Plants,” 2.
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Closing Argument
On current trends, the EIA predicts that significant 
amounts of coal will continue to be mined from 
public and private lands in the years to come, and 
it will remain a major source of electric power 
in this country. Staying the course, though, will 
lead to billions of dollars of public health and 
environmental damages.

The Biden administration can help to accelerate 
the country’s transition away from coal mining 
and coal-fired power generation. Regulators 
should consider the full social costs of coal use 
when deciding whether to approve new coal 
mines on federal lands and how much pollution 
should be allowed from coal-fired power plants. 
Environmental officials should develop a new 
and improved approach for regulating emissions 
from existing coal-fired power plants. The Biden 
administration can act on its own—and in 
conjunction with Congress when necessary—to 
restore protections to mountain ecosystems, to 
ensure sufficient funds are available and are spent 
on reclaiming former mining sites, and to address 
water and land contamination from coal ash ponds. 
Those who have worked for years in these industries 
should have the opportunity to continue working in 
their communities.

The public health and environmental benefits of 
reducing CO2 emissions and other air pollutants 
and of protecting our streams and lands outweigh 
the benefits of continuing the status quo. With 
the policy changes recommended above, mining 
companies and electric power generators 
companies would no longer be able to shift the 
burdens of their operations to the environment 
or people. The Biden administration has a great 
opportunity to build on technological innovations 
and market forces to ensure a strong, just and cost-
effective transition to a clean energy economy.
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their environmental liabilities in bankruptcy. The 
bankruptcy code could instead give priority to 
public interest claims—past and present—over 
those of unsecured creditors. Such a change 
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reclamation and coal ash cleanup, should mining or 
power generation companies go bankrupt.
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• Establish stricter environmental requirements for 
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whether it should regulate coal ash under the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 
Subtitle C as a nonhazardous waste or under RCRA 
Subtitle D as a hazardous waste. If regulation 
continues under Subtitle C, EPA should monitor 
state implementation closely and take all necessary 
steps to ensure compliance with the federal 
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other jobs in the near future in the communities 
in which these facilities reside, and many of these 
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industry. The new administration could support 
tax credits for companies that hire and retrain 
current and unemployed former coal workers for 
these positions. According to a July 2020 report by 
the Western Organization of Resource Councils, 
surface mining reclamation could employ 4,800 
full-time equivalent jobs per year, or 65 percent 
of the current surface mining workforce in the 
western coal mining region of Colorado, Montana, 
North Dakota and Wyoming.92
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People in mining communities will need new jobs when mines close 
down. Prioritizing these workers for jobs in reclamation can help ease 
the economic effects of mine closures.
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At the same time, current BLM leases fail to induce timely 
resource development by allowing firms to acquire leases 
for miniscule initial prices and then effectively tie up land, 
without development, for as long as ten years. Moreover, 
the BLM’s bonding practices, ostensibly designed 
to ensure that companies restore the surrounding 
environment when a well is exhausted, have not been 
revised in some fifty years, leaving them outdated and 
unequal to the task.

There are a number of changes the Biden administration 
could pursue to ensure that BLM meets its statutory 
responsibilities. Specifically, it could raise the federal royalty 
rate to substantially increase taxpayers’ returns, reduce the 
standard lease term to speed the rate at which resources are 
developed, and increase federal bonding requirements to 
better protect the environment. Each of these steps would 
also bring federal onshore oil and gas leasing policy into 
better alignment with that used by state agencies.

Heart of the Problem
While the majority of U.S. oil and gas production comes 
from privately owned mineral resources, federally 
managed resources contribute a non-trivial share of 

U.S. hydrocarbon production. While the largest single 
federal oil and gas resource is the offshore Gulf of Mexico, 
considerable volumes of oil and gas are produced 
from onshore resources managed by BLM. In 2019, 
for example, 0.8 million barrels (mmbbl) of oil and 9.1 
billion cubic feet (bcf) of natural gas were produced 
per day from onshore federal land, equal to 6 percent 
of total U.S. oil production and 8 percent of total U.S. 
natural gas production.1 At the average prices prevailing 
in 2019, these produced resources were collectively 
worth $25 billion during 2019.2 Given projections from 
the U.S. Energy Information Administration that U.S. 
oil production will hold roughly constant for the next 

1 Federal onshore production fromDepartment of the Interior Natural 
Resources Revenue Data, accessed November 27, 2020, https://
revenuedata.doi.gov/?tab=tab-production; total U.S. oil production 
from U.S. EIA, “Petroleum and Other Liquids,” Accessed November 27, 
2020, https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/pet_crd_crpdn_adc_mbblpd_a.
htm. Total U.S. gas production fromU.S. EIA, “Natural Gas Gross 
Withdrawals and Production,” accessed November 27, 2020, https://
www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng_prod_sum_a_EPG0_FGW_mmcf_a.htm.

2 Revenue calculation based on the 2019 average Cushing crude oil spot 
price of $57/bbl and Henry Hub natural gas spot price of $2.56/mmBtu. 
Price data are from U.S. EIA, “Petroleum and Other Liquids,” and 
“Natural Gas,” accessed November 27, 2020, https://www.eia.gov/dnav/
pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=pet&s=rwtc&f=a and https://www.eia.
gov/dnav/ng/hist/rngwhhdA.htm .

SECTOR-BY-SECTOR APPROACHES 

Ensuring Americans Receive Fair 
Value For U.S. Oil and Gas Resources
Thomas Covert, Assistant Professor, Booth School of Business  
Ryan Kellogg, Professor and Deputy Dean for Academic Programs, Harris School of Public Policy

The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is entrusted with ensuring 
that federally owned onshore oil and gas resources are developed 
expeditiously, while simultaneously capturing fair market value for the 
resource owners—U.S. taxpayers—and safeguarding the environment. 
BLM’s primary policy tools for fulfilling its mission are the terms of its 
lease contracts with private oil and gas firms that ultimately drill for and 
produce oil and gas from federal lands. BLM leases, however, capture less 
value for taxpayers than leases issued by similarly-tasked state agencies 
that manage state-owned oil and gas. BLM imposes a royalty rate—the 
share of oil and gas revenue that is taken by the government rather than 
left to the producing firm—that is significantly lower than royalty rates 
used in Louisiana, New Mexico, North Dakota, and Texas, all of which 
have substantial hydrocarbon production from state-owned land.
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as plugging and abandonment (P&A). An important 
role for mineral policy is to ensure that firms properly 
decommission their wells at the end of their economic life.

The BLM and all oil and gas producing states mandate that 
operating firms P&A their wells at the end of their economic 
life. However, BLM makes it relatively easy for firms to avoid 
the cost of doing so by declaring bankruptcy—thereby 
leaving taxpayers to foot the bill for their “orphaned” 
wells. Current regulations address this well-known 
“judgment-proof problem” by requiring firms to post a 
bond, prior to drilling the well, which covers the expected 
decommissioning liability. However, relative to other oil and 
gas producing states, BLM’s required bond amounts are low 
and insufficient to cover P&A costs. The end result is that 
federal taxpayers are exposed to these costs instead.

Oil and gas will play significant roles in the U.S. and global 
economies for decades to come, and during that time the 
United States is likely to remain one of the world’s most 
important producers. The Biden administration should 
take urgent steps to ensure that taxpayers are receiving a 
fair return for these vital public resources, and that both 
current and future generations do not suffer preventable 
environmental harm from them.

How We Got Here
BLM’s mineral leasing program is part of its “multiple-use 

and sustained yield mission,” as mandated by the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976.7 The 
FLPMA defines “multiple use” as “management of the 
public lands and their various resource values so that they 
are utilized in the combination that will best meet the 
present and future needs of the American people.” Per the 
FLPMA, multiple uses include:

• Protecting “the quality of scientific, scenic, historical, 
ecological, environmental, air and atmospheric, 
water resource, and archeological values”;

• Ensuring that “the United States receive fair 
market value of the use of public lands and their 
resources”; and

• Managing public lands “in a manner which 
recognizes the Nation’s need for domestic sources of 
minerals, food, timber, and fiber.”

BLM is therefore statutorily obligated with the challenge 
of balancing at least three objectives that have the 
potential to conflict with one another: developing the 
country’s natural resources, ensuring fair value for 
taxpayers, and preserving the natural environment.

BLM’s oil and gas leasing process touches on each of 

7 See The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (As Amended), 
Public Law 94-579, https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/
documents/files/FLPMA2016.pdf .

twenty years, and that U.S. natural gas production 
will grow by approximately 20 percent over the same 
time period, responsible environmental and fiscal 
management of these resources should remain a priority 
for policymakers for the foreseeable future.3

While the federal government is the owner of resources 
produced on federal territories, it does not extract them 
itself. Instead, federal land is leased to private firms that 
possess the technical expertise with which to drill and 
produce oil and gas resources. This leasing process is 
a critical stage that governs whether, where, and when 
oil and gas resources are developed, how production 
revenues are shared between the government and 
the extraction firms, and the extent to which the local 
environment is protected. This chapter documents 
several ways in which current federal oil and gas leasing 
policy fails to deliver both statutorily required “market 
based” financial returns and necessary environmental 
protections to mineral owners—in this case, U.S. 
taxpayers—especially when compared to leases used in 
markets for state-owned and privately owned resources.4

A mineral lease is a contract that specifies, among other 
things: a primary term that dictates how many years a firm 
has to drill and complete at least one productive well; a 
rental rate that specifies a payment to the government 
each year prior to drilling; and a royalty that dictates the 
share of oil and gas production revenue that flows to the 
government. Both state and federal governments allocate 
leases to firms using organized auctions in which firms 
offer bonus bids that are the up-front cash payment they 
make should they be the winning (highest) bidder. In these 
auctions, the government sets a reserve price rule that 
specifies the lowest bid that the government will accept.

On federal lands managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM), each of the above terms is set in 
a way that is favorable to firms and—as suggested by 
current research in energy economics—is far from 
revenue-maximizing for the government. BLM oil and 
gas auctions use a ten-year primary term, a 12.5 percent 
(one-eighth) royalty, and a reserve price of $2/acre. Figure 

3 Source: EIA Annual Energy Outlook 2020.

4 BLM is directed by statute to generate a market-based return to 
taxpayers. See C.B.O., “Increasing Federal Income from Crude Oil and 
Natural Gas”, 6, and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act 
(FLPMA) of 1976.

1 compares these terms to those used by four major 
oil and gas producing states—Louisiana, New Mexico, 
North Dakota, and Texas—when they lease their state-
owned minerals.5 Relative to the BLM, all four states use a 
shorter primary term and a larger royalty. And while the 
auction reserve prices in Louisiana and North Dakota are 
comparable to those used by BLM, New Mexico and Texas 
impose substantially higher reserve prices on bidders for 
their state-owned resources.

The differences between BLM and state oil and gas leasing 
policies reduce the revenue that the federal treasury 
receives from its oil and gas resources, and at the same 
time fail to expedite resource development. The low 
BLM royalty substantially curtails the value that the 
federal treasury can recover from the public’s oil and gas 
resources, and the low reserve price and long primary 
term together allow firms to sit on land for a decade in 
exchange for a negligible up-front fee and similarly small 
annual delay rental payments.

BLM’s oil and gas policies also affect the potential 
for damage to the environment and who pays for 
environmental liabilities. Once an oil or gas well is 
drilled, the well will produce at a declining rate for many 
years, gradually depleting the underground reserves. 
Eventually, the well will reach the end of its economic life 
once production revenues are too low to cover the well’s 
ongoing operating cost. At that point, the well is “shut 
in” to turn off production. However, a shut-in well poses 
hazards that can harm people’s health and damage the 
environment. For instance, even after it is shut in the 
wellbore can remain filled, up to the surface, with oil, 
gas, and brines from the underground formation. These 
fluids may contain heavy metals or chemicals potentially 
linked to cancers and developmental problems.6 Should 
these fluids leak, they will harm the environment around 
the well and potentially affect surface or groundwater 
resources downstream. To prevent such damage, shut-
in wells must be decommissioned by a process known 

5 Each of these states has an active state-managed mineral leasing 
program and is a major producer of oil and/or natural gas. Texas, North 
Dakota and New Mexico are the three most productive states for oil 
production, while Texas is the most productive and Louisiana is the third 
most productive gas producing state. Pennsylvania, the second most 
productive gas producing state, is excluded because the Pennsylvania 
state government owns few of the mineral resources in the state.

6 Elliott, Ettinger, Leaderer, Bracken, and Deziel, “Evaluation of 
chemicals in hydraulic-fracturing fluids and wastewater,” 90-99.
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doctrine: delivering fair returns to taxpayers and sustaining 
environmental quality. BLM’s royalties and minimum 
bonus bids fall well below norms set by other major oil and 
gas producing states and by the private leasing market. The 
fact that BLM captures relatively little value for taxpayers 
could reflect the possibility that it has elected to prioritize 
the objective of expeditious resource development above 
all others. However, the statutory requirement to offer ten-
year primary terms makes even that objective difficult to 
achieve, since firms are able to obtain leases and then not 
develop them for long periods of time.

The above issues are exacerbated by the fact that many 
of the tracts auctioned by BLM do not attract a large 
number of competitive bidders. For instance, in the fourth 
quarter of 2019 (the last full quarter before the COVID-19 
pandemic began) the BLM offered 585 tracts in its oil 
and gas auctions. Only 212 tracts (36 percent) received 
any bids at all, and the unsold tracts were then moved to 
non-competitive leasing, as required by the MLA. Of the 
212 tracts with bids, seventy-three (34 percent) were won 
with just the minimum bid of $2 per acre.11 Given this lack 
of competition, the values set for the minimum bid level 
and the royalty take become particularly important in 
determining the overall revenue realized from the federal 
onshore leasing program.

Finally, the actions taken by BLM to further its third 
statutory land management objective—sustaining 
environmental quality—are inadequate to the task. BLM 
currently requires that oil and gas well operators post 
a bond of either $10,000 per lease, $25,000 for all the 
operator’s wells in a state, or $150,000 for all of an operator’s 
wells nationwide. These amounts have not changed since 
the 1960s, are below benchmarks from other oil and gas 
producing states, and are insufficient to conduct full 
reclamation once oil and gas production have ceased. For 
instance, the Government Accountability Office (GOA) 
found in 2019 that even under a low reclamation cost 
scenario, 99.5 percent of wells did not have bonds large 
enough to cover their anticipated reclamation costs.12

11 These statistics were compiled by the authors based on BLM lease 
auction data available at https://www.energynet.com/page/
Government_Sales_Results_Previous. Because BLM auctions are 
typically open outcry (whether in person or online), there are no formal 
data on the number of bidders. Presumably, leases sold for only the $2/
acre minimum bid received only that single bid.

12 U.S. G.A.O., “Oil and Gas,” GAO-19-615, 15.

What To Do
There are a number of steps that BLM can take itself, 
under current legislation, to better align its terms with 
those in private and state-level leasing, and to better 
achieve the three land management goals it is tasked 
with under federal law. The Biden administration can 
also pursue improvements by working with Congress on 
amendments to existing legislation.

POLICY
Increase the federal onshore royalty rate.

The royalty rate in any oil and gas lease (federal, state, 
or private) dictates the share of all oil and gas revenue 
that must be paid to the resource owner rather than be 
taken by the lessee firm. The BLM currently imposes a 
12.5 percent royalty—the statutory minimum—on all 
of its oil and gas leases. This royalty rate falls well below 
that used in major oil producing states for leases on 
state-owned land. Texas, for instance, imposes royalties 
of 20-25 percent on its state-owned oil and gas leases 
(Figure 1). This rate is aligned with the 20-25 percent 
royalties that are commonly used in private oil and gas 
leasing. Thus, BLM gets as little as half as much as state or 
private landowners for every dollar’s worth of oil and gas 
produced from its lands.

While the direct effect of increasing the royalty rate is to 
increase the government’s payments from all oil and gas 
produced, setting the royalty rate too high can actually 
reduce both drilling activity and revenues. Because the 
royalty is essentially a tax on firms’ revenues, higher 
royalties will discourage the drilling and completion of 
wells. An excessive royalty might mean no drilling and no 
royalty revenue at all. Moreover, when leases are awarded, 
firms will consider future royalty payments when they 
make their bonus bids. If the royalty is high, that will 
make leases less attractive to firms and consequently 
lower their up-front bids.

The royalty rate that delivers the greatest value to taxpayers 
is therefore not 100 percent, but it is not 0 percent either. 
When, as is common, lease auctions do not attract a large 
number of bidders and the cash bonus is therefore low, 
the royalty ensures resource owners receive value for their 
resources rather than losing it to the extraction firm. Bonus 
bids alone do a poor job of capturing value for the mineral 

these three land management objectives. In order to 
develop oil and gas on federal lands, the BLM enters 
into mineral lease contracts with oil and gas companies. 
These leases are similar in structure to those used 
by both private mineral owners and state agencies 
responsible for managing state-owned minerals. First, 
oil and gas leases encourage resource development 
by granting specialized oil and gas firms the right 
to drill wells that explore for, develop, and produce 
underground hydrocarbon reserves. Leases ubiquitously 
include a habendum clause that gives the firm only 
a finite time period, known as the primary term, to 
commence production. If the firm fails to develop the 
reserves by the end of the primary term, it loses the 
lease and all development rights. Second, leases collect 
revenue for taxpayers by charging firms an up-front cash 
bonus (due at lease signing) and by collecting a royalty 
share of all revenue generated by the sale of oil and gas 
production. Finally, drilling permitting policies endeavor 
to protect the environment by requiring firms to post 
a bond prior to drilling.8 The bond is only returned to 
the firm when the drilled well is safely plugged and 
abandoned—and the well site fully remediated—at the 
end of the well’s productive lifetime.

The BLM’s leasing procedures and policies for setting 
parameters such as the royalty, primary term length, 
minimum bonus bid, and bond amount are governed by 
the FLPMA and the Mineral Leasing Act (MLA) of 1920, 

8 Private oil and gas leases do not typically require that a bond be held 
by the private mineral owner. Instead, the relevant state’s oil and gas 
bonding policy applies.

which was last amended in 1987.9 The MLA requires the 
BLM to award oil and gas development leases through 
competitive auctions, in which firms submit bids for 
the cash bonus but other lease terms such as the royalty 
and primary term are pre-specified by the BLM. The 
statutory minimum bid requirement is $2 per acre. In the 
event a parcel fails to win a minimum bid, the MLA then 
prescribes a “non-competitive” award process in which a 
lease may be granted to a firm for a nominal fee, on a first-
come, first-served basis.

In either case, the awardee obtains a mineral lease in which 
the primary term is specified by the MLA to be ten years. 
Each year prior to drilling, the MLA then specifies that the 
lessee pay a minimum rental fee of $1.50 per acre for the 
first five years, and at least $2 per acre thereafter. Should 
the firm commence production of oil and gas, the MLA 
specifies a minimum royalty rate of 12.5 percent. While 
neither the FLPMA nor the MLA explicitly requires that 
firms post performance bonds prior to drilling, the House 
Committee report for the FLPMA recommends that BLM 
require performance bonds that guarantee reclamation.10

The BLM currently sets its royalty rate and minimum 
bid at the statutory minima specified in the MLA. The 
net result of these regulatory decisions and the other 
prescriptions in the FLPMA and MLA statutes is that BLM’s 
current leasing policies put little weight on two of the 
three land management objectives under its multiple use 

9 The discussion of BLM’s statutory authority versus regulatory 
discretion is sourced from C.B.O., “Increasing Federal Income from 
Crude Oil and Natural Gas,” 40.

10 Schwartz, “Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) of 1976,” 
292-293.

Under current policy, oil and gas leasing on federal lands does not achieve the same returns for taxpayers as leases from 
leading oil and gas producing states.
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Additionally, ONRR could eliminate deductions for 
transportation costs, price differentials, or product quality. 
Although these deductions do increase the value to firms 
of acquiring a mineral lease in the first place, enforcement 
requires costly audits, and even after auditing firms 
will still have some incentive to manipulate them. If 
deductions are eliminated, potential drilling partners may 
bid less in certain mineral lease auctions, but the winners 
of those auctions will end up paying more in royalties.

POLICY
Increase the rate of tract development by 
shortening primary terms, increasing minimum 
bids, and eliminating non-competitive leasing.

BLM’s standard primary term of ten years gives firms a 
remarkably long time to hold a lease before developing 
it. While such a long lead-time might be appropriate for 
large, offshore deepwater developments that require long 
construction times, it is excessive for onshore resources 
that can be developed more quickly.18 It is also out of line 
with primary terms used by major oil producing states. 
As illustrated in Figure 1, the longest primary term used 
by Louisiana, New Mexico, North Dakota, and Texas when 
leasing state oil and gas parcels is five years. Three and 
five year terms are also common in private oil and gas 
leasing markets.

Short primary terms are valuable for two reasons. First, 
they promote timely resource development, one of BLM’s 
core objectives. Second, they can increase the present 
value of the revenues earned by the resource owner, 
despite the fact that short primary terms may lead firms 
to make lower bids during lease auctions. A recent 
paper shows that primary terms create value for the 
resource owner by accelerating drilling, countering the 
incentive to delay drilling that is induced by the royalty.19 
That is, the royalty and primary term work together as 
complementary tools by which the resource owner can 

18 For instance, Kellogg, “The Effect of Uncertainty on Investment,” 
1710, finds that firms can mobilize to drill conventional onshore 
wells in Texas within three months of a significant change in the oil 
price. Newell, Prest, and Vissing, “Trophy Hunting vs. Manufacturing 
Energy,” 409, and Newell, and Prest, “The Unconventional Oil Supply 
Boom,” 11, find that most of the response of unconventional drilling to 
price changes occurs within two calendar quarters of the price change.

19 Herrnstadt, Kellogg, and Lewis, “Time-Limited Development  
Options,” 32.

earn value from its reserves while not inducing the firm to 
excessively delay resource development.

The ability of firms to obtain a federal oil and gas lease 
and not develop it for a long period of time, or perhaps 
not develop it at all, is exacerbated by the low minimum 
bid of $2 per acre that BLM uses in its auctions, along 
with the low annual rental payments of $1.50 or $2 per 
acre. Even in the least desirable, most outlying “wildcat” 
areas in the earliest days of shale plays, state auctions had 
minimum bids of $100 per acre or more. In active shale 
plays today, minimum bids of thousands of dollars per 
acre are not uncommon. Given the BLM’s low minimum 
bid, and given the fact that many tracts are leased at the 
minimum, it is easy for a firm interested in developing a 
position in an outlying area to acquire a long-term option 
at near zero cost.

If BLM could be sure that the acquiring firm was indeed 
going to be the best user of the lease for a decade into the 
future, this situation could be reasonable. However, when 
a firm wins such a position at the minimum bid, it means 
that there are currently no other interested parties. When 
and if such land ever becomes productive, it is quite likely 
that more than a single firm will have an active interest in 
it, and there is no guarantee that the firm who bids early, 
at the minimum bid of $2 per acre, is the best user. BLM’s 
policy therefore not only deprives the public of value for 
the land in the initial lease, but it also means that it may 
not ever be developed as productively—and profitably for 
the public purse—as possible.

In addition, BLM’s reserve prices are not actually imposed 
as binding reserve prices in practice. Instead, auctioned 
parcels that fail to receive a qualifying bid are transferred 
to BLM’s “non-competitive” leasing program, where 
they can be leased to firms for no up-front fee at all. In 
state auctions, in contrast, parcels that do not receive 
minimum bids revert back to private or state ownership, 
and are available for future auction at corresponding 
market terms. Recent research comparing the outcomes 
of auctions to a similar “non-competitive” leasing market 
for state minerals in Texas shows that revenues and 
production from auctions, even those that will be delayed 
until a future date, can be much higher than that from 
non-competitive and informal transactions.20

20 Covert, and Sweeney, “Relinquishing Riches.”

owner when there are few bidders, because extraction firms 
are better informed about the resource’s value than is the 
owner.13 These firms’ superior information can allow them 
to win leases with bids that fall well below the true resource 
value. In these situations, a robust royalty can preserve 
revenue for the resource owner by capturing a significant 
share of the resource’s value as it is extracted. Thus, if the 
reserves underlying a lease turn out to be a substantial, 
the royalty can let the owner capture a share of the value 
of those reserves, even if the firm won the tract with a low 
bonus bid due to little competition.

In New Mexico, for example—where the median lease 
in a pair of recent studies attracted just two bidders—the 
royalty rate that maximizes the state’s revenue after 
accounting for production impacts is between 25 percent 
and 30 percent.14 In the Haynesville shale of Louisiana, 
where mineral owners frequently negotiate with just one 
firm, revenue-maximizing royalties for new gas leases 
may be as high as 50 percent, depending on the size of 
firms’ informational advantage.15

BLM’s royalty rate of 12.5 percent therefore falls well 
below the rate that would maximize the value received 
by taxpayers from federally owned oil and gas. Such a 
low rate is consistent with a desire to emphasize resource 
development rather than taxpayer value. For instance, 
one recent study estimated that the probability a lease 
is drilled would increase by 60 percent if New Mexico’s 
royalty were zeroed out.16 BLM’s prioritization of resource 
development over taxpayer value, however, is out of line 
with that of other major oil and gas producing states. 
Royalties in Louisiana, New Mexico, North Dakota, and 
Texas are at minimum 16.67 percent and can be as high as 
25 percent. There is no obvious reason why BLM should 
deliver less value to taxpayers than do similarly tasked 
state agencies.

13 Hendricks, Porter, and Tan, “Optimal Selling Strategies for Oil and Gas 
Leases with an Informed Buyer”; Bhattacharya, Ordin, and Roberts, 
“Bidding and Drilling Under Uncertainty”; Ordin, “Investment and 
Taxation”; and Herrnstadt, Kellogg, and Lewis, “The Economics of 
Time-Limited Development Options.”

14 Bhattacharya, Ordin, and Roberts, “Bidding and Drilling,” 32; Ordin, 
“Investment and Taxation,” 15.

15 Herrnstadt, Kellogg, and Lewis, “Time-Limited Development  
Options,” 32.

16 Ordin, “Investment and Taxation,” 32, estimates that the probability 
of drilling would increase from 9.6 percent to 15.4 percent if royalties 
were set to zero, a 60 percent increase.

POLICY
Simplify royalty valuation by eliminating deductions.

The shortcomings of BLM’s low royalty rates are 
exacerbated by the complexity with which oil and gas 
revenues are valued for royalty purposes by the Office of 
Natural Resources Revenue (ONRR, which like BLM is an 
agency within the Department of the Interior). Because 
the royalty rate applies to a share of oil and gas production 
revenue (as opposed to produced volumes), the price at 
which production is valued can have a profound effect on 
firms’ royalty payments to the government.

Firms currently enjoy tremendous flexibility in how they 
price oil and gas sales and take allowable cost deductions 
for the purpose of royalty valuation.17 To value oil, for 
instance, firms can choose to use the price at the first 
arm’s-length transaction for the oil or use an approved 
benchmark price such as the New York Mercantile 
Exchange (NYMEX) price for West Texas Intermediate 
crude at Cushing, OK. Firms can also elect to take 
allowable deductions based on actual transportation costs 
or on price differentials (based in turn on published prices 
or private exchange agreements), as well as on crude 
quality differences and some processing costs. All of these 
choices and more allow firms to select terms that are 
most favorable to them, at the expense of U.S. taxpayers. 
Enforcing this web of rules also requires careful audits 
to ensure that reported arm’s-length transactions really 
are arm’s-length and that reported cost deductions are 
legitimate, increasing the cost of the system for firms and 
the government alike.

ONRR instead could pursue a simpler and less 
administratively burdensome approach to royalty 
valuation: use a liquidly traded, transparent price index—
such as West Texas Intermediate or Brent for oil, or Henry 
Hub for natural gas—as the benchmark for all produced 
oil and gas. The benefit of such an index is that daily 
prices can be independently verified by third parties, 
and the markets are sufficiently deep that they would be 
extraordinarily difficult to manipulate. Universal use of 
an index would also obviate any need to verify transaction 
records or litigate whether a buyer and seller are truly 
arm’s length.

17 A detailed discussion of the ONRR 2016 Valuation Rule is available at 
https://www.onrr.gov/reportpay/training/TrainingFiles/OK_Report_
Training/2016ValuationRule.pdf.
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is substantially weaker than that used in other major 
oil-producing states. For instance, $25,000 per operator 
is the smallest bond that the State of Texas requires, and 
operators of multiple wells pay substantially more.

BLM’s weak bonding policy gives firms both an incentive 
and an opportunity to escape environmental liabilities 
via bankruptcy, leaving taxpayers to foot the bill for 
well decommissioning—or to suffer the health and 
environmental consequences of orphaned wells. Evidence 
indicates that firms act on this incentive. Texas’s bonding 
requirement was not always as high as that shown in 
Figure 2. Prior to 2001, operators in Texas were able to 
avoid bonding requirements by paying small annual fees. 
Starting in 2001, however, Texas required all operators in 
the state to post bond amounts equal to those shown in 
Figure 2 (poorly capitalized operators could pay risk-rated 
premiums to an insurer to post a surety bond on their 
behalf). These new requirements dramatically changed the 
distribution of operating firms in Texas and substantially 
improved environmental performance.25 Many small 
operators with poor environmental records left the 
industry, selling their wells to larger firms. Orphaned wells 
decreased by a remarkable 70 percent, and violations of 
state water protection rules dropped by 25 percent.

By following Texas’s lead and strengthening its bonding 
requirements, BLM could also achieve these benefits on 
federal lands. BLM can increase its bond requirement 
by administrative rulemaking, without requiring new 
statutory authority.

Closing Argument
The federal resources managed by the BLM are an 
important source of U.S. oil and gas production. In 
2019, 800,000 barrels of oil and 9.1 billion cubic feet of 
natural gas were produced per day from federally owned 
onshore land, collectively worth $25 billion over the 
course of the year. BLM is entrusted with ensuring that 
these valuable resources are developed expeditiously, 
while simultaneously capturing fair market value for 
the resource owners—U.S. taxpayers—and safeguarding 
the environment.

While the resources governed by BLM are federally owned, 
development and extraction is performed by private 

25 Boomhower, “Drilling Like There’s No Tomorrow.”

Taken together, these policies result in some mineral 
leases that transact at far below their market value, 
and other mineral leases that should not transact at all, 
because no high-value users have shown any interest in 
them. Moreover, firms are able to sit on marginal tracts 
for a decade, precluding the land’s use by others and 
imposing administrative costs on BLM.

A number of complementary changes can address  
these issues:

1. Shorten primary terms for onshore U.S. oil and 
gas leases to no more than five years, aligned with 
the policies adopted by state agencies and leases 
observed in private markets;

2. Increase the minimum bid per acre to be more aligned 
with the policies adopted by state agencies; and

3. Terminate the non-competitive leasing program.

Because the MLA prescribes ten-year primary terms, 
implementing recommendation one will require an 
act of Congress to amend the MLA. Recommendation 
two can be implemented by BLM via the administrative 
rulemaking process. However, increasing the minimum 
bid while retaining the non-competitive leasing program 
will be ineffectual, since firms will be able to respond 
to the higher minimum bid by not bidding at all, and 
still obtain a lease later without having to pay the 
cash bonus. Eliminating the noncompetitive leasing 
program (recommendation three) will require a statutory 
amendment to the MLA.

POLICY
Strengthen bonding requirements to protect 
the environment & public health.

At the end of a well’s life, it is necessary to “plug 
and abandon” (P&A) the well, for both safety and 
environmental protection reasons. This procedure 
involves pumping cement down the wellbore in order 
to create a permanent seal that separates the surface 
from fluids and gases in the underground oil and gas 
formation. Properly plugging a well is not cheap. Plugging 
the current inventory of orphaned wells would cost 
$24,000 to $48,000 per well, with potentially higher costs 
to decommission modern shale wells.21

21 Raimi, Nerurkar, and Bordoff, “Green Stimulus for Oil and Gas Workers,” 12.

Both federal and state governments require operating 
firms to decommission wells at the end of their economic 
life. Because the process is costly, however, firms have 
an incentive to avoid this obligation. One way they 
can do so is to transfer a well’s ownership to a poorly 
capitalized firm that lacks the money required to cover 
the decommissioning cost. Once the well reaches the end 
of its economic life, the firm can then declare bankruptcy 
rather than pay for decommissioning. The ability to avoid 
environmental liabilities via bankruptcy is an example 
of the judgment-proof problem, by which firms that 
can avail themselves of bankruptcy protection have an 
incentive to take excessive risks.22

A well that is abandoned by a bankrupt firm then 
becomes classified as “orphaned” and either remains 
unplugged—posing an ongoing environmental hazard—
or is decommissioned at the public’s expense. Data 
collected from state agencies indicate that the problem 
of orphaned wells is widespread. As of 2018, there were 
56,600 documented orphaned wells in the United 
States, and likely hundreds of thousands of additional 
undocumented orphaned wells.23 Assuming a minimum 
cost of $24,000 per well, decommissioning these 
documented and undocumented wells would cost billions 
of dollars. Using public funds, states are plugging them 
at a glacial pace: only 3,356 orphaned wells were reported 
plugged in 2018.24

To help prevent orphaned wells, many states and the 
federal government require oil and gas operators to post a 
bond—or pay an insurance firm to post a surety bond on 
their behalf—prior to drilling. The firms only recover the 
bond once the well is properly decommissioned.

In principle, this bonding requirement can solve the 
judgment-proof problem, but only if the required bond 
amount is commensurate with wells’ decommissioning 
costs. However, BLM’s requirement that firms only 
post a single, $25,000 bond for each state in which they 
operate, regardless of the number of wells they operate, 
effectively requires firms to post a bond sufficient to cover 
the decommissioning of just one well, at best. Moreover, 
and as shown in Figure 2, the BLM bonding requirement 

22 Shavell, “The Judgement Proof Problem,” 45-58.

23 Raimi, Nerurkar, and Bordoff, “Green Stimulus,” 12; IOGCC, “Idle and 
Orphan,” 14.

24 IOGCC, “Idle and Orphan,” 5.
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Relinquishing Riches: 
Auctions vs. Informal 
Negotiations in Texas 
Oil and Gas Leasing 
National Bureau of Economic Research

Oil and gas extraction leases 
allocated via centralized auctions 
pay the owners of such extraction 

rights 67 percent more and produce 44 percent more 
output than informally negotiated leases.

The Economics of Time-
Limited Development 
Options: The Case of 
Oil and Gas Leases
National Bureau of Economic Research

Primary terms can benefit the 
landowner and increase the  
total value that the landowner 

and firm receive together because they accelerate 
drilling activities. 
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firms. The lease contracts that govern the relationship 
between BLM and these firms are the key policy lever with 
which BLM can fulfill its mission, since lease terms can 
profoundly influence firms’ incentives to drill, the division 
of revenue between firms and the government, and firms’ 
incentives to protect the environment.

Across the board, the terms of BLM oil and gas leases favor 
oil and gas production companies over U.S. taxpayers. 
They allow firms to capture the lion’s share of oil and 
gas resources’ value, while at the same time letting 
them avoid liability for environmental harm. Relative to 
benchmarks from state-level agencies that manage state-
owned resources, BLM leases have low royalties and are 
awarded in auctions that impose miniscule minimum bid 
requirements, allowing firms to access federal resources 
at little expense to themselves. While BLM’s low royalty 
rate can in principle accelerate resource development, 
its unusually long ten-year lease terms, low minimum 
bids, and low $2 per acre rental rate undermine its 
development objective by allowing firms to effectively sit 
on federal land for a decade without undertaking drilling, 
at essentially no cost. Finally, while the BLM requires 
firms to post bonds as a guarantee that the surface 
environment will ultimately be restored, the size of the 
bonding requirement is far too small to adequately cover 
reasonable estimates of restoration costs.

BLM can address these problems and better fulfill its 
statutory multiple-use and sustained yield mission by 
adopting leasing policies that are more similar to those of 
major oil producing states such as Louisiana, New Mexico, 
North Dakota, and Texas. By setting higher royalty 

rates, eliminating royalty deductions, and increasing 
the minimum bid in its lease auctions—actions that 
can be taken by a rulemaking process rather than new 
statute—BLM can increase the share of federal oil and 
gas resources that leads to revenue for taxpayers rather 
than profits for oil and gas firms. The negative impacts 
of a higher royalty rate on development and production 
can be mitigated by shortening the lease term from ten 
years to five years and by eliminating the BLM’s non-
competitive leasing process, though these changes 
require statutory amendments. Finally, the BLM can, by 
rulemaking, prevent firms from walking away from their 
environmental responsibilities by substantially increasing 
bond amounts up to the point that they credibly cover 
the proper wells’ plugging and abandonment at the 
end of their useful life. Adopting a stronger bonding 
policy will protect taxpayers from footing the bill for 
decommissioning costs and protect public health from 
the hazards imposed by abandoned wells.
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